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A B S T R A C T
Any virtual environment that supports interactions between virtual
objects and/or a user and objects, needs a collision detection system
to handle all interactions in a physically correct or plausible way. A
collision detection system is needed to determine if objects are in
contact or interpenetrates. These interpenetrations are resolved by a
collision handling system. Because of the fact, that in nearly all sim-
ulations objects can interact with each other, collision detection is a
fundamental technology, that is needed in all these simulations, like
physically based simulation, robotic path and motion planning, vir-
tual prototyping, and many more. Most virtual environments aim
to represent the real-world as realistic as possible and therefore, vir-
tual environments getting more and more complex. Furthermore, all
models in a virtual environment should interact like real objects do,
if forces are applied to the objects. Nearly all real-world objects will
deform or break down in its individual parts if forces are acted upon
the objects. Thus deformable objects are becoming more and more
common in virtual environments, which want to be as realistic as pos-
sible and thus, will present new challenges to the collision detection
system. The necessary collision detection computations can be very
complex and this has the effect, that the collision detection process is
the performance bottleneck in most simulations.
Most rigid body collision detection approaches use a Bounding Vol-
ume Hierarchy (BVH) as acceleration data structure. This technique
is perfectly suitable if the object does not change its shape. For a soft
body an update step is necessary to ensure that the underlying ac-
celeration data structure is still valid after performing a simulation
step. This update step can be very time consuming, is often hard to
implement and in most cases will produce a degenerated BVH af-
ter some simulation steps, if the objects generally deform. Therefore,
the here presented collision detection approach works entirely with-
out an acceleration data structure and supports rigid and soft bodies.
Furthermore, we can compute inter-object and intra-object collisions
of rigid and deformable objects consisting of many tens of thousands
of triangles in a few milliseconds. To realize this, a subdivision of the
scene into parts using a fuzzy clustering approach is applied. Based
on that all further steps for each cluster can be performed in paral-
lel and if desired, distributed to different Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs). Tests have been performed to judge the performance of our
approach against other state-of-the-art collision detection algorithms.
Additionally, we integrated our approach into Bullet, a commonly
used physics engine, to evaluate our algorithm.
ix
In order to make a fair comparison of different rigid body collision
detection algorithms, we propose a new collision detection Bench-
marking Suite. Our Benchmarking Suite can evaluate both the per-
formance as well as the quality of the collision response. Therefore,
the Benchmarking Suite is subdivided into a Performance Benchmark
and a Quality Benchmark. This approach needs to be extended to sup-
port soft body collision detection algorithms in the future.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Jede virtuelle Umgebung, welche eine Interaktion zwischen den vir-
tuellen Objekten in der Szene zulässt und/oder zwischen einem Be-
nutzer und den Objekten, benötigt für eine korrekte Behandlung der
Interaktionen eine Kollisionsdetektion. Nur dank der Kollisionsde-
tektion können Berührungen zwischen Objekten erkannt und mittels
der Kollisionsbehandlung aufgelöst werden. Dies ist der Grund für
die weite Verbreitung der Kollisionsdetektion in die verschiedensten
Fachbereiche, wie der physikalisch basierten Simulation, der Pfadpla-
nung in der Robotik, dem virtuellen Prototyping und vielen weite-
ren. Auf Grund des Bestrebens, die reale Umgebung in der virtuellen
Welt so realistisch wie möglich nachzubilden, steigt die Komplexi-
tät der Szenen stetig. Fortwährend steigen die Anforderungen an die
Objekte, sich realistisch zu verhalten, sollten Kräfte auf die einzelnen
Objekte ausgeübt werden. Die meisten Objekte, die uns in unserer
realen Welt umgeben, ändern ihre Form oder zerbrechen in ihre Ein-
zelteile, wenn Kräfte auf sie einwirken. Daher kommen in realitätsna-
hen, virtuellen Umgebungen immer häufiger deformierbare Objekte
zum Einsatz, was neue Herausforderungen an die Kollisionsdetekti-
on stellt. Die hierfür Notwendigen, teils komplexen Berechnungen,
führen dazu, dass die Kollisionsdetektion häufig der Performance-
Bottleneck in der jeweiligen Simulation darstellt.
Die meisten Kollisionsdetektionen für starre Körper benutzen eine
Hüllkörperhierarchie als Beschleunigungsdatenstruktur. Diese Tech-
nik ist hervorragend geeignet, solange sich die Form des Objektes
nicht verändert. Im Fall von deformierbaren Objekten ist eine Aktuali-
sierung der Datenstruktur nach jedem Schritt der Simulation notwen-
dig, damit diese weiterhin gültig ist. Dieser Aktualisierungsschritt
kann, je nach Hierarchie, sehr zeitaufwendig sein, ist in den meisten
Fällen schwer zu implementieren und generiert nach vielen Schritten
der Simulation häufig eine entartete Hüllkörperhierarchie, sollte sich
das Objekt sehr stark verformen. Um dies zu vermeiden, verzichtet
unsere Kollisionsdetektion vollständig auf eine Beschleunigungsda-
tenstruktur und unterstützt sowohl rigide, wie auch deformierbare
Körper. Zugleich können wir Selbstkollisionen und Kollisionen zwi-
schen starren und/oder deformierbaren Objekten, bestehend aus vie-
len Zehntausenden Dreiecken, innerhalb von wenigen Millisekunden
berechnen. Um dies zu realisieren, unterteilen wir die gesamte Szene
in einzelne Bereiche mittels eines Fuzzy Clustering-Verfahrens. Dies
ermöglicht es, dass alle Cluster unabhängig bearbeitet werden und
falls gewünscht, die Berechnungen für die einzelnen Cluster auf ver-
schiedene Grafikkarten verteilt werden können. Um die Leistungsfä-
xi
higkeit unseres Ansatzes vergleichen zu können, haben wir diesen
gegen aktuelle Verfahren für die Kollisionsdetektion antreten lassen.
Weiterhin haben wir unser Verfahren in die Physik-Engine Bullet in-
tegriert, um das Verhalten in dynamischen Situationen zu evaluieren.
Um unterschiedliche Kollisionsdetektionsalgorithmen für starre
Körper korrekt und objektiv miteinander vergleichen zu können, ha-
ben wir eine Benchmarking-Suite entwickelt. Unsere Benchmarking-
Suite kann sowohl die Geschwindigkeit, für die Bestimmung, ob
zwei Objekte sich durchdringen, wie auch die Qualität der berech-
neten Kräfte miteinander vergleichen. Hierfür ist die Benchmarking-
Suite in den Performance Benchmark und den Quality Benchmark
unterteilt worden. In der Zukunft wird diese Benchmarking-Suite
dahingehend erweitert, dass auch Kollisionsdetektionsalgorithmen
für deformierbare Objekte unterstützt werden.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
1962 — SpaceWar!1 2014 — Thief 42
Figure 1.1: Evolution in video games between 1962 and 2014.
Probably there does not exist an area in which a graphics display
cannot be used to support the end user. Therefore, computer graph-
ics can be found in many areas such as science, engineering, medical,
business, industry, art, education and training. In recent years the de-
gree of optical realism of computer simulations has increased signifi-
cantly. This important increase is mainly attributable to the computer
games scene, where optical realism is basic desire (Figure 1.1 depicts
an example of the improvements in computer games over the years).
Nonetheless, it is not the optical component only, that makes vir-
tual environments more realistic, but also naturalistic sound, inter-
action metaphors and optical correct behavior of the virtual objects
within a scene to external influences caused by the simulation or user.
We anticipate that a virtual object interacts in the same way like real-
world objects do. This basically means that objects, which collide in
the virtual world, should act as real items in the real-world. In the
case of objects are rigid, then they will repel each other or will break
up in its individual components. On the other hand, if objects are
soft bodies they will deform. Thus a virtual environment should
behave identically. Realizing such realistic behavior may through
complex calculations to simulate such a world. Furthermore, virtual
environments getting more and more detailed. To accomplish this,
a huge amount of primitives or complex functions to modeling ob-
jects are used within virtual environments. Recognizing this, new
algorithms have to especial tailored to satisfy-more complex virtual
environments and extensive requirements going forward.
1 Steve Russell invented SpaceWar! which is one of the first video games.
2 Thief 4, ©Square Enix, 2014
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An abstract geometric model usually represents every object in a
virtual environment. Most current graphics hardware uses triangles
as primitives for rendering. Consequently, a polygonal representation
is a natural choice for scenes and objects within this scene and there-
fore, most real-world models are composed of complexes of triangles
[Eri05; SAM09]. A further possibility to represent a virtual object
is using a mathematical function, like B-Splines or the most general
form Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS). Another possibility
to create a complex object is the usage of basic primitives (for exam-
ple spheres, boxes and cylinders) called Constructive Solid Geometry
(CSG). It should be noted, that the polygon soup is the most generic
polygonal representation of an object [Eri05; VB04].
Such an abstract geometric model can be used to simulate a real-
world scene, although the virtual objects will not interact like a real-
world object. The reason for this is, that an abstract geometric model
has no physical existence, per se. Consequently, virtual objects can
pass through each other. It is therefore necessary to prevent virtual
objects to interpenetrate.
In fact, we have to detect whether two objects are in contact or
not. This technique, to determine if two or more objects are in con-
tact, is called collision detection. In order to ensure solidness, and
guarantee that objects act, as the user expected, when they come into
contact, i. e., no interpenetration, a so-called collision handling system
is needed. Collision detection is a problem of kinematics, while colli-
sion response is a problem of dynamics [Eri05; OD99]. The problem
of collision detection has its roots in computational geometry and
robotics. Hahn [Hah88] figured out that the collision detection pro-
cess takes the most computation time in most sequences when the
objects are close enough. In most cases the collision detection pro-
cess takes over 95% of the computation time. Since this publication
faster collision detection approaches have been presented, but exact
collision detection remains the bottleneck in most simulations.
The current trend in computer architecture focuses on multi-core
Central Processing Units (CPUs) and many-core Graphics Process-
ing Units (GPUs). That is why new algorithms have to fully exploit
the potentials of this trend in computer architecture. The beginning
of true Multiple-Instruction, Multiple-Data (MIMD) parallelism goes
back to Conte di Menabrea [Con43] “Sketch of the Analytical Engine
Invented by Charles Babbage” composed in 1843. The first varia-
tion of a Single-Instruction, Multiple-Data (SIMD) parallel computer
can be traced back to the 1970’s [HP12]. Most modern CPU designs,
like Intel’s Multi Media Extension (MMX) technique or Intel’s Stream-
ing SIMD Extensions (SSE) system introduced in 1999, also supports
SIMD instructions, in order to improve the performance of multi-
media use, primarily video encoding and decoding. Further impor-
tant parallel computing architectures are Multiple-Instruction, Single-
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single instr . multiple instr .
single data SISD MISD
multiple data SIMD MIMD
Table 1.1: Classification of computer architectures using Flynn’s taxonomy
[Fly72].
Data (MISD)—i. e., the Space Shuttle flight control computers—and
Single-Instruction, Single-Data (SISD)—corresponds to the Von Neu-
mann architecture [Neu45]. An overview of common parallel com-
puter classes is shown in Table 1.1.
In 1999 NVIDIA popularized the term GPU, while marketed the
GeForce 256. NVIDIA’s first technical definition of a GPU was:
“. . . a single-chip processor with integrated transform, lighting, tri-
angle setup/clipping, and rendering engines that is capable of pro-
cessing a minimum of 10 million polygons per second.”
NVIDIA, August 31, 1999
In previous years, the GPU mainly has been used to transform,
light and rasterize triangles in 3D graphics applications only [Ngu07].
Therefore, at the beginning a GPU was focused on handling graph-
ics primitives such as triangles. In 1997–1998, when Intel introduced
the Pentium 2 and NVIDIA the RIVA TNT graphics card, the num-
ber of transistors on a GPU overtook the number of transistors on a
CPU (transistor counts of about 8M) [Wil13]. Brodtkorb, Dyken, Ha-
gen, Hjelmervik, and Storaasli [Bro+10] and Owens, Houston, Lue-
bke, Green, Stone, and Phillips [Owe+08] demonstrated that using
the GPU instead of the CPU can drastically speedup certain algo-
rithms. The principal reason for this is the massive performance
of GPU, compared to the CPU. The GPUs were still growing expo-
nentially in performance due to massive parallelism, while CPUs hit
the serial performance ceiling (see Figure 1.2). Therefore, parallelism
seems to be a forward-looking technology of increasing performance.
Furthermore, data volumes have increased extensively over the last
decades and arbitrarily large data sets can be efficiently parallelized
described by Gustafson’s Law [Gus88]. Understandably, parallelism
will only affect the performance of parallel code sections, which leads
to the problem, that the serial part of the code becomes the bottleneck
[BHS13]. This is often referred to Amdahl’s law [Amd67]. These two
laws, Amdahl’s and Gustafson’s Law, are common used to predict or
estimate parallel performance. Further information can be found in
Section 3.2. Today the GPU is one of the most famous SIMD comput-
ing device.
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Figure 1.2: Development of the theoretical number of floating-point opera-
tions for CPU and GPU over the last years [Nvi14, Section 1.1].
Those key features should be considered when designing a new
algorithm, especially when the computation time—needed to solving
a problem—is a key specification. However, not all approaches are
focused on speed only, in many cases the accuracy is a main issue
too. Our novel collision detection approach focuses on accuracy and
speed at the same time. To achieve this, we use the GPU as computing
device and we are working on the real input data without the need
of an acceleration data structure.
1.1 contributions
Detecting intersections between moving geometric objects was in
most cases a very complicated problem. Therefore, the virtual en-
vironment has to determine all colliding objects, or, more precisely,
all intersecting primitives in the whole scene to compute a phys-
ically plausible collision response. Thus, collision detection is in
most complex applications the computational bottleneck [BWK03;
BFA02; VT94]. Let us assume that a scene consists of two objects,
each of them consisting of n primitives. A straightforward collision
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detection approach will test each primitive of one object against all
primitives of the other object; this approach is also called brute-force
collision detection. This leads to a complexity of O(n2) [MP78] (see
Chapter 2). A quadratic complexity is completely unsuitable for
time sensitive applications and therefore, faster collision detection
approaches are needed. However, there are situations, where ev-
ery primitive collides with all other primitives within the scene (see
Figure 2.3) and therefore, O(n2) intersections occur. Thus, collision
detection approaches—which support every kind of object and ob-
ject configuration—have a theoretical complexity in the worst-case of
O(n2).
For example, in games, collision detection and response can be de-
scribed as “if it looks right, it is right.” [Eri05, Section 2.2.2], but
other applications, e. g., virtual surgery simulator, path planning and
so on, need a much higher accuracy for the collision detection pro-
cess. Furthermore, to increase the realism of virtual environments
soft bodies become more and more important in nearly all applica-
tions. Thus, our novel collision detection approach focuses on speed
and accuracy as the main issue, while it supports soft and rigid body
collision detection.
An overview of the complex area of collision detection is provided
in Chapter 2. Since this field has been investigated by research over
decades, we are focusing on collision approaches for deformable ob-
jects only. Anyway, we also introduce some techniques for rigid body
collision detection and some techniques, which are suitable for rigid
and soft body collision detection.
As we mentioned before, and Figure 1.2 depicts, parallel comput-
ing becomes more and more important. In Chapter 3 a short overview
about the field of massively parallel computing is presented. Fur-
thermore, we have a closer look at the GPU, which we use for our
approach as computing device.
Most collision detection approaches subdivide the space into re-
gions to faster reject non-colliding parts of an object or whole objects.
Chapter 4 gives an overview of commonly used methods for space
subdivision. Furthermore, we introduce a clustering approach, which
we use for the scene subdivision process. Clustering provides a stable
and fast method to create a well-suited partitioning of a scene, even
if objects strongly deform and move.
In Chapter 5 we present our novel collision detection approach,
which is based on fuzzy scene subdivision. Our method runs entirely
on the GPU and therefore, no communication between CPU and GPU
is necessary. We use a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for each
cluster of the clustering process to determine the best sweep direction
for the Sweep-and-Prune (SaP) algorithm. Furthermore, we tested the
performance of our approach in commonly used benchmarks. The
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results show that our algorithm is as fast as other state-of-the-art ap-
proaches but even more flexible to use more than one GPU only.
This is followed by an technical look at our collision detection ap-
proach (see Chapter 6). In this chapter we provide a data flow and
sequence diagram. Furthermore, we depict the integration of our ap-
proach into a physically based simulation. This serves primarily to
check whether behavior and performance of our collision detection
approach in a real-world scenario.
In summary, this thesis has the main goal to provide a fast and
accurate collision detection for soft bodies which runs in real-time.
However, our approach is still not a universal solution that is suitable
for every scenario. Thus also other collision detection approaches
have the right to exist, e. g., some approaches are especially tailored
for collision detection between rigid bodies or focusing on speed only
and therefore, they approximate the geometry or use a probability
measure to decide if a collision occurs or not.
2
A B R I E F O V E RV I E W O F T H E C O M P L E X A R E A O F
C O L L I S I O N D E T E C T I O N
Figure 2.1: Virtual neurological surgery performed with a scalpel (human
brain consists of 30k triangles and scalpel consists of 1k trian-
gles). Intersecting primitives (triangles) are marked in red.
The area of collision detection has matured from its beginnings
around 20-25 years ago to a huge area with a large body of literature,
many diverse applications in virtual reality, computational mechan-
ics, medical simulation, games, animations, computational material
science, etc., [ES99; Eri05; HKM95; LCN99; Ren+10; YW93], and a
large number of methods and principles that were proposed over the
course of that time period. Thus it is impossible to discuss all meth-
ods in this chapter. Therefore, we will discuss only some often used
techniques for spatial partitioning, e. g., spatial hashing, octrees, kd-
trees, etc. and for topological methods, e. g., SaP, BVH, and so on.
Some of these methods are described in Sections 2.5 to 2.7. Since par-
allelization getting more and more important we present an overview
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8 a brief overview of the complex area of collision detection
of different parallel collision detection approaches in Section 2.9. We
close this chapter with some related fields, which can benefit from
collision detection data structures also.
2.1 collision detection and response
Collision detection’s main focus is to recognize possible interferences
between virtual objects, which can move in space or deform in case
of deformable geometry. A virtual environment composed of n
objects {O0,O1, . . . ,On−1}, each containing a number of primitives
Oi = {p
i
0,p
i
1, . . . ,p
i
k}, i = 0, . . . ,n− 1, k ∈ N. A collision detection
approach determines, if objects intersect or not: Oi ∩Oj 6= ∅, i =
0, . . . ,n− 1, j = 0, . . . ,n− 1, and, if self collisions are ignored, ∀i 6= j ,
and, if desired, provide the intersecting primitives, pia ∩ pjb 6= ∅.
Let us assume that a scene consists of a given number of objects
with a total of n primitives and any one primitive can potentially
collide with any other primitive. A straightforward collision detec-
tion approach requires (n− 1) + (n− 2) + . . .+ 1 = n(n−1)2 pairwise
primitive intersection tests which is in O(n2) [MP78].
In most real-world scenarios few number of primitive intersection
pairs occurs and therefore, testing all primitives against each other are
unnecessary in many situations. Most collision detection approaches
aim to run in real-time or output-sensitive running time [Cla94] and
consequently, they have to eliminate as much as possible of the un-
necessary O(n2) primitive intersection tests to reach this goal. One
way of achieving this is to exclude entire objects or large parts of
objects to be tested against each other in an early stage of the col-
lision detection process. This process can be thought of as a series
of filters, which come once after each other like in a pipeline [Zac00]
(Figure 2.2 shows an example of a collision detection pipeline). The
concept of a linear sequence of modules used for pipelining is com-
monalty used in computer graphic, e. g., the rendering pipeline, local
illumination pipelines, global illumination pipelines and the haptic
pipeline [Bar97; Fol+94; MEP92]. The main objective of these pipelin-
ing steps is to reduce the number of non-colliding objects or primi-
tives. Like we showed before brute-force collision detection is not a
suitable approach because of its high computation time. Therefore,
better techniques have been developed to speedup this process. In
the following sections we have a closer look at some commonly used
techniques in the field of collision detection.
To improve the performance of collision detection the number of
objects or primitives tested for intersection has to be reduced and
therefore, the collision detection process is often subdivided into two
phases: the broad-phase (or so-called n-body processing) and the narrow-
phase (or so-called pair processing) [Eri05].
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Figure 2.2: An example of a collision detection pipeline with some filtering
modules [Wel12; Zac01].
The main focus in the broad-phase of the collision detection is to
identify objects or groups of primitives that may be colliding and ex-
clude as rapidly as possible those groups of primitives or whole ob-
jects that definitely are not intersecting. The result of this phase is a
list of all pairs of potentially colliding primitive groups or objects, the
so-called Potentially Collision Set (PCS). The PCS has to be checked
for intersections in a second phase, the narrow-phase. Within the nar-
row-phase some filters can be used to further speedup the collision
process [Zac01].
There are many physics simulation libraries, like Bullet [Cou12],
Unity3D [Cre10], Unreal Engine [Int12; Moo12], Open Dynamics En-
gine [Dru+10] and Simulation Open Framework Architecture (SOFA)
[Fau+12], which implements different modules and techniques in the
collision detection pipeline to eliminate non-colliding parts or objects
as early as possible. It should be noted that the collision detection
process is only a small part within those physics engines and there-
fore, implementing a fast and accurate collision detection is not the
main focus in most cases.
There are a few requirements, which affect the design of a collision
detection pipeline and thereby, fundamentally the collision detection
algorithm. The mainly used factor to differentiate collision detec-
tion algorithms is the support of rigid bodies and/or deformable
objects. Basically all collision detection algorithms, which support
deformable objects, can handle collisions between rigid bodies also.
However, collision detection approaches focus on rigid bodies only
will in any case outperform approaches, which support both types of
models.
Another important design factor, while creating a new collision de-
tection pipeline, are the underlying geometric acceleration data struc-
tures, which usually are set up in a pre-processing step. Collision
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detection algorithms for deformable objects normally require other
data structures or they have to implement additional modules in the
collision detection pipeline to ensure that used data structures are
valid after a simulation step (see Section 2.3).
Furthermore, the underlying abstract geometric model, to repre-
sent the objects in a virtual environment, can also be used to clas-
sify collision detection approaches. Most approaches use a polygonal
representation, e. g., triangles or quads and therefore, many polygo-
nal-based collision detection approaches exist. An efficient algorithm
for creating tight-fitting Oriented Bounding Boxes (OBBs) was pre-
sented by Gottschalk, Lin, and Manocha [GLM96]. In the initial phase
they build up a hierarchical representation of models using OBB-trees.
Within collision detection process they use a separating axis theorem
to check whether or not two OBBs intersect. But the only optimal so-
lution for OBB computation is in O(n3) and very hard to implement
[ORo85]. Curtis, Tamstorf, and Manocha [CTM08] introduced Repre-
sentative-Triangles to improve the performance of collision handling.
A Representative-Triangle is a standard geometric triangle with ad-
ditional mesh feature information. Furthermore, they can combine
their approach with existing BVHs and their approach supports both
inter-object and self-collision detection. For a fast continuous col-
lision detection approach Redon, Kheddar, and Coquillart [RKC02]
combine Interval Arithmetic (IA) and hierarchies of OBBs. Tang, Cur-
tis, Yoon, and Manocha [Tan+09] combine different techniques to im-
prove the culling efficiency. To cull large regions they use a novel
formulation for continuous normal cones. To remove all redundant
elementary tests between non-adjacent triangles they introduced so-
called Procedural Representative Triangles. Other approaches support
tetrahedral meshes, which are commonly use to represent volumet-
ric deformable models and therefore, collision detection approaches
for this data structure exists. Teschner, Heidelberger, Müller, and
Gross [Tes+04] and Teschner, Heidelberger, Müller, Pomerantes, and
Gross [Tes+03] developed an algorithm, which use a hash function
for compressing a regular spatial grid. They make use of optimized
parameters, such as hash function, hash table size and spatial cell size
to speedup their collision detection approach. Special collision detec-
tion approaches have been developed even for the more rare object
representations, like using a mathematical function, B-Splines or the
most general form NURBS [GGK06; LG98; PG03].
Lau, Chan, Luk, and Li [Lau+02] described a method, which com-
bines an Axis Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) hierarchy with a bit-
field. This approach supports both inter-collision and self-collisions
of deformable objects. Page and Guibault [PG03] introduced an ap-
proach, which creates OBBs on the fly using the surface control points.
Weller and Zachmann [WZ09] introduced a novel data structure for
rigid body collision detection, which they called Inner Sphere Tree
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(IST). The main idea behind ISTs is to bound objects from the inside
with a set of non-overlapping spheres. A key feature of this approach
is the possibility to compute the penetration volume, which is related
to the water displacement of the overlapping region. Weller, Frese,
and Zachmann [WFZ13] presented a parallel collision detection ap-
proach for rigid bodies, which has a linear worst-case running time
for arbitrary 3D objects. Therefore, they use the ISTs to fill the objects
with spheres. Furthermore, they use a hierarchy of grids to decide if
two spheres are close together or not. Because of the fact that spheres
within an object do not overlap and they have minimum radii, only
a known number of spheres can overlap a cell of the grid. This en-
ables the possibility to predefine the maximum number of spheres
within a cell and thus the total maximum duration of the collision
detection process. A novel GPU-based collision detection method for
deformable parameterized surfaces was introduced by Greß, Guthe,
and Klein [GGK06]. They build up an AABB hierarchy from the
geometry image for every object individually. The whole computa-
tion process is outsourced to the GPU. Weller, Klein, and Zachmann
[WKZ06] proposed a model to estimate the expected running time of
a collision detection process using an AABB hierarchy.
Creating a complex object from basic primitives (for example
spheres, boxes and cylinders) is called CSG. Therefore, Tilove [Til84]
use primitive redundancy and spatial localization to reduce the CSG-
tree efficiently. Su, Lin, and Yen [SLY96] convert the CSG object
model into a Bounding Volume (BV) representation and later use this
representation in the collision detection process. Both models are in-
tegrated in a hybrid model. A Divide-and-Conquer (DAC) approach
is used to identify possible colliding regions in a fast way in combina-
tion with an adaptive BV selection strategy. Su, Lin, and Ye [SLY99]
described a collision detection approach for CSG, which mainly takes
advantages of the CSG Divide-and-Conquer paradigm. In addition
to that, they use efficient distance-aided collision detection for convex
BVs. Kim, Oh, Yoon, Kim, and Elber [Kim+11] use a hierarchy of
Coons [Coo67] patches to approximate the BVH of free-form NURBS
surfaces.
Another important model representation is a set of points, also
called point clouds, which has become more and more popular in
the last years. Cheap 3D scanning devices, like Microsoft’s Kinect
[Iza+11] or a simple webcam [PRD09], are the reason for this. Fur-
thermore, nearly everyone owns a webcam and thus a 3D scanner is
widely available [RHL02]. Currently Google is developing a tablet
with a 3D scanning software, called Project Tango. Furthermore,
point clouds are well-suited for represent complex models [BWG03;
KZ04b; KZ04c; Pfi+00; RL00; Zwi+02]. Klein and Zachmann [KZ04a]
presented the first approach for collision detection of point clouds.
Their time-critical collision detection approach detects intersection
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of the underlying implicit surfaces. Therefore, they create a hierar-
chy containing of the sample points beside with spheres covering a
part of the scanned surface. Klein and Zachmann [KZ05] proposed
an approach to reconstruct the intersection curve between two point
clouds. Thus, they use interpolation search along the shortest path
within a proximity graph. Figueiredo, Oliveira, Araújo, and Pereira
[Fig+10] introduced an efficient collision detection approach for point
clouds. Therefore, they divide the scene graph into voxels. For ev-
ery voxel they use an R-tree hierarchy of AABBs for fast collision
queries. Pan, Chitta, and Manocha [PCM11] compute the collision
probability for every data point. Furthermore, they use a stochastic
traversal of BVHs to accelerate the computation. Pan, Sucan, Chitta,
and Manocha [Pan+13] introduced an efficient approach, which can
handle large sensor generated data sets of point clouds received at
real-time rates. Therefore, they use a high-dynamic AABB tree as
broad-phase culling technique and use an octree, holding the point
cloud data, as proximity data structure. Radwan, Ohrhallinger, and
Wimmer [ROW14] proposed a collision detection approach for point
clouds, which use a screen-space representation for point clouds. Be-
cause the underlying surface is 2D, they reduced the 3D point clouds
into a number of thickened layered depth images.
All these features, like support of rigid bodies or soft objects, the
underlying geometric acceleration data structures, or the underlying
abstract geometric model to represent the objects, can be used to
classify collision detection algorithms. However, there exists further
classification features for collision detection, i. e., accurate or approx-
imate, off-line or real-time, CPU-, GPU-based or hybrid, hierarchical
or non-hierarchical methods.
Nevertheless, it must be mentioned that the theoretical complexity
of most collision detection approaches is in the worst-case in O(n2), if
no constraints for the used objects or object configuration exists. Such
a worst-case scenario is the collision between two Chazelle1 polyhe-
dra shown in Figure 2.3.
2.1.1 Collision Detection Queries
Interference detection or intersection testing problem is the most evident
collision detection query. Therefore, the collision detection algorithm
answering the Boolean question: for a given configuration; do object
A and B interpenetrate or not. The advantages of this query lie in
the fact that it is fast and easy to implement. Thus, it is used in most
collision detection approaches. However, for deformable collision de-
tection a Boolean result is not enough and all parts, which are in
contact or interpenetrate must be detected. In Section 2.3 we discuss
1 Chazelle [Cha84] showed that a Chazelle polyhedron can not be partitioned into
fewer than Ω(n2) convex parts.
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Figure 2.3: One example of a worst-case for collision detection algorithms is
the intersection of two Chazelle polyhedra.
why we need to determine all contact points to deal with intra- and
inter-object collisions in a correct way.
In principle, approximate queries—the quality of the answer is only
required to be accurate up to a predefined margin of error—are nearly
in all cases easier to handle than exact collision detection queries.
Most computer games are using approximate queries but in the most
critical applications, e. g., virtual surgery and physically correct sim-
ulations exact collision detection queries are required.
In the case of an intersection, some applications require more infor-
mation, e. g., penetration depth, colliding primitives and/or intersection
volume. If objects are not intersecting than some applications need
closest points between two objects A and B. It should be noted that
the closest point is not necessarily unique; there can be an infinite
number of closest points. In dynamic scenes sometimes the next time
of collision is needed, called the Time of Impact (ToI). Many simula-
tions use the ToI to control the time step size in their simulation cycle
[Eri05].
2.1.2 Further Information on Collision Detection
Since collision detection is a fundamental technique in every physi-
cal based simulation or any simulation, where interactions between
objects are important, many researchers have investigated it over
decades. Naming and discussing of all existing approaches lie far
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beyond the scope of an overview. However, we wish to provide a list
of the most important publications in this area, but without raising
a claim to completeness: the most cited books in the widely field of
collision detection are Ericson [Eri05], Van Den Bergen and Bergen
[VB04], Eberly [Ebe03], Coutinho [Cou01], Zachmann and Langetepe
[ZL03], Overmars [Ove88], Baraff and Witkin [BW92], Foley, Van
Dam, Feiner, Hughes, and Phillips [Fol+94] and furthermore, their
are many surveys available also, Lin and Gottschalk [LG98], Jiménez,
Thomas, and Torras [JTT01], Kockara, Halic, Iqbal, Bayrak, and
Rowe [Koc+07], Avril, Gouranton, Arnaldi, et al. [A+09], Teschner,
Kimmerle, Heidelberger, Zachmann, Raghupathi, Fuhrmann, Cani,
Faure, Magnenat-Thalmann, Strasser, and Volino [Tes+05].
2.2 deformable objects
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Figure 2.4: The blue circle represents the continuous connected surface of
a model M ∈ R2. The black dots are points on the surface of
the model M, the material coordinates, which are connected by a
discrete polygonal representation (red lines).
A deformable model is defined by an initial state, often called as
rest or equilibrium configuration. This initial state represents the sur-
face of an object without the influence of any external forces, like cavi-
tation, inflation pressure or wind. Furthermore, a deformable model
consists of a set of material parameters. These parameters define
how the model deforms, under the influence of external forces. We
define the initial state of a model as a continuous connected surface
M ∈ Rn. All coordinates mi ∈ M, with i is the index of coordinate,
are points of the object, represented byM, and they are called material
coordinates. In the discrete case—e. g., polygonal models or CSG—M
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consists of a fixed number of points that samples the initial state of
the model.
When an external force is applied on a deformable model some
material coordinates mi may change their location and move to a
new position def(mi). In the case of a discrete representation of the
model only the points representing the surface are moving under the
forces (see Figure 2.4). Because the function def(mi) defines a new
location for all material coordinates mi, def(mi) can be seen as a
vector field defined on M. Another possibility is to define the move-
ment of the material coordinates mi by a displacement vector field
posDV(mi) = def(mi) −mi. For further information on definition
of deformable objects and the influence of external forces we want to
refer to [Nea+06; Ter+87].
Cloth simulation [Ter+87; Wei86] is a typical application of de-
formable collision detection. Therefore, many approaches, which are
especially well-tailored for cloth simulation have been developed. La-
fleur, Magnenat-Thalmann, and Thalmann [LMT91] use a thin force
field around each object within the scene to detect collisions. Provot
[Pro97] divides the piece of cloth recursively in zones imbricating
with each other. In every iteration of the simulation, the BV for
each zone is computed. Furthermore, they use a BV-tree to elimi-
nate quickly all collision tests. For cloth simulation Bridson, Fedkiw,
and Anderson [BFA02] use a voxel based collision detection approach
introduced by McNeely, Puterbaugh, and Troy [MPT99].
2.3 deformable versus rigid body collision detection
— collision, self-collision and resting contact —
The focus of this dissertation lays on accurate collision detection be-
tween many deformable objects in an extremely dynamic environ-
ment. Nevertheless, we want to show up some key differences be-
tween the two main categories—deformable vs. rigid body—of colli-
sion handling. Since collision handling for rigid bodies has been re-
searched for almost three decades, it has been well-investigated, but
collision handling for deformable objects introduces new problems.
Soft collision detection needs to determine all contact points to cre-
ate a realistic and correct simulation including those due to self-colli-
sions, whereas collision detections for rigid objects are ignoring self-
collisions in most cases. This is one of the main differences between
rigid and soft collision detection as well as the underlying accelera-
tion data structure.
Rigid body collision detection mostly uses sophisticated and most
often time consuming data structures, which are created once a time
at the beginning of the collision handling process. This data struc-
tures allows efficient and fast collision detection queries within the
simulation at different timestamps. Using these data structures for
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deformable collision detection introduce the problem that some parts
of a soft body can deform and therefore, most acceleration data struc-
tures have to be updated in every simulation step. Depending on the
kind of deformation an update of the underlying acceleration data
structure can be quite extensive.
Additionally, some rigid body simulations only need one pair of
contact points, which improve the performance of the collision han-
dling again. However, a simulation with support for deformable bod-
ies needs to determine all contact points to deal with intra-object and
inter-object collisions appropriately. Only when all contact points
are taking into account, the situation of resting contact between de-
formable parts of the object and/or different objects can be solved in
a physically correct or plausible way [BFA02].
2.4 animation
“There is no particular mystery in animation . . . it’s really very
simple, and like anything that is simple, it is about the hardest thing
in the world to do.”
Bill Tytla, Walt Disney Studios, 1937
An animation introduces a new variable to the object representa-
tion, the time parameter. This parameter can be interpreted as a func-
tion, which changes the position of an object or a set of points over
the time. For the collision detection process we are only in parame-
ters, which can change the geometry representation. There are two
common ways to influence the object representation:
• Scene graphs are generally used for rigid body simulations and
therefore, altering the transformation in a transform node of the
scene graph is a common way to animate the object. This type
of motion is often referring to as placement change. Placement
change uses three types of transformations: translation, rotation
and non-uniform scaling on (part of) the model.
• Changing the underlying geometric object directly is another
way to animate a model. This type of motion is often referring
to as deformation. This type is most commonly used for polyg-
onal objects, which can change its shape, like fluids, cloth, or
skin.
A scene graph is a hierarchical structure of groups of objects. Ev-
ery group of objects has their own local coordinate system, which is
placed in their parents’ coordinate system. With this technique a com-
plex object can be generated easily. In most cases a scene graph is a
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). A DAG is a directed graph with no
directed cycles, but a single node can have multiple parents. A scene
graph has typically two types of nodes: grouping node and leaf node.
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• A grouping node combines all child nodes as a subgraph. There-
fore, a group node represents the union of all objects hold by its
children. Group nodes include all kind of transformations and
state switching, e. g., material properties, Level-of-Detail, user
defined properties, and more.
• A leaf node is rendered and all operations in the tree before are
effected to this node. The node can include objects, sounds,
lights, camera and many more.
Till today, most placement changes, we can find in interactive 3D
simulations, are rigid motions but we are focus on deformable objects
only and therefore, rigid motion is beyond the scope of this work. For
further information we refer to Ericson [Eri05] and Van Den Bergen
and Bergen [VB04].
Computer graphics researcher investigated the physically moti-
vated deformation of models over three decades. Lasseter [Las87]
discussed the squash and stretch principle, which can be occur if an
object is moving. Squash and stretch is important in many parts of
animation, e. g., facial animation, muscle simulation, and so on. In
the same year Terzopoulos, Platt, Barr, and Fleischer [Ter+87] intro-
duced differential equations that model the behavior of deformable
objects as a function of time. Solving these differential equations
create a physically plausible and realistic animation. In the years
that followed, more and more researchers have focused on the topic
of visually and physically plausible animation of deformable objects
and fluids. A high fidelity approximation of material properties such
as plasticity, elasticity, or flexibility approach, which is physically
motivated, has been presented by [JP99; ST92; TF88]. A physically
plausible behavior of an object within a scene makes interactions
with the object much easier. The interactor can predict the effect
of an interaction and therefore, planning a sequence of impulse to
interact with the environment is possible.
For non-physically motivated geometry representations, like para-
metric curves and surfaces, and free-form deformations, we refer
the interested reader to following approaches: Sederberg, Cardon,
Finnigan, North, Zheng, and Lyche [Sed+04] and Sederberg, Zheng,
Bakenov, and Nasri [Sed+03] use t-splines, which are a generalization
of non-uniform B-spline surfaces. Llamas, Kim, Gargus, Rossignac,
and Shaw [Lla+03], Milliron, Jensen, Barzel, and Finkelstein [Mil+02],
and Spillmann, Tuchschmid, and Harders [STH13] presented some
geometric warps and deformation approaches, which are indepen-
dent of geometric model representations. Botsch and Kobbelt [BK05]
developed a parallel space deformation technique using GPU. Fur-
thermore, methods based on differential surface properties have been
developed by [BK04; IMH05; Nea+07; Sor+04; Yu+04]. For deforma-
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tion in character animation, especially character skinning reference is
made to [JT05; KJP02; McA+11; WP02].
For a physically motivated geometry representation different ap-
proaches exist. Most researchers use a simple explicit Finite Element
Method (FEM), because this method is easy to understand and is
straightforward to implement [Deb+01; Mül+02; OH99]. A physi-
cally-based character skinning approach was presented by Deul and
Bender [DB13].
For the sake of completeness, we want to give a coarse overview
of some other methods used to simulate deformable motion [Nea+06,
Section 1]:
• Lagrangian Mesh Based Methods
– Continuum Mechanics Based Methods
– Mass-Spring Systems
• Lagrangian Mesh Free Methods
– Loosely Coupled Particle Systems
– Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)
– Mesh Free Methods for the solution of Partial Differential
Equations (PDEs)
• Reduced Deformation Models and Modal Analysis
• Eulerian and Semi-Lagrangian Methods
– Fluids and Gases
– Melting Objects
The deformation process of the objects generally is duty of the un-
derlying physics engine and therefore, not focus of this work. Most
physics engines are using a collision detection system to decide if the
current state of the virtual world is valid or not. Therefore, we have
integrated our collision detection approach in Bullet, a commonly
used physics engine (see Section 6.5).
2.5 broad-phase collision detection
The focus in the first part of the collision detection pipeline—the
broad-phase—is to eliminate as much as possible of the false-positive
inter-object collisions from further investigation (see Figure 2.2). To
achieve this, typically the geometry of an object is fully encapsulated
by a Bounding Volume (BV). A BV has a much more simple shape,
which results in a more cheaper overlap test, than testing the whole
complex geometry they girdle (few examples of BVs are shown in Fig-
ure 2.5). We discuss the types of BVs more in detail in the Section 2.6.
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Most objects consist of thousand or even millions of primitives, test-
ing every primitive against each other is in almost every case to ex-
pensive. The reason to use a BV is that testing two BVs for overlap
can be done very quickly.
(a) AABB (b) OBB (c) Convex Hull (d) Sphere
Figure 2.5: Typical types of BVs
A brute-force implementation of broad-phase—in order to deter-
mine whether some BVs overlap or not—will test a BV of one object
against all the others’ BVs in the scene. This leads to (n− 1) + (n−
2)+ . . .+ 1 = n(n−1)2 pairwise BV intersection tests, which has a com-
plexity of O(n2), where n is the total number of BVs in the scene.
The Axis Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) is one of the most com-
monly used BV [Eri05]. Woulfe, Dingliana, and Manzke [WDM07]
introduced a completely hardware-based broad-phase collision de-
tection approach on Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) using
AABBs, but even this full hardware-based approach has a complexity
of O(n2) and therefore, it is limited to a small amount of AABBs. As
early as 1981, Edelsbrunner and Maurer [EM81] have proven that the
optimal algorithm to find all intersections of n AABBs has a complex-
ity of O(n·log2 n+ k) where k is the number of intersecting objects,
or AABBs respectively.
More efficient algorithms, such as spatial subdivision or topological
methods, achieve an average complexity of O(n·logn), but worst-case
complexity is still in O(n2).
Spatial partitioning divides space into regions and verified if the BV
of two or more objects overlap the same region. Afterwards, these
objects, which are in the same region, are passed to the second phase
of the collision detection pipeline, the narrow-phase. Grids, trees
and spatial sorting are the commonly used spatial partitioning meth-
ods. Some examples for these spatial partitioning methods are regu-
lar grids, spatial hashing technique [Mir97; PKS10], octrees [PML97;
Zho+11], kd-trees [Ben75; BF79; Zho+08], BucketTree [GDO00], R-
trees [Gut84; HKM95] and Binary Space Partitioning (BSP) [FKN80].
Under certain conditions spatial partitioning, because of their static
nature, can arise inefficiency especially regarding the use of dynamic
scenes. This can be because objects are vary greatly in size or an
improperly tuned region size is used. For simulations, where the ob-
jects are relatively close in size, and their possible bounds are well-
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defined, spatial grids can be an excellent and fast choice. Uniform
grids, for example, can be updated very fast and this spatial parti-
tioning method is especially well-suited to be parallelized. Le Grand
[Le 07] presented a parallel approach using a uniform grid for broad-
phase collision detection for particles, while exploiting efficient up-
date and access of uniform grids. Pabst, Koch, and Straßer [PKS10]
extended the approach described by Le Grand [Le 07] and presented
a hybrid CPU/GPU collision detection for deformable surfaces with
self-collision. Another commonly used spatial partitioning method is
BSP-tree. Thibault and Naylor [TN87] use BSP-trees to represent an
exact representation of arbitrary polyhedra of any dimension. There-
fore, they use Boolean expressions on boundary representation as a
CSG tree and producing a BSP-tree as the result. Chrysanthou and
Slater [CS92], Snyder and Lengyel [SL98], and Torres [Tor90] elab-
orated different strategies to update spatial data structures. How-
ever, often a periodic reconstruction of the tree is required because
in highly dynamic scenes the tree may degenerate after several sim-
ulation steps. Luque, Comba, and Freitas [LCF05] use an advanced
BSP version, called Semi-Adjusting BSP-tree, to subdivide the scene.
Their approach use several strategies to alter cutting planes, and defer
updates based on the restructuring cost. With this technique they can
handle even highly dynamic scenes without a complete restructuring
of the BSP-tree.
In comparison with spatial partitioning, topological methods are
based on the relative position of the objects to each other. This means
that objects, which are far away, are not checked for intersection.
Baraff [Bar92] introduced one of the most common used topological
method, called sort and sweep. Cohen, Lin, Manocha, and Ponamgi
[Coh+95] referred to this technique as Sweep-and-Prune (SaP) and
this designation became generally accepted by most researchers. This
approach projects the boundary of the objects’ BV on one or more
axes. This is followed by an overlap test for all BV intervals on all
projection axes. An overlapping of objects BV intervals on all axes
means, that their BV intersect and these pairs have to be passed to
the narrow-phase. The worst-case complexity of this approach is in
O(n·logn+ k), where n is the number of BVs and k is the amount of
overlapping BVs [Bar92; Lin93]. Like for all other approaches more
and more parallel solutions have been developed. Avril, Gouranton,
and Arnaldi [AGA10] introduced a multi-threading version of the
SaP algorithm. They use the three coordinate axes as projection plan.
Liu, Harada, Lee, and Kim [Liu+10] perform a parallel SaP using
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA). Furthermore, they
use PCA to determine the best sweep direction for the SaP algorithm,
additionally they use spatial subdivision to reduce false-positive
overlaps once more. Shellshear [She14] use a multi-threading 1D
version of the SaP algorithm for collision detection for deformable
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cables. Their approach is especially well-suited for cables with a
huge amount of moving segments. The Section 2.7 describes the SaP
approach in greater detail.
The quality and the time needed for the broad-phase collision de-
tection process depends on the used algorithm. In this context, qual-
ity means how many pairs of the PCS, detected by the algorithm, are
passed to the exact collision detection phase, although there is not
an intersection between them. Zachmann [Zac01] pointed out that
the brute-force approach—testing n
2+n
2 BVs—performs very well,
because of its very small constant factor. The brute-force approach
reached its quadratic running time only for many more than 100 ob-
jects in a scene. This may explain why most researchers focus on
improving and accelerating the narrow-phase. The following section
gives a detailed description of the narrow-phase.
2.6 narrow-phase collision detection
Most introduced acceleration data structures, like BVs, BSPs, kd-trees
(see Section 4.2 for more details), et cetera can be used to accelerate
both broad- and narrow-phase processing. In the broad-phase pro-
cessing, acceleration data structures are used to represent the whole
object in a scene and to cull away entire objects or groups of objects,
which are far away. On the other hand, in the narrow-phase the accel-
eration data structures represent parts of a complex object, to perform
fast and cheap overlap tests, before performing expensive primitive-
primitive intersection tests. The focus in the broad-phase is on creat-
ing a list of possible colliding object pairs, whereas the focus in the
narrow-phase is to carefully check these pairs for collision.
A brute-force implementation of the narrow-phase takes every pair
of the PCS list P(A,B), and will test all primitives of object OA’s
geometry again all primitives of object OB’s geometry. This brute-
force approach will be in O(n·k), while n is the number of primitives
of object OA and k is the number of primitives of OB. Due to the
fact, that in most scenes the complexity of objects are much higher
than the number of objects within a scene, a quadratic complexity for
the narrow-phase is not a feasibility in nearly all situations. That is
the reason why so many different approaches exist to speed up the
narrow-phase collision detection.
It must be noted that in the case of soft collision detection all kind
of collisions—collisions between objects and self-collisions—must be
considered and therefore, not only objects which are in the PCS are
going further investigations. In the narrow-phase all objects have to
be checked for self-collisions, which can be done natively by checking
a primitive of the object against all other primitives of the same object.
The narrow-phase part of the collision detection process can be
subdivided into three challenges:
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1. Remove all definitively non-colliding pairs and find which sub-
objects are really intersecting.
2. Determine all needed proximity/contact information, e. g., ex-
act contact points where objects are touching (inter-penetrating),
surface normal at that contact points, penetrating distance or
penetration volume.
3. Detect resting or persistent contacts, i. e., equivalent contact
points from previous simulation steps.
Level 0
Level 1
Level 2
Figure 2.6: An example of a simple BVH using AABBs as Bounding Volume.
On the left side a geometric object is subdivided recursively into
subsets of their primitives or groups of primitives. The right
part of the Figure depicts all BVs for corresponding level of the
hierarchy. A higher number of level leads to a finer structure of
BVs.
For rigid body collision detection the common data structure, used
to reduce the number of intersection tests, are BVHs (see Figure 2.6).
To generate a BVH, a geometric object is recursively divided into
groups of primitives encapsulated by a BV, which are subdivided
again. This procedure is repeated until the BV bounds a predefined
number of primitives. Every object can be used as a BV, but most of
them will not serve as an effective BV. There are some requirements
to be an effective BV:
• Tight fitting to well-approximate the bounded object
• Efficient intersection/overlap test
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• Efficient creation
• Efficient updating (transformation)
• Memory efficient
• Well-suited for hierarchy construction
However, most of these requirements are contrary. Some BV ap-
proximate the shape of an object better but the intersection test is
much more expensive. Furthermore, in the case of deformable ob-
jects a BV which approximate the underlying geometry perfectly
at the beginning of a simulation could perform poorly at the end,
because of an intensively deformation. Commonly used BVs are
AABB in a global reference [Hah88; LA01], or in a local reference
of the model [Ber98], OBB [GLM96], spheres [Hub96; PG95; Rit90],
k-Discrete Oriented Polytopes (k-DOP)2 [Klo+98; Klo98; Zac98a],
Fixed-Direction Hulls (FDHs) [KZ97], or convex hull (few examples
of BVs are shown in Figure 2.5). Other often used BVs are sphere-
swept volumes. Therefore, a sphere slides along the border of an
object, e. g., point, line, rectangle and so on. Figure 2.7 depicts some
simple sphere-swept volumes, however every convex object can be
used as swept volume but most more complex objects have a more
expensive intersection test.
(a) Sphere-Swept
Point (SSP)
(b) Sphere-Swept
Line (SSL)
(c) Sphere-Swept Rectangle (SSR)
Figure 2.7: Some simple examples of sphere-swept volumes.
Because of the fact that the best BV is very dependent on the un-
derlying problem further types have been suggested as BV. For exam-
ple, cones [Ebe02; Hel97], cylinders [Ebe00; Hel97; Sch+00], spherical
shells [Kri+98], Quantized Orientation Slabs with Primary Orienta-
tions (QuOSPO) [He99], ellipsoids [CWK03; RB92; Wan+04; WWK01],
and zonotopes [GNZ03].
But there is more required than just a BV to generate a good BVH.
Therefore, numerous parameters must take into account and choose
wisely.
• Type of Bounding Volume: AABB, OBB, sphere, . . .
2 k-DOPs are polytopes based on the AABB.
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• Type of tree (binary, 4-ary, . . . )
• Insertion/bottom-up/top-down construction method
• Heuristic to subdivide/group object’s primitives or BVs
• How many primitives in each leaf of the BVH
We already introduced the most commonly used BV in the Sec-
tion 2.5. Another parameter is the maximum number of children per
node, typical is a binary, but also quad- or n-ary trees are possible.
The next parameter is the technique used to construct the hierarchi-
cal tree. There are three mainly used construction techniques: inser-
tion methods [Bec+90; GS87], bottom-up methods [Bar+96], and top-
down methods [TR98]. During the hierarchy construction process a
heuristic is needed to decide if a BV is subdivide—top-down con-
struction approach—or if BVs or on the first level object’s primitives
are grouped—bottom-up approach. The last parameter specifies the
number of primitives stored in a leaf of the BVH and therefore, a
maximum number of elements a leaf BV encloses. Over time, some
different BVHs have been developed, for example Quadtrees [Sam84],
Boxtree [Bar+96; Zac95] and k-DOP trees [Klo+98; Zac98b].
Weghorst, Hooper, and Greenberg [WHG84] introduced a cost
function to analyze the computation cost for hierarchical structures
of BVs in the context of ray tracing. This cost function was used by
Gottschalk, Lin, and Manocha [GLM96] also, but within the context
of collision detection. The total cost to check two hierarchies, which
approximate two complex models, for intersection was quantified by
Gottschalk, Lin, and Manocha [GLM96] as:
TI = Nv·Cv +Np·Cp (2.1)
with
TI Total cost function for intersection test
Nv Number of BV overlapping tests
Cv Cost for average overlap test
Np Number of primitive pairs tested for interference
Cp Cost for average primitive pair test
The Eq. (2.1) is well-suited for measuring of the hierarchy traversal
cost associated with performing a single intersection detection check
between two complex models. In the case of a deformable model the
shape of this object can change and therefore, the BVH can become in-
valid. To ensure that the BVH is valid we have to maintain an update
step. Taking this into account will extend the previously introduced
cost function TI (see Eq. (2.1)) to:
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TUI = Nu·Cu +Nv·Cv +Np·Cp (2.2)
where Nv, Cv, Np, and Cp are defined as in Eq. (2.1) and
TUI Total cost function for hierarchy updates and intersection tests
Nu Number of BV updates
Cu Cost for average BV update
Optimizing a BVH is in most cases problem specific; furthermore,
lowering one factor often raises others. Another problem using BVH
is the update procedure to ensure the BVH is still valid. This process
depends on the degree of deformation, like we show in Eq. (2.2). In
the case of a high degree of deformation we need to update all the
BVs. Therefore, the update cost function will be Nu ·Cu, with Nu
number of all BVs in the scene, for the update process only. It should
be noted, that a BVH for deformable models has usually more BVs
than primitives in the scene. Kopta, Ize, Spjut, Brunvand, Davis, and
Kensler [Kop+12] use tree rotations to efficiently refitting the BVH.
In static scenes this technique can be used to off-line improving the
quality of the BVH. This approach is fast, has minor update time and
will not degenerate the tree. But their results showed that in some
cases the quality of the tree got worse. That problem will increase
in highly dynamic scenes. It should be mentioned that hierarchies
for deformable collision detection are in most cases based on AABB
[Ber98; Smi+95] or k-DOP tree structures because of their faster up-
date procedure, which is necessary for deformable models.
The attentive reader will already have noticed that nearly all BVs
are convex. There are two main issues using convex BVs in the con-
text of collision detection. The first one is the existence of separating
plane if two convex models do not intersect. The other reason is
that the minimal distance between two convex models is a local min-
imum. Therefore, a simple gradient ascent algorithm (often referred to
as hill-climbing algorithm) will find the minimum distance [KT06]. Tak-
ing this in mind it is possible to generate efficient collision detection
algorithm for convex objects. The first group of collision detection
approaches for convex objects we discuss are closest-features based
algorithms. Closest-features are vertices, edges, or faces from each
object, which are next to the real closest point between two objects.
The Lin-Canny algorithm [LC91] introduced in 1991 is the first clos-
est-features based collision detection approach ever. Till today this
algorithm is one of the most well-known closest-features based algo-
rithm. Mirtich [Mir98] presented Voronoi-Clip, or V-Clip, a collision
detection approach using the boundary representation of a polyhe-
dral model. This approach tracks the closest-features between convex
models. Concave objects are also supported; they are subdivided
into convex subparts. Another very efficient method to determine
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the minimum distance, and therefore, the intersection between two
convex objects is the Gilbert-Johnson-Keerthi (GJK) distance algorithm,
commonly referred to as the GJK algorithm [GJK88]. This approach
uses two sets of vertices and constructs a convex hull for each input
set. Now the algorithm computes the minimum Euclidean distance,
beside the closest-points between two convex hulls. Gilbert and Foo
[GF90] presented an extended version of the standard GJK approach
to support arbitrary convex point sets, e. g., point clouds. The GJK al-
gorithm does not work on the two input point sets directly, for the dis-
tance computation process it uses the Minkowski difference between
both sets. Another convexity based collision detection algorithm is
Chung–Wang separating-vector algorithm [CW96]. This approach effi-
cient computes a separating axis, which in the case of two convex
objects does not intersect with the objects. All convexity-based algo-
rithms are not especially well-suited for deformable models, because
objects which are convex at the beginning of a simulation, can become
concave after some simulation steps. One possibility is to subdivide
the concave object into convex parts but doing this every frame will
lead to a high computation time. Another important fact is that all
these approaches do not support self-intersections and therefore, ev-
ery object has to be further investigated by another algorithm.
2.7 sophisticated narrow-phase collision detection :
sweep-and-prune
Figure 2.8: This example depicts the projection process of different types of
BVs (AABB, sphere and OBB) onto an axis.
Like we mentioned in the Section 2.5 the Sweep-and-Prune (SaP)
approach is a topological method which is based—in the case of a
broad-phase approach—on the relative position of objects to each
other. The narrow-phase focuses primarily on the exact collision de-
tection on the level of primitives. Therefore, the relative position of
primitives to each other is more important. To achieve this, the BVs
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enclose the primitives and the exact collision detection process can be
described as a problem of finding all overlapping pairs of BVs.
If we project the boundary of all BVs onto all axes (see Figure 2.8),
this problem can be reduced to searching all overlapping one-dimen-
sional intervals along all axes. Figure 2.8 depicts that using AABBs
as BV is the most suitable variant. For rigid body collision detec-
tion different data structures have been investigated to solve this
problem. These data structures are segment trees and interval trees
[Ove88; SW82], and R*-trees [Bec+90; BS09]. R*-trees are well-suited
for querying n-dimensional problems, but it is not clear how these
data structures can be used for highly dynamic simulations, where
nearly all BVs move and/or change their size.
For the R3 case algorithms exist with a time complexity of O(n·
logn+ k), where k is the number of pairwise primitive overlap tests.
Preparata and Shamos [PS85] showed that a general d-dimensional
Bounding Volume intersection test can be solved in O(n·logd−2 n+
k). But it should be noted that these algorithms are output-sensitive.
Therefore, in worst-case scenario exact collision detection approaches,
which have to find and test all intersecting pairs, are still in O(n2).
We start with the simplest case, 1D, and abstracting this method to
a more complex 2D or dD rectangular range searching problem. Let
us assume that there is a scene containing a number of primitives n.
For each primitive pi, i = 0, . . . ,n− 1, we compute the corresponding
AABB, hereinafter referred to as BBi. The main idea is now to project
all BBi onto an axis. Each BBi spans an interval [Si,Ei] ⊂ R1 for each
primitive pi on the axis. The problem is to determine for all pairs i
and j, whether the intervals [Si,Ei] and [Sj,Ej] overlap or not.
This problem can be solved with the Sweep-and-Prune algorithm.
Sorting all intervals along an axis provides information about pos-
sible colliding BVs because, two BVs i and j collide, iff one of the
four cases [Si,Sj,Ej,Ei], [Sj,Si,Ei,Ej], [Si,Sj,Ei,Ej], or [Sj,Si,Ej,Ei]
occurs (see Figure 2.9). Detecting all intersecting intervals is often
referred to as sweep step.
During the sweep process an additional list of active intervals,
which is initially empty, is maintained. A primitive pi is added to the
active interval list at the moment their Si value is passed the sweep
process. A primitive pi will be removed from the active interval
list when their Ei value is encountered. When the sweep process
adds a new primitive pi to the active list, the interval of pi overlaps
with all primitives in the current active interval list. This procedure
determines all pairs of overlapping intervals that have to be further
investigated. The time need to sort the n primitives is in O(n·logn).
The sweep process is in O(n) and the output process is in O(k), where
k is the number of overlapping BV intervals. This results in an overall
complexity in O(n·logn+ k), which is the optimal running time to
solve this problem.
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S1 E1S2 E2S3 E3 S4 E4S5 E5
Figure 2.9: The example scene consists of three different models colored in
blue, red and green. For all primitives in the scene, their BV is
projected onto an axis. For every BV the projected AABB interval
is represented by an opening (Si) and a closing (Ei) bracket, with
i is the ID of the corresponding BV.
Theorem 2.7.1 (1D Range Searching) A fixed number of points n can be
stored in a balanced binary tree. This results in a space complexity of O(n)
and a construction time in O(n·logn). To report all points in a query range
the algorithm has a complexity of O(n·logn+ k), with k is the number of
reported points [Bar92; Ber+08; Ove88].
Because of the fact that in dynamic scenes the movement and de-
formation of objects is not very heavily from frame to frame sort-
ing the list from the beginning every frame is not necessary. There-
fore, Baraff [Bar92] advises to use insertion sort [SW11] to permute the
nearly sorted list into a sorted one. Insertion sort is in O(n+ s), where
s is the number of swaps to order the input list. Zachmann [Zac00]
used Bubblesort [SW11] to utilized temporal coherence. Assuming
coherence, this approach will be in O(n+ s) for the 1D BV problem.
Therefore, the introduced algorithm is efficient and makes an extreme
simplify exploitation of coherences within a scene available.
To extend this approach to more than one dimension, for each di-
mension in dD an independent interval for all primitives pi is needed,
[Svi ,Evi ], v = 1, . . . ,d. Now all intervals are sorted like in the 1D case,
and d active interval lists are maintained. If two BV intervals overlap
in all d dimensions, both primitives can potentially intersect and an
exact intersection test has to be performed. Therefore, this approach
is simple to extend to more than just one dimension.
For most 3D scenes, sorting on just two axes remove most of the
false-positives cases. Furthermore, omitting one dimension will re-
duce the memory overhead.
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2.8 continuous collision detection
Non-continuous collision detection discretized time and therefore, ob-
jects position is changing discontinuous from one time step to the
next one. Choosing a good time step t is important for many simula-
tions. Figure 2.10 depicts the movement of two objects for three differ-
ent time step values. A non-continuous collision detection approach
will only detect a correct collision for t = 0.5 (see Figure 2.10a). For
t = 0.75 the collision will be recognized too late and for t = 1 the colli-
sion will be missed completely (see Figure 2.10b and 2.10c). This can
result in visual artifacts in physical-based simulations, e. g., a colli-
sion between two objects is detected by the collision detection system
and they bounce away from each other, although a collision cannot
be detected visually. Another problem is the so-called tunneling ef-
fect, which occurs if objects move too fast, or the time step between
two collision queries is too large, the object could pass through an-
other one or collide with the backside and move to a wrong direction.
To avoid this kind of errors, the exact time of collision between the
objects needs to be determined [Cou05]. To solve this problem of
continuous collision detection, or often-called dynamic collision detection,
some different techniques have been developed.
t = 0
t = 0.5
(a) Collision recognized
correctly
t = 0
t = 0.75
(b) Collision recognized
too late
t = 0
t = 1
(c) Collision missed
Figure 2.10: Simulation states for different step size t.
The simplest technique is to simulate continuous collision detection.
Therefore, we use a smaller time step size for the collision detection
process than used for the visual system. Boolean rigid body collision
detection algorithms only need a few milliseconds, depending on the
object’s configuration, whereas visual interactive applications usually
need an update rate about 30 frames per second, which means that
around 30 milliseconds passes between two static collision detection
tests. This technique is called pseudo-continuous collision detection and
makes it possible to perform more static collision detection checks
between two steps of the visual simulation [HKM96].
Conservative advancement, presented by Brian Mirtich [Lin93; Mir96;
MC95], is another simple technique for continuous collision detec-
tion. Therefore, this approach computes a lower bound of the first
time of contact—or, to be more precise, the times of discontinuities—
between two convex objects. The non-penetration constrain is guar-
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anteed by taking smaller time steps if the simulator tends to creep
up to each discontinuity [Mir00]. Mirtich [Mir00] noted that conser-
vative advancement become intractable with many bodies within a
scene. Coumans [Cou05] presented a specialized form of conserva-
tive advancement. Bergen [Ber04] used a deformed Minkowski sum
in combination with ray casting.
A further possibility for continuous collision detection is the use of
swept volumes. Therefore, the swept volume encloses the BV of an
object or primitive at time step t0 and the BV of this object or primi-
tive at time step t1. Eckstein and Schömer [ES99] showed that using
swept volumes could be done efficient for different BV types like
AABB, OBB and more. Redon, Kheddar, and Coquillart [RKC02] use
Interval Arithmetic (IA) to compute inter-penetration times between
object’s features (vertices, edges and faces). For the continuous colli-
sion detection check they derive a continuous overlap test for moving
OBBs. Weller and Zachmann [WZ06] presented an event-based ap-
proach where they use a new acceleration data structure, the kinetic
separation list. The main idea is to transform the continuous problem
into a discrete one. This step reduces the number of BV checks sig-
nificantly. Their approach is fifty times faster than the classical swept
volume algorithm.
However, many more approaches that focus on accuracy instead of
the running time have been developed also. Snyder, Woodbury, Fleis-
cher, Currin, and Barr [Sny+93] use IA and interval Newton methods
to speedup their approach. This algorithm is very well-suited for
computer graphics animations but is not fast enough to perform real-
time interactions [Sny95]. Canny [Can86] uses quaternions instead
of Euler angles for the objects trajectories. A down side of this ap-
proach is the high computational complexity, which does not run in
real-time for large models. Using screwing’s [KR03] to parameterize
object’s trajectories is another way to move models. Redon, Kheddar,
and Coquillart [RKC00] combine screw motion with IA. Von Herzen,
Barr, and Zatz [VBZ90] provided a continuous collision detection ap-
proach for time-dependent parametric surfaces. Therefore, they use
Lipschitz bounds in combination with binary subdivision to find the
first time of impact.
2.9 parallel collision detection
As we mentioned in the introduction and explain in detail in
Section 3, parallel computing has become more and more important.
Therefore, many parallel collision detection approaches have been de-
vised in the last decades. Zachmann [Zac01] pointed out several pos-
sibilities to parallelize the collision detection process and they are
pipelining, concurrency, coarse- and fine-grain parallelization. In this
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Section we present some multi-core CPU, hybrid CPU/GPU and full
GPU-based approaches.
2.9.1 CPU
Huagen, Zhaowei, and Qunsheng [HZQ01] build a hybrid Bound-
ing Volume Hierarch in parallel to speedup the collision detection
process. Their approach focuses on MIMD systems and furthermore,
they support multi-threading also. This provides the possibility
to run on both single processors as well as on multi-processors.
Lario, Garcia, Prieto, and Tirado [Lar+01] analyzed an Open Multi-
Processing (OpenMP)-based parallelization of a virtual cloth simula-
tor. Therefore, they use OpenMP to parallelize the Multilevel Polak-
Ribiere (MPR) algorithm [PR69]. Furthermore, they showed that their
solution can efficiently using up to 16 processors. Thomaszewski and
Blochinger [TB07] presented an approach for distributed memory
architectures. Therefore, they use a data parallel framework (Single-
Program, Multiple-Data (SPMD)) to seamless integrates the parallel
collision handling phase into the physical modeling phase. Selle,
Su, Irving, and Fedkiw [Sel+09] use a recursive median split to dis-
tribute the particles of the cloth mesh to different processors. They
synchronize the BV position data to every processor. Therefore, they
have a full hierarchy for all primitives, inclusive points, segments,
and triangles, which they use in the traversal step on every processor.
Furthermore, their approach uses a Gauss-Seidel ordering step to en-
sure each pair process seeing the newest data. Thomaszewski, Pabst,
and Blochinger [TPB08] analyze previous simulation steps to sub-
divide the problem into equally computational parts. Furthermore,
they use key techniques for parallel physically-based simulations to
eliminate the two major bottlenecks of the simulation—the solution of
the linear system and the collision handling process. Tang, Manocha,
and Tong [TMT09] presented a multi-core approach for continuous
collision detection. They parallelize incremental hierarchical compu-
tation among multiple cores of GPUs. This approach scales very well
with the number of cores. Kim, Heo, and Yoon [KHY09] use a feature-
based BVH to speedup the collision detection process. They intro-
duce a novel task decomposition method for BVH-based approaches.
Furthermore, they use a dynamic task assignment method for the
distribution process, to achieve better utilization of the available com-
putation power. Before a simulation step is performed Hermann,
Raffin, Faure, et al. [H+09] subdivide a task dependency graph to
disturb tasks between processors. Therefore, they extract tasks from
the sequential algorithm and generate from this input a data-flow
graph. To avoid expensive graph partitioning processes, they limit
the intensity of the changes between two frames. Tang, Manocha, and
Tong [TMT10] use fine-grained front-based decomposition to spread
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the computation process among 8 core and 16 core PCs. To detect
all inter-object collisions as well as self-collision they use an adaptive
rebuilding process. Their timings show 6.4×− 7.7× speedups in the
overall running times on 8 cores, and 10.1×− 13× speedups on 16
cores.
2.9.2 Hybrid CPU — GPU
Kim, Heo, Huh, Kim, and Yoon [Kim+09] presented an approach us-
ing a BVH. The BVH traversal and culling steps are performed on the
CPU, while elementary tests are completely performed on the GPU.
They introduce a lock-free parallel algorithm for main loop of the col-
lision detection by using a novel task decomposition method. Pabst,
Koch, and Straßer [PKS10] use a master-slave system, where a master-
thread on the CPU delegates the work to slave-threads. Every single
slave-thread performs the computation at their assigned GPU. Fur-
thermore, all slave-threads are running asynchronous, which enables
overlapping master/slave CPU/GPU computations.
2.9.3 GPU
Wong and Baciu [WB05] showed that using GPU as computing de-
vice is much faster instead of using the CPU. Therefore, they sub-
divide the collision detection process in a set of fine-grained tasks.
Govindaraju, Lin, and Manocha [GLM05] run visibility queries on
the GPU to reduce primitive intersection tests, which are not in close
proximity. Greß, Guthe, and Klein [GGK06] presented a collision
detection approach for deformable parameterized surfaces. They rep-
resent the individual parameterized surfaces by stenciled geometry
images, which they use to create a BVH. This BVH serve as a ba-
sis for the optimized collision detection approach. Lauterbach, Mo,
and Manocha [LMM10] use data parallelism to perform fast hierar-
chy construction, updating, and traversal steps. Therefore, they use
a tight-fitting BV, like OBB and SSR. Furthermore, using tight-fitting
BVHs are extremely advantageous for GPUs. Tang, Manocha, Lin,
and Tong [Tan+11] use a hierarchical culling in combination with the
generation of different streams to reduce the computation. Further-
more, using a deferred front tracking method reduces the memory
overhead. Pan and Manocha [PM12] presented an approach, which
use a clustering scheme and collision-packet traversal to perform an
efficient collision detection process. They use a hierarchical traversal
scheme that performs workload balancing.
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2.10 time-critical collision detection
Many simulations focus on running in real-time to be highly interac-
tive, such as virtual prototyping, 3D video games, and fly simulators.
Most applications simulate more or less physically correct behavior.
The reason for this is, that humans cannot distinguish between sim-
ulations are physically correct and physically plausible (up to some
degree) [BHW96]. This opens up the possibility to be less accurate
while speedup the collision detection, if real-time collision response
is a crucially depending. Therefore, approaches which approximate
the object’s shape or using probabilities to decide if objects intersect
or not are interesting alternatives.
Hubbard [Hub96] approximates the object surface by a hierarchy
of spheres. Level 0 is the object’s bounding sphere. A deeper level of
the hierarchy use unions of successively more spheres, representing
the object’s surface. For the collision detection process this approach
tests each level of the hierarchy for overlap and stops if a critical
computation time is reached.
Klein and Zachmann [KZ03b] presented a framework that allows
an application to control speed and quality of the collision detection.
They use a probability measure to decide if a pair of BVs contains
intersecting polygons or not [KZ03a]. Since our focus is on exact col-
lision detection these techniques are not sufficient for our approach.
2.11 related fields
Acceleration data structures for geometric queries are not only re-
stricted to the field of collision detection only. There are many
other fields that could benefit from these data structures. Just to
name a few, without any claim to completeness: ray tracing (see Sec-
tion 2.11.1), volume rendering (see Section 2.11.2), occlusion culling
[GSF99; GKM93; YG07; Zha+97], view frustum culling [AM00; Cla76],
backface culling [Van94; ZH97], object tracking [MZ10], audio ren-
dering [Tsi+07; WS04], robot motion planning [Ber+08] and path
planning [Gay+05].
2.11.1 Excursus: Ray Tracing
Whitted [Whi80] introduced the basic concept of ray tracing in 1980.
With ray tracing it is possible to render photo-realistic images from a
virtual scene (see Figure 2.11). Therefore, a light ray is traced back-
wards from the point of view to all light sources. Should a ray hit an
object within the scene, an additional ray is shot to the light sources
and moreover. Furthermore, refracted and reflected rays are traced
recursively through the scene. This technique offers the opportunity
to simulate global illumination effects, if a ray hits a surface three
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Figure 2.11: Virtual scene rendered with Blenders new unbiased rendering
engine called Cycles. Ray tracing offers many possibilities, like
reflections, refractions, and shadows
new types of rays—reflection, refraction, and shadow—can be gener-
ated. The general principle is to find all intersections between rays
and objects within the scene. The problem of testing for intersection
is closely related to collision detection and therefore, the geometric
acceleration data structures are very similar.
Kay and Kajiya [KK86] use object’s normals to generate a convex
hull as BV. Furthermore, they create a hierarchy of this BV to speedup
the ray tracing process. Goldsmith and Salmon [GS87] introduced
an automatically BVH generation method for use in ray tracing. A
hierarchical grid as acceleration data structure for dynamic scenes
has been used in [RSH00]. Wald, Slusallek, Benthin, and Wagner
[Wal+01] provided a new algorithm, which perfectly uses caches and
SIMD instructions. Furthermore, they exploit image and object space
coherences. This leads to an implementation, which can render com-
plex scenes at interactive rates. Foley and Sugerman [FS05] presented
two kd-tree traversal approaches, which are especially well-suited
for GPU implementation. They showed that their implementation is
much faster than using a uniform grid as acceleration data structure.
Wald, Boulos, and Shirley [WBS07] use for the BVH construction step
a variant of the Surface Area Heuristic (SAH). Additionally they do
not change the structure of the BVH, thus only the BVs have to be
updated from one frame to the next one. Last but not least, a new
packet-frustum traversal scheme is to pack rays and trace them to-
gether.
Over time and as progress has been made in computer hardware
more and more parallel approaches have been developed. The paral-
lel power allows the rendering of dynamic scene in near real-time pro-
cessing time [Dje+07; Hor+07; Kan+13; Par+10]. Buck, Foley, Horn,
Sugerman, Fatahalian, Houston, and Hanrahan [Buc+04] and Carr,
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Hall, and Hart [CHH02] showed in experiments that GPU can out-
perform CPU implementations for ray-triangle intersection tests.
2.11.2 Excursus: Volumen Rendering
Figure 2.12: Volume rendering of a human’s head with torso (Osirix Manix
data set).
The main idea of volume rendering is to render a 2D image from
a 3D discretely sample data set. Most data sets are acquired by
Computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI),
or MicroCT scanner. There are some commonly used techniques to
generate a 2D image from a volume data set. One technique is to ex-
tract isosurfaces from the data set and rendering them as polygonal
meshes or by rendering the 3D data set directly as voxels. To gener-
ate an isosurfaces from a 3D set the marching cube algorithm [LC87]
is typically used. For direct rendering a transfer function is needed
to map opacity and color to the output pixels. It should be noted that
direct rendering is a much more computational intensive task.
Volume ray casting is a technique to generate high quality images
from data sets. Therefore, a huge amount of rays are traced through
the data set or the generated isosurface. This is again closely retailed
to the process of collision detection—intersection test between a ray
and a surface or a voxel based representation—and therefore, the
geometric acceleration data structures are very similar.
The approach presented by Laur and Hanrahan [LH91] based on
a pyramidal volume representation. Furthermore, they fit an octree
to the pyramid to improve the performance of the volume rendering
process. Lin and Ching [LC96] use an octree to efficiently determine
all cells the isosurface intersects. Neubauer, Mroz, Hauser, and We-
genkittl [Neu+02] presented a new technique for fast perspective vol-
ume visualization. Therefore, the volume is divided into cubic sub-
volumes. Which are stored in a hierarchy. For efficiently traverse
through the 3D data set Parker, Shirley, Livnat, Hansen, and Sloan
[Par+98] use a multi-level spatial hierarchy. Leven, Corso, Cohen,
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and Kumar [Lev+02] use an octree in combination with a tetrahedral-
ization for volume rendering process. To accelerate the ray tracing
for volume rendering Jamriška [Jam10] represents the distance fields
by sparse block grid data structure. Knoll, Thelen, Wald, Hansen,
Hagen, and Papka [Kno+11] presented an efficient method for vol-
ume rendering by raycasting using the CPU. They deploy coherent
packet traversal of an implicit BVH to exploit empty or homogeneous
space. Fraedrich, Auer, and Westermann [FAW10] presented an ap-
proach for high quality volume rendering of SPH data using a novel
view-space discretization of the simulation domain. Their approach
is based on recent work on GPU-based particle voxelization for the
efficient resampling of particles into uniform grids. Hassan, Fluke,
and Barnes [HFB12] use a kd-tree to speed up the the volume ren-
dering process over a GPU-cluster. Kroes, Post, and Botha [KPB12]
presented a GPU-based approach with support for physically based
lighting, which improve optical realism.
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“Concurrency has long been touted as the “next big thing” and
“the way of the future,” but for the past 30 years, mainstream soft-
ware development has been able to ignore it. Our parallel future has
finally arrived: new machines will be parallel machines, and this
will require major changes in the way we develop software.”
Herb Sutter and James Larus, Microsoft, 2005 [SL05, Section 1]
CPU GPU
Figure 3.1: This Figure compares the amount of threads available on a cur-
rent CPU and GPU. The Intel® Core™ i7-4960X CPU has 72
threads in total, 6 cores with 12 threads for each core. The
NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN has 2688 CUDA cores, which are
equivalent to the CPU threads.
As already mentioned in the introduction (Section 1), the cur-
rent trend in computer architecture focuses on multi-core CPUs and
many-core GPUs (see Figure 3.1). A multi-core CPU focuses on fast
serial processing, for which the cores are latency-optimized. In con-
trast to this, many-core GPU focuses on scalable parallel processing,
for which the cores are throughput-optimized. Since the performance
of the GPU increases faster than the power of the CPU in the last
years, more and more investigations to perform General Purpose
Computation on GPUs (GPGPU) have been done (see Figure 1.2). In
2007 NVIDIA introduced CUDA, which opens the general public the
power of the GPU-computing and to perform GPGPU. NVIDIA in-
dicates that their exits 1000’s of GPU-accelerated applications using
CUDA and 1000’s of published research papers using CUDA. Fur-
thermore, there are many other applications using Open Computing
Language (OpenCL) to use the GPU as a coprocessor. All these ele-
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ments clearly show that currently the main focus lies on GPU-based
approaches.
Therefore, a huge amount of investigation has been done to fully
exploit the GPU hardware, thus many applications and algorithms
has been developed. Thus, we can mention only a few approaches
performing GPGPU at this point and these are: simulate the dy-
namics of clouds on graphics hardware [Har+03], implement differ-
ent ray tracing approaches [CHH02; Par+10; Pur+02], perform Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) [MA03], implement linear algebra operators
[KW03], solve sparse matrices [MA03], solve the Navier-Strokes equa-
tions [Har05], sort huge input data [GZ06], compute a space filling
sphere packing for arbitrary objects [WZ10], Batch Neural Gas (BNG)-
based hierarchy construction [Wel+14], and many more.
3.1 the graphics hardware
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Figure 3.2: With the Kepler architecture NVIDIA introduced the new Next
Generation Streaming Multiprocessor (SMX)-design. With the
new SMX-design NVIDIA increases the number of processing
units up to 192 CUDA cores per SMX.
The Figure 3.2 provides a simplified presentation of a GPU. In this
Section we use notations introduced by NVIDIA, for a conversion
between CUDA and OpenCL notations we want to refer to Table A.1.
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The massively parallel GK110 chip of NVIDIA GeForce GTX TI-
TAN has 2688 Streaming Processors (SPs) (14 SMXs, each with 192
SPs). Every CUDA device has several different memory types: Global,
texture, constant, shared and register memory. Every memory type
has both advantages and drawbacks. Using a wrong memory type
within the application can drastically slow down the computation
process. In Table 3.1 we give a short overview of access times for
different memory types. Registers are the fastest way to access data
#clock cycles memory type
0 Register memory
1–2 Shared memory
4 or 64 Constant memory (same or diff. location)
100’s Global GDDR5 memory
Table 3.1: Different memory types with the corresponding access time. The
constant memory has two different access times, on the one hand,
if all threads access the same memory location, and on the other
hand if all threads access different memory locations.
on GPU but there are only 64k 32 bit register per SMX on GPUs with
CUDA Capability between 3.5 and 5.0. Furthermore, registers are
only accessible within one thread. The size of shared memory de-
pends on the GPU version; the NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN has a
size of 64KB per SMX of shared memory. Threads within the same
SMX can only access this memory. Consequently, no information be-
tween different SMXs can be shared using this kind of memory. All
these three memory types are only existing as long as the kernel is
running. That means it is not possible to store computation results
within these memory and use the results in another kernel call. The
constant and global memories hold their values as long as the ap-
plication is running. The size of the constant memory is 64KB and
therefore, only suitability for a few frequently used read-only data.
The constant memory can be access from any thread running at the
same time. The global memory is the slowest, but also the memory
with most space on the GPU—NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN has a
total of 6144MB. Any thread running on the GPU has read and write
access to this memory. To get best performance this memory should
be access in a coalesced way (see Figure 3.3) [Nvi14].
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coalesce
good
stride
not so good
random
bad
Figure 3.3: Examples of memory access pattern.
3.2 performance of parallel computing
In this Section we want to show some parallel techniques and meth-
ods to compare the performance of parallel approaches and systems.
A multiprocessor consists of np processors, with np ∈N. The parallel
fraction value of a program is given by F ∈ [0, 1]. For the rest of this
Section we use the following parallel performance notations, which
are commonly used [KP12]:
Sp =
T1
Tp
— speedup value
Ep =
Sp
np
— efficiency value
(3.1)
where T1 is the serial computation time of a program, Tp is the paral-
lel wall clock time for executing the program. In parallel computing
two laws are commonly used to predict and estimate the parallel per-
formance of a program: Amdahl’s Law and Gustafson’s Law. In the
following we want to take a closer look at these two laws.
3.2.1 Amdahl’s Law
“For over a decade prophets have voiced the contention that the
organization of a single computer has reached its limits and that
truly significant advances can be made only by interconnection of a
multiplicity of computers in such a manner as to permit co-operative
solution . . . The nature of this overhead (in parallelism) appears to be
sequential so that it is unlikely to be amenable to parallel processing
techniques. Overhead alone would then place an upper limit on
throughput of five to seven times the sequential processing rate, even
if the housekeeping were done in a separate processor . . . At any
point in time it is difficult to foresee how the previous bottlenecks in
a sequential computer will be effectively overcome.”
Gene M. Amdahl, 1967 [Amd67, p. 483]
Amdahl’s Law uses the parallel fraction value F and the number of
processors np to estimate the maximal expected improvement, while
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parallelizing parts of a program. This leads to the following defini-
tion:
Sp =
T1
Tp
=
T1
T1· Fnp + T1·(1−F)
≤ 1
1−F
(3.2)
and an estimation of the maximal expected improvement:
maxSp =
1
1−F
(3.3)
if the number of processors np → ∞. The Eq. (3.3) is referring to
as Amdahl’s Law. Amdahl’s Law tells us that for a fraction value
F ≈ 1.0, the maximal expected improvement is very small, indepen-
dently how many processors np are available. Figure 3.4 depicts the
importance of the parallel fraction value F on the maximal expected
speedup value for the function np
1+F·(np−1) [KP12].
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Figure 3.4: The correlation between the parallel fraction value of a program
and the maximal expected speedup. If more parts of a program
can be parallelized then the maximal expected speedup increase.
The Figure 3.4 shows that programs with a high parallel portion
will benefit most from a higher number of processors.
It should be noted that Amdahl’s Law is one of the most pessimistic
estimation in view of the maximal estimated speedup. Its scale lin-
early, which means using 10 times the number of processors can
speedup a program at most about 10. The Amdahl’s Law ignores
some facts, which also have positive effects on the speedup factor,
e. g., cache per processor, interprocessor communication, and more.
For example, suppose you have 10 times the number of processors,
and then you have 10 times of cache size also. Therefore, in some
cases the whole or large parts of the problem can be loaded into the
cache memory and the processors do not need to access the very slow
main memory, which will increase the speedup again. Furthermore,
Amdahl’s Law assumes that the size of a problem is fixed. Increasing
the size of a problem, also increase the part, which can be parallelized.
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There is also the fact that the greater a problem increase in size; the
smaller is the proportion of initializations and synchronization.
Therefore, a more accurate speedup formula is needed, which con-
sidered caching, interprocessor communication and some more.
3.2.2 Gustafson’s Law
For the Gustafson’s Law some more notations are needed. The size of
a problem is given by n. Tcom is the time needed for communications
between the processors. The Gustafson’s serial fraction value is given
by:
s =
T1s
T1s +
T1p
np
(3.4)
with
T1s = T1·(1−F) and T1p = T1·F [KP12].
This will result in a speedup factor definition, which takes interpro-
cessor communication into account:
Sp =
T1s + T1p
T1s +
T1p
np
+ Tcom
(3.5)
It should be noted that all provided speedup equations are based
on a simple bimodal program structure. This means that a program
is executed either serially or in parallel by np processors. In most
real-world programs several parts of a program have different degree
of parallelism. To estimate the speedup for an OpenCL or a CUDA
platform the number of processors np has to be replaced by the ratio
of GPU parallel speed to the CPU speed, given by rGC. This leads to
a formula equally to Eq. (3.2), which is the basis of Amdahl’s Law.
maxSrGC =
1
F
rGC
+ (1−F)
(3.6)
Exploiting Gustafson’s serial fraction value Eq. (3.4) leads directly to
the Gustafson’s Law:
Sp = np + (1−np)·s
lim
s→0
Sp = np
(3.7)
If the sequential execution time is much smaller than the parallel
execution time s ≈ 0—which is true for a larger problem size—the
estimated speedup value is np. For a more complex program struc-
ture than the bimodal we want to refer to a more general approach
[Don+98].
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3.2.3 Conclusion
Both laws, Amdahl’s Law and Gustafson’s Law, are important to es-
timate the improvement of a problem using a massively parallel ar-
chitecture. Amdahl’s Law is very pessimistic but it provides a value
of an expected improvement, which should be achieved at least. Gus-
tafson’s Law, which takes the synchronization and cache usage into
account, is a more optimistic law. However, this law expects a very
huge input data set, which not hold for all real-world problems. Con-
sequently, both laws should be taken into account to obtain a good
maximal expected improvement. Furthermore, the laws show that a
good parallelization of a problem is very important to maximize the
speedup of a procedure.

4
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(a) BSP-tree (b) kd-tree (c) Uniform grid
Figure 4.1: This example shows three different techniques for space parti-
tioning.
In the Section Broad-Phase Collision Detection we already men-
tioned some methods for space partitioning, like uniform grids, BSP-
trees, kd-trees (see Figure 4.1) and clustering, a technique known
from data mining. In the following, we will have a further look at
them and show their advantages and disadvantages. Due to the fact
that we focus on deformable collision detection, not only the relative
position of objects to each other is important, but rather the relative
position of the primitives of all objects to each other. Therefore, all
following techniques examine in the context of acceleration of primi-
tive intersection tests. Furthermore, we developed a new volumetric
method, which use BNG for hierarchy construction step, to represent
3D objects by a sphere packing.
4.1 bsp-tree
BSP-trees have been invented in the context of 3D computer graphics
by Naylor, Amanatides, and Thibault [NAT90] and Naylor [Nay93].
A BSP-tree stores spatial information about objects in a scene. This
information is often used to perform geometrical operations in the
field of Computer-Aided Design (CAD), collision detection, ray trac-
ing and many more.
In Algorithm 4.1 we present a short overview on the BSP construc-
tion process. Constructing the smallest BSP-tree is Non-Deterministic
Polynomial Time (NP)-complete and therefore, nobody does this in
practice. A much better approach is to use a heuristic to find ap-
proximately-optimal trees. Agarwal, Erickson, and Guibas [AEG98]
presented a BSP-tree algorithm, which has a construction time of
O(n·log3 n+ k·logn) and an update time of O(log2 n) for 3D scenes,
where k is the number of intersecting primitives.
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Algorithm 4.1 BSP-tree construction steps
Input: list L of primitives of all objects
Output: BSP-tree
choose a primitive P from the input list L
create a BSP-tree node N
add P to N’s polygon list
remove P from L
for all primitives in the list L do
if primitive is completely in front of node containing P then
add primitive to PFRONT
end if
if primitive is completely behind node containing P then
add primitive to PBACK
end if
if primitive is intersected by node containing P then
split primitive
add new primitives to PFRONT and PBACK respectively
end if
end for
apply this algorithm to all primitives in PFRONT and PBACK
4.1.1 Advantages and Disadvantages
Since a BSP-tree uses split planes, which are not axis-aligned, ad-
ditional information have to be stored, like plane’s normal and dis-
tance from the origin [AT11]. The prevailing belief has been that
the quicker traversal of the BSP-tree also speedup intersection tests.
However, subdividing primitives who are intersected by a subdivi-
sion plane displays another problem. In this way the number of
primitives can be raise drastically. Another problem, which may oc-
cur within high dynamic scenes—objects are moving widely and/or
change their size—is that updates may degenerate a BSP-tree and this
will result in notable performance loss. To prevent this, the BSP-tree
has to be completely rebuilt from time to time, which will notably
reduce the frame rate at this time of the simulation.
4.2 2 d kd-tree
A kd-tree is an extended version of a binary search tree and was
invented by Bentley [Ben75] in 1975. While a binary search tree is
used for 1D range searching problems (see Section 2.7), a kd-tree is
employed when the range searching problem has a higher dimension.
In the 1D case you can recursive split the points into two subsets of
equal size; one subset holding values greater than a splitting value
and the other subset holds the values smaller than the splitting value.
The root of the tree stores the splitting value and the two subsets are
stored recursively in two subtrees.
For the 2D problem each data point has two values, a x- and a y-
coordinate. The data set is first split on x-coordinate into two subsets,
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next on each subset is split on y-coordinate, then again x-coordinate,
and so on. This procedure can be directly adopted on the nD case.
A kd-tree can be constructed recursively, like you can see in Algo-
rithm 4.2. The depth is zero in the first call, because we start at the
root of the tree. The depth value d is used to decide the splitting axis.
The algorithm will return the root node of the resulting kd-tree.
Algorithm 4.2 2D kd-tree construction steps
Input: list L of primitives of all objects, kd-tree depth d
Output: kd-tree t
function buildKdTree(L, d)
if L contains only a single point then
return leaf holding this point
else if d is even then
subdivide L with a vertical line l using a split criterion
into L1 (left of or on l) and L2 (right of l)
else
subdivide L with a horizontal line l using a split criterion
into L1 (below of or on l) and L2 (above of l)
end if
tleft ← buildKdTree(L1, d+ 1)
tright ← buildKdTree(L2, d+ 1)
create node t holding l
make tleft left child of t
make tright right child of t
return t
end function
Theorem 4.2.1 For n data points a kd-tree can be constructed in O(n·
logn) time and need O(n) space. The output-sensitive query time for a kd-
tree is in O(n1−
1
d + k), where k is the number of reported points and d the
dimension [Ber+08; Bra08].
4.2.1 Advantages and Disadvantages
Kd-tree is a quite popular data structure in practical applications and
conceptually easy to understand and implement. Furthermore, some
highly parallel kd-tree approaches exist, which aim to build up the
kd-tree in real-time [SSK07; Zho+08].
Just like all other static data structures, a kd-tree needs to be up-
dated frequently to be able to handle dynamic scenes or deformable
objects correctly. This update procedure is necessary to ensure that
the data structure is still valid after a simulation step. Therefore, a
kd-tree can be build up from scratch for every simulation step or a
complex update procedure has to be implemented. However, it must
be taken into account that in a highly dynamic scene an update step
can lead to a very inefficient kd-tree, which results in a deeper tree
and therefore, in a slower query response.
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4.3 uniform grids
A uniform grid is another very efficient technique to subdivide the
space. Therefore, the space is subdivided into a number of regions,
or grid cells, of an equal size. Only if two primitives overlap the
same cell they could possibly be in contact. If the size of the grid cell
is small, then only primitives who are very close together sharing the
same grid cells. The computation process of the grid cell coordinates
for a data point xi is very fast and simple:
cellCoorx,y,z =
xix,y,z
cellSize
(4.1)
Neighbor cells from a given cell coordinate are also trivial to locate.
In view of the performance, the number of cells is most important
for all grid based approaches. The number of cells of a grid depends
directly on the size of the cells. Therefore, choosing a good cell size
is most important.
4.3.1 Advantages and Disadvantages
Uniform grids are very easy to implement and will perform very well
if a good cell size is used. However, a fixed cell size is a downside for
any deformable simulation. At the beginning of a simulation setting
cellSize = valuea can perform very well but after some simulation
steps the grid could be too fine or too coarse. Updating the cell size
at running time leads to many other problems. How to determine
the best cell size at running time? What if the size of the primitives
varies very widely? All these problems have to be handle with if you
use a uniform grid for deformable collision detection.
4.4 clustering — c-means
Clustering is a commonly used approach for data analysis and in-
terpretation to discover structures in the data [And73; Bez81; Dub87;
DHS12; Fuk90; JMF99; KR09; KKP05]. The essential component of
any kind of clustering or classification is the concept of dissimilarity
(distance) or dual similarity. Owing to this concept it is possible to
determine how close together two data points are and, based on this
result, move them into the same cluster or in two different clusters.
The dissimilarity function d(a,b) between the two data points a and
b must comply with the following conditions:
d(a,b) ≥ 0 ∀ a,b and a 6= b
d(a,a) = 0 ∀ a
d(a,b) = d(b,a)
(4.2)
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Since the focus of this work is on 3D object interactions, in this con-
text a method is appropriate for the clustering of points in Euclidean
space, which is called sum-of-squares method. In order to use the dis-
tance as clustering criteria a more restrictive concept is needed. For
any data points a, b and c the triangular inequality has to be fulfilled:
d(a,b) + d(b, c) ≥ d(a, c) (4.3)
In the Table 4.1 we present some distance functions. Each func-
tion describes a different view of the data points in context of their
geometrical properties [Ped05].
Hamming distance (L1 norm) d(a,b) =
n∑
i=1
|ai − bi|
Euclidean distance (L2 norm) d(a,b) =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
(ai − bi)2
Tchebychev distance (L∞ norm) d(a,b) = max
i=1,2,...,n
|ai − bi|
Table 4.1: A set of some common distance functions for clustering.
Subdividing or partitioning n data points into c clusters is in most
cases a non-trivial problem. Webb [Web03] gave a formula to deter-
mine the number of non-trivial partitions for this problem:
1
c!
c∑
i=1
(−1)c−i
(
c
i
)
in (4.4)
The Eq. (4.4) shows that the number of all possible partitions in-
creases very fast and therefore, enumerate all possible partitions is in
most cases unfeasible. In practice a suboptimal solution works fine in
most cases. This solution may be determined by the minimization of
a certain objective function. The toughest challenge is to determine a
suitable objective function, which describes as exactly as possible the
problem. Minimizing this problem provides an extremely meaningful
structure in the set of data points. Assuming we want to subdivide
a set of n data points in Rd into c clusters, we compute a sum of
dispersion between the data points xi and a set of prototypes (cluster
center points) v1, v2, . . . , vc:
Q =
c∑
i=1
n∑
k=1
uikd(xk, vi) (4.5)
with d(xk, vi) being a given fixed distance function (e.g. Euclidean
distance, or any lp-Norm in general, see Table 4.1) between the data
points xk and vi, the center point of cluster i. Furthermore, Eq. (4.5)
contains a partition matrix U = [uik], i = 1, 2, . . . , c, k = 1, 2, . . . ,n,
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which allocates the data points to the clusters. In the simplest case the
entries in the partition matrix U are 0 or 1. A data point xk belongs
to cluster ci when uik = 1. For the simplest case, the binary one,
Gordon and Henderson [GH77] specific two requirements, which the
partition matrix must fulfill:
A cluster ci is non-trivial, i. e., a cluster does not include all data
points and it includes at least one data point:
0 <
n∑
k=1
uik < n, i = 1, 2, . . . , c (4.6)
Furthermore, a data point belongs to exactly one cluster ci:
c∑
i=1
uik = 1, k = 1, 2, . . . ,n (4.7)
Theorem 4.4.1 (Minimization of Q) The partitioning process can be de-
scribed as an optimization problem with constraints:
minQ with respect to prototypes v1, v2, . . . , vc and U satisfies the condi-
tions of Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.7) [Ped05; Web03].
Many different approaches have been developed to solve this opti-
mization problem. One of the best-known method, to clustering data
this way, is c-means, or so-called k-means [DHS12; Mac+67; Web03].
The c-means clustering algorithm directly tries to minimize the quan-
tization error [BB95]. The time complexity of the c-means clustering
algorithm is O(n·c·d·riter), where n is the number of data points, c the
number of clusters, d the number of dimensions and riter the number
of iterations. Bezdek [Bez81] described the basic iterative algorithm
as follows:
Algorithm 4.3 c-means
Input: set of data points xk
Output: partition matrix U
for all data points xk do
choose a cluster ci randomly
end for
for all clusters ci do
compute the centroid
end for
repeat
for all data points xk do
assign to best cluster (mini d(xk, vi))
end for
for all clusters ci do
update cluster centroid (use new cluster assignments)
end for
until no improvement or until #maxIterations
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4.4.1 Clustering and Classification
On the basis of the clustering process a meaningful structure in the
data set has been detected, which makes it possible to set up a classi-
fier now. A prototype (cluster center point) represents a cluster and
therefore, it is the center point of the classifier. A nearest neighbor
classification rule specifies that a data point xk is a member of cluster
ci just when it is the closest to the prototype vi of cluster ci:
i = min
j
d(xk, vj) (4.8)
Eq. (4.8) defines a region for each cluster in the feature space. The
shape of this region depends on the distance function d(. . . ) (see
Table 4.1 for some examples of distance functions and Figure 4.2 for
the corresponding cluster shapes).
(a) Hamming
(L1 norm)
(b) Euclidean
(L2 norm)
(c) Tchebychev
(L∞ norm)
Figure 4.2: Examples of distance functions—shape of the clusters for differ-
ent distance types (see Table 4.1). A plane consisting of 8.5k
triangles is subdivided into 4 clusters. A triangle is assigned to
a cluster if their membership value is at least 0.7.
4.4.2 Advantages and Disadvantages
In general, researchers from both the optimization and the data han-
dling have heavily investigated the c-means clustering algorithm.
Therefore, the c-means algorithm is a very easy to implement and
robust, highly efficient and very fast clustering approach. Further-
more, the algorithm runs incrementally and can be parallelized easily.
Some disadvantages of the basic c-means algorithm, like being sen-
sitive to outliers, clustering results depends on cluster initialization
and performing poorly for non-global clusters—easily gets stuck in
local optima—, are sometimes dominated by the advantages, and par-
ticularly corrected in new versions of the c-means approach [Wu12].
Pelleg and Moore [PM99] use a kd-tree to improve the perfor-
mance of the c-means clustering approach. Weber and Zezula [WZ97]
showed that bounding trees do not scale well while the dimension
increase. Takizawa and Kobayashi [TK06] presented an effective
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parallel implementation scheme of c-means clustering. For the sub-
division of a large-scale c-means clustering task their approach use a
DAC procedure. Other full GPU based implementations have been
developed by Farivar, Rebolledo, Chan, and Campbell [Far+08] and
Wu, Zhang, and Hsu [WZH09].
4.5 fuzzy clustering — fuzzy c-means
The fuzzy c-means algorithm is a soft, or fuzzy, version of the well-
known c-means clustering algorithm. In the classical c-means clus-
tering algorithm (see Section 4.4) every data point is associated with
only the nearest cluster center point. In the fuzzy version of the c-
means algorithm, fuzzy c-means, every data point has a membership
value uik in the range of 0 and 1 for every cluster. The algorithm tries
to minimize the total error, which is the sum of the squared distances
of each data point to each cluster center, if we use the Euclidean dis-
tance, weighted by the membership of the data point to each cluster,
for all data points.
Assuming we want to subdivide the scene into c clusters, we com-
pute a sum of dispersion between the data points xk and a set of
prototypes (cluster center points) v1, v2, . . . , vc:
Q =
c∑
i=1
n∑
k=1
u
p
ikd(xk, vi) (4.9)
with d(xk, vi) being a given fixed distance function (e.g. Euclidean
distance, or any lp-Norm in general, see Table 4.1) between the data
points xk and vi, the center point of cluster i.
Furthermore, Eq. (4.9) contains the fuzziness factor p, p > 1, and
a partition matrix U = [uik], i = 1, 2, . . . , c, k = 1, 2, . . . ,n, which
allocate the data points to the clusters. A fuzziness factor p = 1
means that the algorithm is doing a hard clustering, like the c-means
algorithm, and if p→∞ the membership will be equal in all clusters.
The fuzzy clustering algorithm will iteratively optimize Eq. (4.9). In
each iteration, all elements uik of the partition matrix U are updated
using Eq. (4.10).
uik =
1∑c
j=1
(
d(xi,vk)
d(xi,vj)
) 2
p−1
(4.10)
In the next step the algorithm updates the cluster centers vk:
vk =
∑n
i=1 u
p
ik·xi∑n
i=1 u
p
ik
(4.11)
The algorithm repeats these steps until the movement of the center
point of all clusters is smaller than a predefined stop criterion. The
time complexity of fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm is O(n·c2 ·d·
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riter), where n is the number of data points, c the number of clusters,
d the number of dimensions and riter the number of iterations.
4.5.1 Stopping Criterion
The stopping criterion is used to determine if the clustering process
has reached a steady state and further investigation will not improve
the result anymore. Therefore, in most cases, the partition matrices
of two successive iterations are compared. If the value of ‖U(run +
1) −U(run)‖ is smaller than a predefined threshold ε, the clustering
process stops. To be more specific, the biggest change in the partition
matrix can be used:
‖U(run+ 1) −U(run)‖ = max
i,k
|uik(run+ 1) − uik(run)| (4.12)
The value of the threshold ε depends on the underlying application;
normally a value between 10−3 and 10−5 is used.
4.5.2 Advantages and Disadvantages
The fuzzy version of the c-means algorithm has the same advan-
tages and disadvantages like the standard c-means approach (see
Section 4.4.2), because with a fuzziness factor p = 1 the fuzzy ver-
sion will perform the same clustering results. The fuzzy c-means
algorithm has one particular advantage: one data point can belong to
more than just one cluster, which is very important for our collision
detection approach (see Section 5.1.2).
4.6 excursus : our new batch neural gas approach for
hierarchy construction
Another clustering algorithm is Neural Gas (NG). The basic algo-
rithm of the NG uses a special version of the c-means algorithm (Sec-
tion 4.4), which takes neighborhood ranking into account [Cot+06;
MBS93]. Cottrell, Hammer, Hasenfuß, and Villmann [Cot+06] intro-
duced a batch version of the NG, so-called Batch Neural Gas (BNG),
which shows much faster convergence than the standard NG ap-
proach.
BNG is a very robust clustering algorithm, which can be formu-
lated as stochastic gradient descent with a cost function closely con-
nected to quantization error. Like c-means, the cost function min-
imizes the mean squared Euclidean distance of each data point to
its nearest center. But unlike c-means, BNG exhibits very robust be-
havior with respect to the initial cluster center positions (the proto-
types): they can be chosen arbitrarily without affecting the conver-
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gence. Moreover, BNG can be extended to allow the specification of
the importance of each data point.
In the following we will give a quick recap of the basic BNG algo-
rithm. Given points xj ∈ Rd, j = 0, . . . ,n and prototypes vi ∈ Rd, i =
0, . . . , c initialized randomly, we set the rank for every prototype vi
with respect to every data point xj as:
kij := |{vk : d(xj, vk) < d(xj, vi)}| ∈ {0, . . . , c} (4.13)
In other words, we sort the prototypes with respect to every data
point. After the computation of the ranks, we compute the new posi-
tion for each prototype:
vi :=
∑n
j=0 hλ(kij)xj∑n
j=0 hλ(kij)
(4.14)
These two steps are repeated until a predefined stop criterion is
met. In the original publication by Cottrell, Hammer, Hasenfuß, and
Villmann [Cot+06] a fixed number of iterations is proposed. Indeed,
after a certain number of iteration steps, which depends on the num-
ber of data points, there is no further improvement.
The convergence rate is controlled by a monotonically decreasing
function hλ(k) > 0 that decreases with the number of iterations t.
We decide to use the function proposed in the original publication
[Cot+06]: hλ(k) = e−
k
λ with initial value λ0 = c2 , and reduction
λ(t) = λ0
(
0.01
λ0
) t
tmax , where tmax is the maximum number of itera-
tions. These values have been taken by Martinetz, Berkovich, and
Schulten [MBS93] also.
4.6.1 Batch Neural Gas for BVH Construction
Like we mentioned before, in computer graphics objects are usually
represented only by their surface, e. g., by a polygonal mesh or as
an implicit NURBS surface. Consequently, most work on BVHs have
been spent on these object representations. Recently, Weller and Zach-
mann [WZ09] presented a new volumetric method to represent 3D
object by a sphere packing, called Inner Sphere Trees (ISTs). The ba-
sic idea is to fill a typical 3D surface representation from the inside
with a set of non-overlapping spheres with different radii. These in-
side sphere packings allow the computation of the penetration volume
as penetration measure for collision queries, if two objects are inter-
sect. According to Fisher and Lin [FL01, Section 5.1], this penetration
measure is “the most complicated yet accurate method” to define the
extent of intersection.
However, constructing a BVH of such sphere packings is a difficult
task, because traditional methods that are optimized for surface rep-
resentations are not automatically also suited for a volumetric BVH.
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For instance, BVH construction methods that were designed for clas-
sical outer sphere trees, like the medial axis approach [BO04; Hub95]
work well if the spheres constitute a covering of the object and have
very similar size, but in the scenario of ISTs they use disjoint inner
spheres that exhibit a large variation in size. Other approaches based
on the k-center problem work only for sets of points and can be hardly
extended to spheres.
For the construction of BVHs on sphere packings, we extend the
classical BNG clustering method. In its pure form, BNG partitions
a set of data points into a pre-defined number of clusters by mini-
mizing the mean squared Euclidean distance of each data point to
its nearest center (prototype). Furthermore, we adopt an extension
called magnification control that enables us to take also the spheres’
volume into account.
The BNG algorithm adds a single point, a so-called prototype, for
each cluster to the sphere packing and moves them iteratively un-
til some convergence criterion is met. The movement depends on
the distance of the prototypes to all data points. Unfortunately, this
procedure requires a lot of convergence steps and consequently, is
relatively slow. Moreover, we have to start such a time consuming
step for each BV in the BVH individually. Even if the construction
of the BVH is a pre-processing step that has to be done only once, it
should not waste too much time. For instance, if we want to add one
or more new objects to an interactive real-time simulation we usually
do not want to wait for minutes until the BVH for these objects have
been constructed.
To eliminate this limitation and to construct a BVH in a few sec-
onds, we developed a novel massively parallel version of BNG that
is especially optimized for the construction of BVHs. Our novel algo-
rithm for BVH construction runs entirely on the GPU and in general,
it does not require any time consuming communication between CPU
and GPU during the whole BVH construction. Moreover, it reduces
the theoretic complexity of the hierarchy construction of O(n·logn)
for the CPU version to O(log2 n) using only a linear number of pro-
cessors O(n). Our novel parallel approach is easy to implement and
robust against the start positions of the prototypes, therefore it will
not stuck in local optima. Our CUDA implementation shows a sig-
nificant speed up compared to the CPU version (see Section 4.6.3).
Moreover, our results show that the BNG-based BVHs perform much
better than BVHs that are constructed using simple heuristics for the
sphere partitioning.
Magnification Control
In its pure version, the BNG only takes the location of the centers of
the spheres into account. Experiences have shown that this already
produces reasonable results for the collision detection query perfor-
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mance. However, this procedure does not yet take the radii of the
spheres into account. This is, because BNG uses only the number of
data points and not their importance for the hierarchy construction
process. The result of this is that the prototypes tend to avoid regions
that are covered with a very large sphere, due to the fact that, cen-
ters of big spheres are recognized as outliers and therefore, they are
placed on very deep levels in the hierarchy. It is far better, however,
to place bigger spheres at higher levels of the hierarchy in order to
get early lower bounds during distance traversal.
Therefore, we have to use an extended version of the classical
BNG, which takes the size of the spheres into account, to produce
a more efficient BVH. Our extension is based on an idea of Hammer,
Hasenfuss, and Villmann [HHV06], where magnification control is in-
troduced. The main idea is to add weighting factors for each data
point in order to “artificially” increase the density of the space in
certain areas. With weighting factors vol(xj), Eq. (4.14) becomes
vi :=
∑n
j=0 hλ(kij)vol(xj)xj∑n
j=0 hλ(kij)vol(xj)
(4.15)
where vol(xj) represents a control parameter to take care of the im-
portance of a given data point xj. Hammer, Hasenfuss, and Villmann
[HHV06] use a function of density to control the magnification. Due
to the fact that, IST use a sphere packing where all spheres are dis-
joint, we already know the density. Therefore, we can directly use the
volumes of each sphere as weighting factor: vol(xj) = 43pir
3.
Batch Neural Gas-based Hierarchy Creation
Figure 4.3: On the left: Dragon model with the corresponding dense
polydisperse sphere packing. On the right: Some spheres are
wrapped in a hierarchy, the parent sphere (blue) covers all its
leaf nodes (red), but not its direct children (green).
As we noted in Section 4.6.1, the IST use a volumetric polydisperse
sphere packing representation of the 3D objects. In a polydisperse
sphere packing all spheres are located completely inside the object,
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and they do not overlap each other. However, the radii of the spheres
can vary from sphere to sphere. This characteristic allows us to ap-
proximate the object’s volume to any required accuracy—defined by
the smallest radii—by using space-filling sphere packings.
This sphere packing is used to create an inner BVH where the in-
ner spheres are the leaves of the hierarchy. In order to construct our
hierarchy we use a top-down wrapped hierarchy approach. Accord-
ing to the notion of Agarwal, Guibas, Nguyen, Russel, and Zhang
[Aga+04], in a top-down wrapped hierarchy inner nodes are tight BVs
for all their leaves, but they do not have to bound their direct chil-
dren (see Figure 4.3). In contrast to layered hierarchies, a wrapped
hierarchy produces tighter BVs for their inner nodes. In a top-down
hierarchy construction procedure, you begin at the root node of the
hierarchy, which covers all inner spheres and divide these part into
several subsets.
4.6.2 Batch Neural Gas Hierarchy Construction
Figure 4.4: This Figure depicts a BVH constructed with our new BNG clus-
tering algorithm with magnification control. The left image
shows the partitioning of the root sphere. Each of the 4 clusters
of the root node are shown in the right images with its corre-
sponding clustering. All inner spheres that are colored with the
same color are assigned to the same bounding sphere.
Summing up the just explained findings, one can describe the BNG-
based BVH creation process as follows: in the first step we compute
one bounding sphere for all inner spheres (inner spheres from sphere
packing, which are the leaves in the hierarchy), and store this sphere
as root node of the hierarchy. Therefore, we use an algorithm pro-
posed by Gärtner [Gär99] to compute the smallest enclosing sphere.
The next step is to subdivide the set of inner spheres into subsets. For
this procedure we use an extended version of the BNG algorithm with
magnification control. This procedure is repeated until a predefined
criterion is met, i. e., number of inner spheres the bounding sphere
encapsulate (Figure 4.4 depicts an example of hierarchical ISTs).
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Parallel Hierarchical Batch Neural Gas
Like Figure 4.4 depicts, our extend version of the BNG algorithm
produces a very good partitioning of the inner spheres, however the
serial implementation is very slow. The current version of the BVH al-
gorithm executes O(n) BNG calls—a call has to be executed for each
hierarchy sphere—where n represents the number of inner spheres
and we want one sphere per leaf. Suppose we have a balanced tree
with a depth of O(logn), which results in an total running-time of
O(n·logn). It should be noted that there is a very high hidden con-
stant value, which results from the number of the BNG iteration steps.
A closer look at the BNG algorithm in its pure form, but also the hi-
erarchical BNG calls of our BVH creation method, depicts that these
steps are perfectly tailored for parallelization [Wel+14]. Using a lin-
ear number of processors O(n), it is possible to reduce the asymp-
totic running-time to O(log2 n). In the following section we give an
overview of our parallel hierarchical BNG implementation running
entirely on the GPU.
The rank for every prototype and the subtotal sum hλ(kij)vol(xj)xj
and hλ(kij)vol(xj) can be computed completely independently for
each sphere xj, on the first level of our hierarchy. By using a par-
allel scan algorithm [BH11; SHG08] we can compute the total sums∑n
j=0 hλ(kij)vol(xj)xj and
∑n
j=0 hλ(kij)vol(xj) in parallel too. The
decision about which spheres are assigned to which prototype can be
done in parallel as well. Therefore, we have to compute all distances
between a sphere and all prototypes and choosing the nearest proto-
type for the selected sphere. We perform a hard clustering, so each
sphere is assigned to exactly one prototype.
To create the next level of the BVH we have to insert new proto-
types for each prototype of the previous hierarchy level. The number
of new prototypes is given by the branching factor of the tree, i. e., a
branching factor of 4. Starting an own CUDA thread for each subset
of spheres will destroy the advantages of parallel computing. We will
discuss this approach in detail below.
The first step is to sort the spheres with respect to the prototype
that each sphere was assigned to (see Figure 4.5). Therefore, we use
a parallel sorting algorithm [SHG09], e. g., from the Thrust library
[BH11]. This procedure achieves that we can use fast parallel pre-
fix sum computations in the later steps. Once the sorting step we
insert 4 new prototypes for each prototype from the previous hierar-
chy level. Because each sphere is exactly assigned to one prototype
in the previous level allows us to compute all the values that are re-
quired by BNG, e. g., the rank, the subtotal sums hλ(kij)vol(xj) and
hλ(kij)vol(xj)xj, in parallel per sphere. It is necessary to ensure that
these values are computed for the correct prototypes, the new added
ones (see Figure 4.6).
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Prototype 1 4 3 3 4 2 1 4 3 3 2 4 4 2 1 1
Sphere 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Prototype 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4
Sphere 0 6 14 15 5 10 13 2 3 8 9 1 4 7 11 12
Figure 4.5: The top two arrays show the indices of the spheres and the
prototype each sphere is assigned to after the initialization of the
BNG clustering. The next step is to sort the array of prototypes,
while we move the assigned spheres in the same way. Note, that
each sphere is assigned to exactly one prototype.
The last step is to sum up all subtotal sums to compute the new
position of the prototypes. As you will see from Eq. (4.15) we have
to compute
∑n
j=0 hλ(kij)vol(xj)xj and
∑n
j=0 hλ(kij)vol(xj). For-
tunately, we can use the results of the parallel prefix sum [BH11;
SHG08] we performed before. To compute the sums for each new
prototype, we have to subtract the prefix sum results at the borders
of our sorted prototype array, like we demonstrate in Figure 4.7.
Algorithm 4.4 provides a short overview of our complete parallel
hierarchical BNG implementation.
Algorithm 4.4 Parallel hierarchical BNG
while not on inner sphere level do
iteration = 0
while iteration < maxNumberIterations do
iteration++
in parallel sort prototype array
for all Spheres do in parallel
compute hλ(kij)vol(xj)xj and hλ(kij)vol(xj)
end for
in parallel compute prefix sum
for all Prototypes in level do in parallel
compute new position
end for
end while
end while
The parallel prefix sum and the parallel sorting of the prototypes
for n inner spheres can be computed with a linear number of pro-
cessors O(n) in O(logn) time. However, both algorithms are based
on an implicit balanced binary tree structure (for more details we re-
fer to [SHG09] and [SHG08]). All the “per sphere” operations of the
Algorithm 4.4 have a complexity of O(1). In the case of a balanced
tree, the outer while-loop has to be called O(logn) times. This leads
to an overall parallel running-time complexity of our algorithm of
O(log2 n). The memory consumption is O(n) because we have a pre-
defined number of spheres, depending on the density of the sphere
packing.
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hλ(k1,j)vol(xj) 1.3 5.2 8.1 4.2 3.0 9.5 3.6 1.0 1.7 3.4 2.3 2.8 4.8 3.6 2.4 1.3
hλ(k2,j)vol(xj) 3.1 6.9 1.5 1.4 8.3 6.3 1.2 6.7 4.8 4.3 2.4 7.5 2.2 0.1 3.3 5.1
hλ(k3,j)vol(xj) 3.1 7.5 3.8 4.9 8.4 3.9 4.4 5.7 9.4 1.3 3.4 4.2 7.3 4.6 4.8 2.2
hλ(k4,j)vol(xj) 2.1 6.4 9.7 7.4 0.3 8.2 9.2 8.6 7.5 2.9 4.5 0.2 2.3 8.7 6.1 1.7
Prev. Prototype 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4
Sphere 0 6 14 15 5 10 13 2 3 8 9 1 4 7 11 12
v1,1 . . . v1,4 v2,1 . . . v2,4 v3,1 . . . v3,4 v4,1 . . . v4,4
Figure 4.6: This Figure shows an example of a deeper level of the hierar-
chical BNG. Like we show in Figure 4.5, each sphere is assigned
to exactly one prototype. For each prototype v1, · · · , v4 from the
previous level, we add 16 new prototypes, v1,1, · · · , v4,4 and com-
pute all the values that are required by BNG, e. g., the rank, the
subtotal sums hλ(kij)vol(xj) and hλ(kij)vol(xj)xj. Because of
the fact that each sphere is exactly assigned to one prototype we
can re-use the memory allocated for the previous hierarchy level.
Thus, we have a constant number of memory usages because for
each level of the hierarchy we have a predefined number of pro-
totypes. Consequently, no memory transfer between CPU and
GPU is necessary.
4.6.3 Results
We implemented our algorithms using C++ for the CPU version and
CUDA for the GPU version. All tests were performed on an Intel I7
CPU with 8GB main memory and a NVIDIA Gefore GTX 780 GPU
with 3GB of memory.
We used complex 3D models with very different shapes in our
timings: in particular, two animal models, a detailed model of the
human brain and a statue (see Figure 4.8). Additionally, we filled
all models with different numbers of spheres ranging from 2k up to
100k inner spheres.
Our results show, that our novel hierarchical BNG hierarchy cre-
ation algorithms outperforms the CPU significantly. More precisely,
we get an acceleration of a factor of 15 for all objects (see Figure 4.9).
Please note, that our algorithm is not optimized yet, i.e. we do not
use advanced CUDA acceleration techniques like shared memory. In
practice it is essential that there is not too much traffic between the
memories of the CPU and the GPU. In our algorithm there is almost
no traffic required. In our current implementation, we only have to
save the positions of the prototypes from the last iteration in the outer
loop of Algorithm 4.4. However, this is also not really necessary. In
the future, we plan to move the smallest enclosing sphere computa-
tion to the GPU too. Then, we only have to read back the whole
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hλ(k1,j)vol(xj) 1.3 5.2 8.1 4.2 3.0 9.5 3.6 1.0 1.7 3.4 2.3 2.8 4.8 3.6 2.4 1.3
Prefix–
∑
0.0 1.3 6.5 14.6 18.8 21.8 31.3 34.9 35.9 37.6 41.0 43.3 46.1 50.9 54.5 56.9 58.2
∑
1,i hλ(k1,j)vol(xj) 18.8 16.1 8.4 14.9
v1,1 v2,1 v3,1 v4,1
Figure 4.7: In order to update the position of the prototypes for the
next iteration in the BNG algorithm, we have to compute∑
hλ(kij)vol(xj) and
∑
hλ(kij)vol(xj)xj. To realize this we com-
pute the prefix sum (green array) for each of the four prototype
arrays from Figure 4.6. By subtracting the values at the borders
will directly deliver us the individual sum for each prototype.
Figure 4.8: The objects we used in our timings: a cow, a pig, a human brain
and a statue.
hierarchy once. We only have to allocate memory for the prototypes
once. This memory can be re-used for all iterations.
We also tested the performance of our BNG-based hierarchies for
collision detection queries. To do that, we implemented two simple
competing partitioning heutistics: First, we greedily choose the four
biggest spheres and partition the smaller spheres to the closest of
these large elements. Second, we sorted the spheres with respect to
the coordinate axis and choose the two axes with the largest extend.
Again, we assigned the intermediate spheres to the closest of the four
extreme spheres.
In our two test scenes (see Figure 4.10) we used penetration volume
queries. All tests were run on an Intel I7 processor. The collision
query algorithm uses hand optimized SIMD code. The results show
that the BNG hierarchies performed best in our entire query test runs.
Actually, they are more than a factor of 4 faster than the greedy choice
of outer spheres (see Figure 4.11). Surprisingly, the simple greedy
choice of biggest spheres performs well, but it is still 20% slower
than our BNG hierarchies.
4.6.4 Improvements of Batch Neural Gas for Hierarchy Construction
Our novel approach also opens up several avenues for future work. In
the previous section we already mentioned the planned parallel im-
plementation of the minimum enclosing sphere computation. How-
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Figure 4.9: CPU and GPU time for the BVH construction for some models
(see Figure 4.8) with different sphere packing densities.
ever, it would be also interesting to apply our algorithm to other vol-
umetric object representations than sphere packings, e. g., tetrahedra
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Figure 4.10: The test scenes for collision detection queries. On the left: cow
and pig. On the right: pig and statue.
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Figure 4.11: On the left: Average time for collision detection queries in the
pig and cow scene. On the right: the same for the pig and statue
scene (see Figure 4.10).
or ellipses. This could improve the quality of the volume covering
because spheres do not fit well into some objects, especially if they
have many sharp corners or thin ridges. Another option could be the
investigation of our clustering-based BVH construction for classical
outer BVHs. Currently, most implementations of classic BVHs use tra-
ditionally a branching factor of two. Due to recent developments in
CPU technologies like SSE and Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX),
higher branching factors could accelerate queries significantly. How-
ever, in this case, also more sophisticated partitioning techniques for
the BVH construction are required because traditional heuristics for
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binary trees may not work anymore. Finally, we would like to explore
other uses of inner bounding volume hierarchies, such as ray tracing or
occlusion culling. Note that the type of Bounding Volume chosen for
the “inner hierarchy” probably depends on its use.
4.7 future work
The creation of a good partitioning is very important to balance the
load onto different GPUs. Therefore, a good cluster generation is
unavoidable. Like we mentioned before the quality of the c-means
clustering algorithm depends on the cluster initialization, because
this approach can run in a local optima. The BNG algorithm instead
generates high quality cluster independently from the initialization
process. The downside of this approach is the high runtime.
In our case, a combination of both approaches can improve our
collision detection approach further. Therefore, we can use the BNG
algorithm for the initialization step to generate a high quality subdi-
vision of the scene. Because this step will be performed at the begin-
ning of the simulation only, the higher runtime can be neglected. In
the time critical phase, between the simulation steps, our data points
(primitives within the scene) are moving over the time. For the up-
date process of the cluster membership we can now use the very
fast fuzzy c-means clustering approach. A combination of both ap-
proaches will generate a high quality partitioning and will be runtime
sensitive.
5
O U R N O V E L L C O L L I S I O N D E T E C T I O N A P P R O A C H
B A S E D O N F U Z Z Y S C E N E S U B D I V I S I O N
In the chapters before, we have introduced some methods like
scene subdivision using fuzzy clustering or the SaP algorithm to
speedup the collision detection process. In this chapter, we will use
these techniques to define a novel collision detection approach for
rigid and deformable objects.
Our collision detection algorithm is completely executed on the
GPU and especially well-tailored to use the massively parallel per-
formance of the device. With our method we can handle the broad
phase as well as the narrow-phase within one single framework. Our
collision detection algorithm works directly on all primitives of the
whole scene, which results in a simpler implementation and can be
integrated much more easily by other applications. Due to the fact
that we are working on the primitives directly, no approximation er-
rors occur. Furthermore, we can compute inter-object and intra-object
collisions of rigid and deformable objects consisting of many tens of
thousands of triangles in a few milliseconds on a modern computer.
We have verified the performance of our novel collision detection with
commonly used benchmarks (see Section 5.6). Furthermore, we have
integrated our approach into Bullet, a widely used physics engine
(see Section 6.5). Additionally, we present our novel Benchmarking
Suite for rigid body collision detection in Section 5.7. With this Bench-
marking Suite it is possible to compare the time needed for a collision
detection and the quality of the computed force and torque.
5.1 scene subdivision
For the subdivision process of the virtual 3D scene into independent
parts, we use a clustering algorithm, to be more precise, fuzzy c-
means. In Section 4.5 we gave an insight into the functionality of
this algorithm. The first question that needs asking here is why we
are using a soft clustering algorithm, although a soft clustering has a
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higher complexity than a hard clustering algorithm. We use a fuzzy
clustering algorithm because the primitives, who are located on the
border between two neighboring clusters, have to be in both clusters.
If adjoining clusters are not connected, then in some cases collisions
across the border of the clusters would not be taken into account (see
Figure 5.13 and Section 5.1.2 for further information).
Another advantage—why we choose this algorithm for the clus-
tering step—is that the fuzzy c-means algorithm can be run incre-
mentally thus exploiting temporal coherence that is inherent in most
realistic scenes. For the next iteration the algorithm uses the last com-
putation result as starting point and iteratively minimizes the total
error with the new data points. This approach takes advantage of the
fact that the scene changes not very much from one frame to the next
one. Therefore, this algorithm is especially tailored for simulations
where objects are moving on a path from one place to another within
the scene, like in the most real-world scenarios.
Algorithm 5.5 Scene Subdivision
Input: list L of primitives of all objects, number of cluster c
Output: clustering
function computeClustering(c)
for all primitives in L do in parallel
compute center of mass . for every primitive ONE data point
end for
for all data points do in parallel
do clustering & generate partitioning matrix (membership values)
end for
for all elements in partitioning matrix do in parallel
map primitive to cluster(s) . one or more clusters
end for
end function
Algorithm 5.5 provides a short overview of the scene subdivision
process. In the first step we generate data points to represent the
primitives. In following steps these data points are used to classify
the primitives into a given number of clusters. In the last step the
membership value is used to determine to which clusters a primitive
belongs to. It should be noted that a primitive can be assigned to
more than one cluster.
The following sections describe each stage of the Algorithm 5.5 in
greater detail.
5.1.1 Data Points for the Scene Subdivision Process
A clustering process groups data points into a predefined number
of subsets, called clusters. Due to the fact, that we use triangles as
primitives, we decide to use the center of mass of each triangle to
represent the primitive, which becomes our data points. With this
step the data points for clustering was threefold decreased. For other
types of primitive—than a triangle—it can be possible that the cen-
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ter of mass does not represent the primitive very well. In that case
another representation is needed. The computation of the center of
mass can be performed in parallel perfectly. Furthermore, we have
a full coalesce memory access pattern (see Figure 3.3 for different
types of memory access pattern), while reading the coordinates for
each primitive, which results in a very fast computation process.
5.1.2 Clustering Process
(a) Armadillo is subdivided into 2
clusters.
(b) Human brain is subdivided into
10 clusters.
Figure 5.2: Example of object subdivision using fuzzy c-means clustering
algorithm.
Like we mentioned before we use a soft clustering algorithm, fuzzy
c-means (see Section 4.5 for more details), for the subdivision pro-
cess. We use all center of mass points as data points and subdivide
the scene into a given number of clusters. Figure 5.2 shows some
examples of object subdivision process with a soft clustering algo-
rithm. Due to the fact that we use a fuzzy clustering algorithm some
primitives can be assigned to more than one cluster. Primitives on
the border between two clusters have a smaller membership value
(ranged between 0 and 1), which means that they do not belong to
one cluster only. We assign a primitive to a cluster, if the membership
value is higher than a precomputed threshold.
Why soft clustering?
In Chapter 4 we introduced some clustering methods, a soft and a
hard clustering approach. The question also arises of whether we
are really have to use a soft clustering approach, or is it sufficient if
we use a hard clustering, which performs faster. For example, the
complexity of c-means clustering is in O(n·c·d·riter), while fuzzy c-
means has a complexity in O(n·c2·d·riter), where n is the number of
data points, c the number of clusters, d the number of dimensions
and riter the number of iterations.
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t3t2
t4
t1
Cluster
Cl1
Cluster
Cl2
Figure 5.3: A simple scene—consisting of 4 primitives (triangles)—is subdi-
vided into 2 clusters, Cl1 and Cl2, by a hard clustering algorithm.
Primitives assigned to Cl1 are colored in light red and primitives
assigned to Cl2 are colored in blue. A red marker depicts the cen-
ter of mass. All center of mass points are used as data points for
the clustering process.
Suppose we use a hard clustering approach, like c-means, and we
use the center of mass of our primitives as data points. Now we
subdivide a scene into 2 clusters, for example see Figure 5.3. In this
example two primitives, triangle t1 and t2, are assigned to cluster Cl1
(primitives in light red) and two primitives, triangle t3 and t4, are as-
signed to cluster Cl2 (primitives in blue). Our collision detection ap-
proach will now perform all tests for all clusters independently. This
means that we have to perform one intersection test for primitives t1
and t2, and one intersection test for primitives t3 and t4. Primitives
assigned to different clusters are not tested for intersection and there-
fore, the intersection between primitive t2 and t3 will be missed. To
prevent this error from occurring, you have to check primitives on the
border between adjacent clusters for intersection too.
This is precisely the reason why we use a soft clustering for our
scene subdivision process, because we want an exact collision detec-
tion approach, which will not miss any collisions, and therefore, we
have to take intersections of primitives across the cluster border into
account.
Choosing the Number of Clusters
Determining a good number of clusters depends on the underlying
data set or, in our case, the 3D scene. If the number of clusters is
to low then big parts of a scene are checked for collisions and this
can lead to unwanted false-positives in the PCA step of our collision
detection pipeline (see Section 5.2.1). On the other hand, a higher
number of clusters increases the number of primitives, which are as-
signed to more than one cluster and that will leads to a higher colli-
sion detection processing time, because the computation time of the
clustering process will increase. The overall complexity of the clus-
tering algorithm is in O(n·c2 ·d·riter), where n is the number of data
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Figure 5.4: Human brain is subdivided into 2 clusters (figure on the top).
Primitives which belong to exactly 1 (bottom left) or 2 clusters
(bottom right) are colored in blue.
points, c the number of clusters, d the number of dimensions and riter
the number of iterations.
Figure 5.4 shows a 3D model of a human brain. In this example we
set the number of clusters to 2. Figure 5.4 depicts that only primitives
on the border of the two adjoining clusters are assigned to both clus-
ters. So the overall number of primitives in all clusters only increases
by a minimum number.
In contrast to Figure 5.4 we now use 4 clusters to subdivide the
human brain, see Figure 5.5. This Figure shows that there are only a
few primitives assigned to exactly one cluster, much more primitives
are assigned to 2 or 3 clusters. So the overall number of primitives,
which are assigned to the clusters, increase strongly compared to the
example where we only use 2 clusters.
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Figure 5.5: Human brain is subdivided into 4 clusters (figure on the top).
Primitives which belong to exactly 1, 2, 3 or 4 clusters (from right
to left) are colored in blue.
Like we mentioned before, the number of clusters directly influ-
ences the performance of our collision detection approach. Figure 5.6
shows the collision detection time needed for some models with dif-
ferent configurations for the number of clusters.
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Figure 5.6: Influence of the number of clusters on the collision detection time
needed for different models, e. g., human brain, Cloth on Ball
and Funnel benchmarking models, human liver, female pelvis
and the Stanford Bunny.
Our collision detection algorithm performs best if we choose 2 clus-
ters for the human brain model. It should be noted that this scene do
not change and therefore, there is no need to change the number of
clusters over the time.
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Let us assume that a scene consisting of 2 objects with a certain
distance between them. Then the scene should be subdivided into 2
clusters at least (see Figure 5.7).
(a) 2 human brain
models are
subdivided into 2
clusters.
(b) Primitives which
belong to exactly one
cluster are colored in
blue.
Figure 5.7: A scene consisting of 2 human brain models, which is subdi-
vided into 2 clusters. The illustration on the left shows that all
primitives from a model are assigned exactly to one cluster.
Using 4 clusters improves the speed of the collision detection algo-
rithm again. As you can see in Figure 5.8 each object is subdivided
into two parts. Thus we eliminate the limitations of the PCA process
(see Section 5.2.1). Furthermore, only a few numbers of primitives on
the border between the clusters are added into more than one cluster.
(a) 2 human brain
models are
subdivided into 4
clusters.
(b) Primitives which
belong to exactly
one cluster are
colored in blue.
(c) Primitives which
belong to exactly 2
clusters are colored
in blue.
Figure 5.8: A scene consisting of 2 human brain models, which is subdi-
vided into 4 clusters. The illustrations show that each brain is
subdivided into exactly 2 parts. Thus, a primitive can belong to
a maximum of 2 clusters.
Mapping Primitives to Clusters
The partitioning matrix contains all membership values indicating the
assignment of a primitive to each cluster. If the scene is subdivided
into 2 clusters and a primitive has a membership value of 0.5 for both
clusters, this means that this primitive lies precisely at the middle
of both clusters. Therefore, this primitive has to be added to both
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clusters because it is located on the border between these clusters
(see Figure 5.13). To determine if a primitive is located on the border
or not the number of clusters is important. Like you can see the
membership value and the assignment to the clusters depends on
the number of clusters the scene is subdivided in. We use a simple
formula to determine if a primitive is added to a cluster or not:
threshold =
1
c
−
1/c
10
(5.1)
where c is the number of clusters. If the membership value for a
cluster is bigger than this threshold we assign the primitive to this
cluster.
Future Work
In the current implementation the number of clusters will not change.
However, this is not perfect in any cases. If the simulation change,
i. e., if a scene consists two objects and both objects are moving away
from each other, then both objects should be in different clusters and
in most cases each object should be subdivided again, so that we
have 4 clusters at least. The number of false-positives should also be
considered as the indicator in order to decide whether the number of
clusters should be decrease, increase or stay constant. This criterion
is very important because with the subdivision technique we try to
reduce the number of false-positives and therefore, this is a very good
measure.
Furthermore, the length of borders between all clusters should be
as short as possible. Thus, the number of primitives located on the
border will decrease and therefore, the number of primitives, which
are assigned to more than one cluster. The shape of all clusters and
therefore, the length of the cluster borders can be controlled by the
distance function (see Figure 4.2).
Like we already mentioned in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.7 the clustering
results of the fuzzy c-means algorithm depends on the cluster initial-
ization and perform poorly for non-global clusters, it gets stuck in a
local optima sometimes. Even if we never get stuck in a local optima,
we want to show up how you can compensate this disadvantage. To
realize this you can perform the first clustering step with a cluster-
ing algorithm, which will not run in local optima, like BNG. For the
first frame the higher running time can be neglected. After the ini-
tialization with BNG, which results in a high quality subdivision of
the scene, we can use the much faster fuzzy c-means algorithm. This
guarantees that our approach will be runtime sensitive and use an
optimal clustering as starting point.
The process to determine whether a primitive is assigned to a clus-
ter, depends on the fact if the membership value is greater than the
threshold value or not (see Eq. 5.1). Currently, we use a very simple
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equation, which gives opportunities for improvements. It would be
preferable if the overlap between clusters is as small as possible and
as large as necessary.
5.2 sweep-plane technique using pca
As we stated in Section 2.7 the SaP approach based on the relative
position of primitives to each other. Therefore, this technique projects
the boundary of all BVs onto all axes. If, for example, primitives
are moving then in a significant amount of cases a huge number of
false-positives may occur, when we choose any of the fixed world
coordinate axes as sweep direction.
5.2.1 Principal Component Analysis to Determine a Good Sweep Direction
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(a) The initial scene consisting of a number of triangles with corresponding
BVs and the result of the PCA. As can clearly be seen the BVs of
triangle 1 and 2, and triangle 3 and 4 intersect.
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(b) Initial scene from Figure 5.9a, rotated so that the direction of the first
component of the PCA points along the x-axis. As can clearly be seen,
in this example the number of overlapping BVs reduced to zero.
Figure 5.9: Improvement of Sweep-and-Prune approach via Principal Com-
ponent Analysis.
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Figure 5.9a depicts an example of a downside of using BVs, like
AABBs or OBBs. In our case, the best sweep direction is the one
that allows projection to separate the primitives as much as possible.
In order to achieve the best sweep direction, even if the primitives
move through 3D spaces, we compute the PCA [Jol05; Liu+10] in
every frame, because the direction of the first principal component
maximizes the variance of primitives, after projection [Wu92].
The type of covariance analysis we perform is commonly used for
dimension reduction and statistical analysis of data [Eri05]. The co-
variance matrix Cov = [hij] for all data points x1, x2, . . . , xn is given
by:
hij =
1
n
n∑
k=1
(xk,i −meani)·(xk,j −meanj) , (5.2)
with meani and meanj is the mean of the i-th and the j-th coordinate
value of all the data points.
In the next step we compute the eigenvalues λ0, λ1, λ2, and the
corresponding eigenvectors u, v, and w of the covariance matrix Cov.
Computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix is in most
cases a nontrivial task. Golub and Van Loan [GV12] presented a nu-
merical technique, which is commonly used. For the decomposition
step, to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix, we
use codes provided by Numerical Recipes in C++ [Pre+07]. With
those values it is possible to determine the axis along which the data
points have the largest variance. The three orthogonal eigenvectors u,
v and w define a new coordinate system where the x-axis points along
the axis with the largest variance. We can now transform the old co-
ordinates (xk,x, xk,y, xk,z) into the new coordinates (x′k,x, x
′
k,y, x
′
k,z) by
the linear transformation:
x′k,x
x′k,y
x′k,z
 =
ux uy uzvx vy vz
wx wy wz
·
xk,xxk,y
xk,z
 (5.3)
After the transformation by the eigenvectors, we project the BVs
onto the axis, which separates the primitives most.
In Figure 5.9b we move the direction of the first principal compo-
nent on the x-axis. Now we compute the BV intervals [Si,Ei] and use
the x-axis, more specifically the direction of the first component of the
PCA, respectively, as sweep direction. Comparing Figure 5.9a with
Figure 5.9b depicts the advantage of using the first principal compo-
nent as sweep direction. The number of false-positives great reduces.
As a consequence, combining SaP and PCA reduces the number of
primitive pairs tested for intersection and thus significantly reduces
the calculation time.
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Limitation
Using the first principal component as sweep direction only, will nev-
ertheless produce false-positives, because of the dimensional reduc-
tion in the SaP step. The SaP technique, used to separate the primi-
tives, projects all 3D BVs to 1D intervals. This means, for example,
that in some cases primitives of the front side and primitives of the
backside of an object will be recognized as potentially colliding pairs,
even if there is a large distance between them (see Figure 5.10). This
recognition will result in an amount of unwanted false-positives.
Primitives
of front side
Primitives
of backside
Figure 5.10: On the left: A 3D model of a flower vase. On the right: The
silhouette of the model with the corresponding PCA and the
overlapping intervals of primitives of the front side and primi-
tives of the backside.
To eliminate this kind of false-positives we subdivide the scene into
connected components using fuzzy c-means algorithm [Bez81; Ped05]
(see Section 4.5).
5.2.2 Principal Curves to Determine a Better Sweep Direction
A further possibility for the determination of a sweep direction is
the usage of principal curves. These nonlinear generalizations of
principal components were first introduced by Hastie and Stuetzle
[HS89] and Hattie [Hat84]. Hastie and Stuetzle [HS89] defined prin-
cipal curves as “self-consistent” smooth curves, which pass through
the “middle” of a d-dimensional distribution or data set. With this
technique we can reduce the limitation of using the PCA as sweep
direction (see Section 5.2.1).
Kégl, Krzyzak, Linder, and Zeger [Kég+00] presented a new algo-
rithm, which represents a principal curve as a polygonal line. This
approach is more robust than the Hastie-Stuetzle algorithm [HS89]
because it uses a better heuristic to adapt smoothing term to fit the
line segments to the data points. This approach tries to minimize
the average distance from the curve rather than from the vertices of
the curve (this is different from the other algorithms based on vec-
tor quantization, such as the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [Koh90] or
the generative topographic mapping). Furthermore, their approach is
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much faster than the Hastie-Stuetzle algorithm, particularly for huge
data sets [Kég99; Kég+00].
(a) A principal curve, consists of
one line segment.
(b) A principal curve, consists of
two line segments.
(c) A principal curve, consists of
three line segments.
(d) A principal curve, consists of
four line segments.
We implemented the approach presented by Kégl, Krzyzak, Linder,
and Zeger [Kég+00] in C++ and CUDA. For a number of data points
xi = x1, . . . xn ⊂ R this algorithm tries to find a polygonal curve with
k segments and a predefined length. Figure 5.11 shows the function-
ing of the algorithm. In the first step a straight line segment (a part of
the first PCA line) is used to fit the data points best (see Figure 5.11a).
In the following steps the algorithm increases the number of line seg-
ments (in the outer loop, see Algorithm 5.6) by adding a vertex to the
polygonal line (see Figure 5.11b-5.11h). If a new vertex is added to
the principle curve, the position of all vertices is updated in the inner
loop of the algorithm. The algorithm determines, if the number of
line segments exceeds a predefined number.
The inner loop of the algorithm (see Algorithm 5.6) is divided into
two steps, a projection step and an optimization step. In the projec-
tion step all data points are subdivided into regions, so-called “near-
est neighbor regions”, depending on to which segment or vertex they
are projected. In the optimization step the position of each principle
curve vertex is updated by a line search to minimize an objective func-
tion. This objective function consists of an average squared distance
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(e) A principal curve, consists of
five line segments.
(f) A principal curve, consists of six
line segments.
(g) A principal curve, consists of
nine line segments.
(h) A principal curve, consists of ten
line segments.
Figure 5.11: A 3D model of the upper human denture with the correspond-
ing principle curve containing of different numbers of seg-
ments.
term and a curvature penalty. These two steps are repeated till this
procedure converges.
Figure 5.11g shows that the principle curve, created with this algo-
rithm, passes through our 3D data points. Using this curve as sweep
direction for the SaP algorithm will separate the data points best. It
is nevertheless noticeable that choosing to many line segments will
produce a degenerated principle curve (see Figure 5.11h). The next
step would be to straighten this curve, so that the resulting line can
be used as a sweep direction directly. Therefore, the 3D model must
be deformed in the same way the principle curve is deformed. Here
one must insure, that no collisions are added or removed, while de-
forming the model.
Complexity
The complexity of the inner loop is controlled by the complexity of
the projection step, that is in O(n·k), where n is the number of data
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Algorithm 5.6 Principal Curve
Input: xi data points
initialization
while #LineSegements < threshold do . outer loop
repeat . inner loop
projection
vertex optimization
until update objective function has converged
add new line segment
end while
points and k the number of line segments. The complexity for the
whole algorithm, if we add one segment at a time, is in O(n·k2). Us-
ing a good stop condition [Kég99, Section 5.1.1] will reduce the com-
putational complexity of the algorithm to O(n
5
3 ). Furthermore, the
complexity can be dramatically decreased if you add more than just
one vertex. Adding a new vertex at the midpoint of every segment
will reduce the computational complexity to O(n·k·logk).
Conclusion and Future Work
Our current implementation is not yet fast enough to outperform the
PCA approach. Therefore, the principle curve algorithm has to be
parallelized perfectly—which is nearly impossible with the current
approach—or a new algorithm to determine the principle curve in
parallel is needed.
Furthermore, the deformation processes of the model to convert
the principle curve into a line present several challenges. To use the
principle curve for the SaP technique, we have to transform the curve
into a line, while we transform the scene the same way. During this
transformation no collision should be added or removed within the
scene. Deforming a closed object can result in degenerated primitives,
which is unwanted in all cases. A useful solution for the deformation
process can be skinning [DB13; LCF00; Met92; Met96] or skeleton
animation [KJP02; RLN06], which are commonly used in character
animation and deformation.
5.2.3 Implementation
After the subdivision process the following steps (see Algorithm 5.7)
can be performed for each cluster independently and therefore, i. e.,
each cluster can be distributed to a different GPU or can be processed
in parallel on the same GPU (CUDA concurrent kernel execution).
In the first step, see Algorithm 5.7, we compute the PCA using the
center of mass as data points of each primitive assigned to this clus-
ter. To parallelize this computation we use some high performance
functions from the Thrust library1 [BH11]. To be more specific, we
1 http://thrust.github.com/
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Algorithm 5.7 Sweep-Plane Technique Using PCA
Input: list L of primitives of all objects, number of cluster c
Output: colliding primitives
for all clusters do in parallel
compute PCA
transform primitives of cluster

direction of first component of PCA points along x-axis
for all primitives assinged to this cluster do in parallel
compute Bounding Volume (AABB)
end for
sort BVs along x-axis
determine start and end position of each BV along x-axis
determine memory usage and number of threads per BV
create possible colliding pair list
for all pairs in possible colliding pair list do in parallel
perform overlap test on y-axis
if BVs don’t overlap on y-dimension then
remove pair from possible colliding pair list
end if
end for
for all pairs (i0, i1) in possible colliding pair list do in parallel
if i0 and i1 share an edge then
return no collision
end if
if i0 and i1 intersect then
return collision
end if
return no collision
end for
end for
use thrust::transform_reduce(...) and thrust::reduce(...) to determine
the covariance matrix. For the singular value decomposition we use
NR::svd(...) from Numerical Recipes in C++ [Pre+07].
After the PCA computation process we perform a transformation
step in the way that the direction of the first component of the PCA
points along the x-axis of the original coordinate system. Now we
compute the BVs for the transformed primitives (see Figure 5.9) in
parallel. We initiate for each primitive its own CUDA thread. Due
to the fact that we use Structure of Arrays (SoA) instead of Array of
Structures (AoS) for all data structures (coordinates of the primitives,
minimum and maximum coordinate values along each axis of each
Bounding Volume, and more), we can access the memory in com-
pletely coalesced way (see Figure 3.3 for different types of memory
access pattern).
For the SaP step we have to sort the array containing all start (Si)
and end (Ei) points of the BV intervals along the x-axis (we use an
array per dimension). For this purpose, we use the very fast paral-
lel sorting implementation from the Thrust library thrust::sort_by_key
(...). We have to perform a key-value sort because we use a tuple for
the BV representation, which contains of the BV minimum or max-
imum value as key and an identifier as data value. The identifier
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0Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
SABounding Box ID (Start/End) SC SB EC EA EB SD ED . . .
1Type (Start/End) 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 . . .
0Prefix Sum of Type (pT ) 1 2 3 3 3 3 4 . . .
ATriangle ID B C D
0Start Position (S) 2 1 6
4End Position (E) 5 3 7
ATriangle ID B C D
3− 0− 1pT [E] − pT [S] − 1 3− 2− 1 3− 1− 1 4− 3− 1
2Number of Threads 0 1 0 = 3
Figure 5.12: Determination of the minimal number of threads needed to
identify all possible colliding primitive pairs and worst-case
memory usage to store all these pairs.
states whether the key value is a minimum or maximum value and
to which primitive the BV belongs.
5.2.4 Thread Management
In this section we depict how we determine the minimal number of
working (CUDA) threads, which are needed to identify all possible
colliding pairs. Furthermore, we compute the worst-case memory
usage, i. e., the space needed to store all possible colliding primitives,
at the same time. Additionally, an array “Type” with the information
if at position j is a start (Sj → Type == 1) or an end (Ej → Type == 0)
point is created during the BV creation process (see Figure 5.12 upper
part).
On account of the fact that we want to avoid counting overlapping
BVs twice, we only consider the start point (Si) of a BV interval i.
If this is not taken into account, and we consider both the start (Si)
and end point (Ei) of the BV intervals, for example in the case of
[Sa,Sb,Ea,Eb], we will receive two intersections. Primitive a inter-
sects with primitive b, and vice versa. So, when we consider the start
point (Si) solely, we will get an intersection between primitive a and
b only, because Sb is in the interval [Sa,Ea], whilst Sa is not in the
interval [Sb,Eb].
To identify the number of working threads needed to do all inter-
section tests for a primitive, we need the amount of BV intersections
between the BV of a primitive and all other BVs for all primitives.
Therefore, a very suitable solution is the prefix sum algorithm from
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the Thrust library thrust::exclusive_scan(...) using the “Type” array
as input (see Figure 5.12 upper part). The resulting array pT can be
used to compute the working threads needed for a primitive to do all
possible intersection tests. Therefore, we calculate pT [Ei] − pT [Si] − 1
for a primitive i, which generates the number of threads needed for
the corresponding primitive i. The total amount of threads is equal
to the number of the worst-case memory usage, required to store all
possible colliding primitive pairs.
#threads =
n−1∑
i=0
(pT [Ei] − pT [Si] − 1) (5.4)
where n is the number of primitives assigned to this cluster.
Going back to Algorithm 5.7 shows that we have to execute—
depending on the scene—a huge amount of threads to create the
possible colliding pair list. The accurate number of threads we need
can be determined with Eq. (5.4). Each thread takes a possible collid-
ing pair P(pi,pj) and load the BV values of the y-dimension. Now
an overlap test for the y-dimension is performed. If the BVs do not
overlap in the y-dimension the possible colliding pair P(pi,pj) is
removed from the list. This overlap test will remove false-positives
again. The last step of Algorithm 5.7 will check for all remaining
possible colliding pairs in the list if both primitives sharing an edge
or not and if that is not the case we perform an exact primitive-prim-
itive intersection test. The result of the Algorithm 5.7 is a list of all
intersecting primitives for this cluster.
5.3 fast triangle-triangle intersection test
For our last step in our collision detection approach, the real prim-
itive-primitive intersection test (in our case the primitives are trian-
gles), we use the interval overlap method suggested by Held [Hel97]
and Möller [Möl97]. In a first step this approach tests if the two face
(triangle) normals can be used as separating axes. Therefore, we test
if the vertices of triangle tA lie completely on one side of the plane
of the other triangle tB. If this is the case, no intersection occurs. If
this is not the case, then the planes containing the triangles are inter-
secting. They intersect in a line L, L(t) = P+ (nA × nB), where nA is
the normal of triangle tA and nB of triangle tB. In addition, this line
is intersecting both triangles. The next step is to determine the scalar
intersection intervals between L and both triangles. If both scalar in-
tervals overlap, then these triangles intersect. Algorithm 5.8 provides
a summery of the triangle-triangle intersection test.
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Algorithm 5.8 Triangle-Triangle Intersection Test by Möller
Input: two triangles tA and tB
Output: intersection/no intersection
determine plane equation pA of triangle tA
if vertices of tB on same side of plane pA then
return no intersection
end if
determine plane equation pB of triangle tB
if vertices of tA on same side of plane pB then
return no intersection
end if
determine intersection line L of two planes pA and pB
determine scalar intersection intervals for each triangle with line L
if intersection intervals do not overlap then
return no intersection
end if
return intersection
5.4 collision detection based on fuzzy scene subdivi-
sion
Algorithm 5.9 provides a concise overview of our new collision detec-
tion approach. In the first step we have to determine the data points,
which we use in the subdivision process later. This step, how we de-
termine the data points, is described in detail in Section 5.1.1. For
the subdivision process many approaches exist (see Chapter 4). We
decide to use a clustering algorithm for the partitioning. This proce-
dure is described in Section 5.1.2. The last part of our approach is to
create a list of primitives, which are possible colliding, followed by an
exact intersection test. For more details of these procedures we refer
to Section 5.2 and 5.3.
Algorithm 5.9 Collision Detection Algorithm
Input: list L of primitives of all objects
Output: list of intersecting primitives
for all primitives in L do in parallel
compute data points
end for
for all data points do in parallel
subdivide scene into parts
end for
for all subparts of the scene do in parallel
create possible collision pair list
perform exact collision detection test
end for
Our approach is performed completely on the GPU and therefore,
no memory transfer between the host and GPU is needed. It is impor-
tant to avoid this memory transfer because of its high transmission
costs. Furthermore, more and more computer systems own more
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than one GPU. To make full use of this multi-GPU systems (e. g.,
GPUs are connected via Scalable Link Interface (SLI)2 or CrossFireX3
or since Intel introduced the Sandy Bridge micro-architecture, each
Intel CPU contains a GPU also) new approaches should be able to
use more than just one GPU. This has been taken into consideration
as we developed our new approach. We subdivide the scene into
overlapping parts. Now each part can be handled independently and
therefore, each part can be investigated by a different GPU. Conse-
quently, our approach is especially well-trailered for multi-GPU sys-
tems.
5.5 accuracy and limitations
Our collision detection algorithm will recognize all intersections be-
tween all primitives. Therefore, our approach performs BV inter-
section tests with all primitives of a cluster, to detect all colliding
primitive pairs. However, in the case of significant differences in the
size of the primitives, it could happen that a primitive is completely
assigned to one cluster, but collides with a primitive which is com-
pletely assigned to an adjoining cluster. The reason for this is that
our approach uses the centroid, which represents a primitive, for the
clustering process. To prevent this, we have to decrease the threshold
value (membership) in the clustering step. This results in a higher
degree of overlap between adjoining clusters (see Figure 5.13). The
size of the overlap has to be at least as large as the overall maximum
distance from primitive’s centroid to one of its vertices. Taking the
example of a triangle as primitive will result in:
max
i=1,2,...,n
(
max
k=0,1,2
(
‖Ci − vertexi,k‖2
))
(5.5)
From this follows one small restriction for our approach. The large
overlap between clusters can affect the performance in some scenar-
ios, because of a higher number of collision computations. This limi-
tation can be avoided by virtually subdividing huge primitives. The
virtual primitives are used for clustering and sorting instead of the
initial primitives.
If the size of all primitives is more or less equal, then our algorithm
chooses a membership value so that the overlap between adjoining
clusters consists of exactly two primitives.
2 SLI is a technology developed by NVIDIA. This technique allows to link two or more
video cards together.
3 The multi-GPU solution provided by Advanced Micro Devices (AMD). Previously
known as CrossFire.
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Figure 5.13: This Figure shows two adjoining clusters with two triangles as
primitives, one colored in yellow and one in grey. The yellow
triangle is completely assigned to the yellow cluster Cl1 and the
grey triangle is completely assigned to the grey cluster Cl2. On
the left side of the Figure we choose the overlap d(m,mCl1) ==
d(m,mCl2) < ‖f3‖2 < ‖e3‖2. Accordingly, like you can see in
the Figure, it is possible that the yellow triangle intersect with
the grey one. In this case, this collision will not be recognized by
our collision detection. On the left side of the Figure we increase
the overlap such that d(m,mCl1) == d(m,mCl2) < ‖fi‖2, i =
1, 2, 3 and d(m,mCl1) == d(m,mCl2) < ‖ei‖2, i = 1, 2, 3. As
a result it is impossible that triangles, which are completely
assigned to different clusters, can intersect.
5.6 benchmark for deformable objects
To evaluate the performance of our collision detection algorithm in
different situations, we choose some often used collision detection
benchmarks to compare our results against other approaches. It
should be noted that these benchmarks only simulate a special case,
where a huge amount of collisions and self-collisions occur. The most
significant down side is that these benchmarks do not simulate all
possible configurations between the colliding objects. In Section 5.7
we present a better Benchmarking Suite, but this Benchmarking Suite
is so far not been able to handle deformable objects. However, an
extended version with support for deformable objects is planned.
Experiments have shown that subdividing the scene into 2 respec-
tively 4 clusters, when the objects are far apart from each other, for a
single GPU provides the best performance. Therefore, in the follow-
ing benchmarks we subdivided the scenes into 2 clusters.
5.6.1 Implementation and System Details
We have implemented our collision detection algorithm on a NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 480 using the CUDA toolkit 5.0 as development envi-
ronment. Because our collision detection algorithm is purely GPU-
based, components like CPU and RAM do not have an effect on the
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running time. However, for the sake of completeness, we will provide
the key data of our system. Our collision detection algorithm is imple-
mented in C++/CUDA. The platform for benchmarking consists of a
PC running Gentoo Linux with an Intel Core i5-2500K 3.30GHz CPU
and 8GB of memory. For sorting and prefix computation steps we
used Thrust, a parallel algorithms library (shipped with the NVIDIA
graphics card driver).
5.6.2 Cloth on Ball Benchmark
In this benchmark, a cloth, containing of 92k triangles, drops down
on a rotating ball, containing of 760 triangles (see Figure 5.14).
Thereby the cloth has a huge number of self-collisions and many
collisions between the cloth and the ball. This benchmark is dis-
cretized and therefore, subdivided into 93 frames. Our collision
detection algorithm needs for this benchmark 20.24ms in average
(see Table 5.1).
In Table 5.1 we show the average collision detection time needed
for this benchmarks compared with state-of-the-art collision detec-
tion algorithms. Our approach is slightly slower than the CStreams
[Tan+11] technique but this approach cannot be easily extended
to more than one GPU. Comparing our approach to the hybrid
CPU/GPU collision detection techniques [Kim+09; PKS10] and the
multi-core collision detection approach [TMT10] shows that our tech-
nique performs better.
bench . our cst. pab . hp mc
Cl. on Ball 20.24 18.6 36.6 23.2 32.5
Table 5.1: Collision detection computation times in milliseconds. The tim-
ings include both external and self-collision detection. CStreams
(CSt.) – GPU-based streaming algorithm for collision detection
[Tan+11], Pab. – a hybrid CPU-GPU collision detection tech-
nique based on spatial subdivision [PKS10], HP – a hybrid CPU-
GPU parallel continuous collision detection [Kim+09], MC – a
multi-core collision detection algorithm running on a 16 core PC
[TMT10].
Figure 5.15 shows that the collision detection time needed to com-
pute all collisions from frame 60 onwards increase because the num-
ber of self-collisions increase heavily like you can see on the Fig-
ures 5.14e–5.14f. Our collision detection algorithm needs more time
to collect all possible colliding triangles and has to do more inter-
section tests between them. The benchmark, provided by the UNC
Dynamic Scene Benchmarks collection, itself contains intersecting tri-
angles, which means that real collisions occur, like you can see at
frame 93. It should be noted, that intersecting primitives should not
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occur in such a benchmark because in a real-world scenario these
objects would not interpenetrate.
(a) Frame 0 (b) Frame 10
(c) Frame 20 (d) Frame 40
(e) Frame 60 (f) Frame 93
Figure 5.14: Cloth on Ball simulation benchmark is a courtesy of the UNC
Dynamic Scene Benchmarks collection and was provided by
Naga Govindaraju, Ilknur Kabul, and Stephane Redon.
Figure 5.15 shows that the clustering and PCA computation step
needs nearly in all frames the same time. This is due to the fact that
we limit the maximum number of iterations for clustering process
and thus, this step never takes too much time. Time needed for the
AABB computation step can be regarded as negligible, like you can
see in the timing. This step needs nearly no computation time. The
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Figure 5.15: Collision detection time needed for Cloth on Ball Benchmark.
sorting step is nearly constant too, because we use a massively paral-
lel sorting algorithm from the Thrust library. For this sorting method
the order of the input data is equally, it needs the same time in any
case. The most time consuming part is the step to create the possible
colliding pair list. From frame 63 onwards the number of collisions
increase heavily and therefore, the number of overlapping BVs. These
BVs need to be further investigated which increase the overall compu-
tation time. Furthermore, more primitive-primitive intersection tests
have to be done, because the number of touching primitives or prim-
itives, which are very close together, increase.
5.6.3 Funnel Benchmark
In this benchmark a flexible cloth, containing of 14.4k triangles, falls
into a funnel, containing of 2k triangles, and passes through it, due
to the force applied by a ball, containing of 1.7k triangles. The ball
slowly increased in volume over the time (see Figure 5.16). The whole
benchmark is subdivided into 500 frames to provide a dynamic scene,
where all objects can move and deform from one frame to another.
This benchmark simulates situations with a high number of self-colli-
sions and huge contact areas.
For this benchmark our collision detection algorithm needs 6.53ms
in average. In Table 5.2 we show the average collision detection
time needed for this benchmarks compared with state-of-the-art col-
lision detection algorithms. In this benchmark again, our approach is
slightly slower than the CStreams [Tan+11] technique.
Figure 5.17 depicts that the collision detection time needed to com-
pute all collisions increase slightly between frame 150 and frame 345.
In these frames the cloth hits the funnel and slides a little bit into the
funnel. From frame 345 onwards the ball pushes the cloth trough the
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(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 125
(c) Frame 200 (d) Frame 375
(e) Frame 500
Figure 5.16: Funnel simulation benchmark is a courtesy of the UNC Dy-
namic Scene Benchmarks collection and was provided by Simon
Pabst.
bench . our cst. pab .
Funnel 6.53 4.4 6.7
Table 5.2: Collision detection computation times in milliseconds. The tim-
ings include both external and self-collision detection. CStreams
(CSt.) – GPU-based streaming algorithm for collision detection
[Tan+11], Pab. – a hybrid CPU-GPU collision detection technique
based on spatial subdivision [PKS10].
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funnel, and produces a huge number of self-collisions, which results
in a higher computation time needed for collision detection.
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Figure 5.17: Collision detection time needed for Funnel benchmark.
This benchmark also shows that our approach needs the most time
for the creation process of the possible colliding primitive pair list
and the primitive-primitive intersection tests. Clustering, AABB com-
putation and the sorting step are running in nearly constant time and
take less than a half of the overall computation time.
5.7 excursus : our new benchmarking suite for rigid ob-
jects
In this section we like to briefly address our Benchmarking Suite
[TWZ07; Wel+10] for rigid object collision detection and collision re-
sponse schemes. Our benchmark suite4 is published as open source
and therefore, it is a great asset to users who want to figure out the
best suited collision handling scheme to meet their specific require-
ments. Also researchers who want to compare their algorithms with
other approaches using a standardized benchmark that delivers veri-
fiable results can profit from our Benchmarking Suite.
5.7.1 Overview of the Benchmarking Suite
Our Benchmarking Suite is subdivided into two parts, like most other
approaches too, a Performance Benchmark and a Force and Torque Qual-
ity Benchmark. With these benchmarks we can compare the time
needed for a collision detection process and the quality of the com-
puted force and torque.
4 http://cgvr.cs.uni-bremen.de/research/colldet_benchmark/
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5.7.2 Performance Benchmark
Scenarios
Since this benchmark focuses on performance a Boolean collision re-
sponds (see Section 2.1.1) should be returned by the used collision
detection approaches. In this case the collision algorithm does not
need to collect all colliding points, it can stop on the first detected
intersection.
• Scenario I: This scenario simulates situations where objects are
in close proximity, but not touching. Most collision detection
approaches use BVH and the worst-case for these algorithm is
the case where primitives are very close but do not intersect and
therefore, the leaves of the BVH collide even in deep levels in
the hierarchy, but actually no polygon collision occurs. Conse-
quently, the focus in this scenario is to place objects in a close
proximity, but without an intersection.
• Scenario II: This scenario simulates situations where objects in-
tersect. In some situations objects penetrate each other slightly
and therefore, this scenario compares the time needed to deter-
mine the intersection.
A configuration describes the relative position and orientation be-
tween two objects. For rigid bodies such a configuration consists of
6 parameters shown in Figure 5.18: the transformation of object B in
the coordinate system of object A, defined by the distance d, the polar
coordinates ϕA and θA, and the rotation of object B, defined by the
angles ϕB, θB, ψB.
Figure 5.18: The relative position and orientation between two objects A and
B, defined by 6 parameters.
The Grid Method
The first method uses a simple axis-aligned grid to find the transla-
tions. The midpoint of the moving object is positioned on the center
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of all grid cells. In the following steps, the object is moving towards
the fixed positioned object until a predefined distance is reached. If
the predefined distance is reached, the configuration is stored. A
downside of this approach is that the number of configurations found
by this method is unknown in advance [TWZ07].
The Sphere Method
Figure 5.19: The sphere-method uses a fixed rotation for every cycle. An
object is fixed and the moving object is rotated around. The
rotation of the moving object changes after every cycle.
This method tries to reduce the time for finding possible configura-
tions for a given distance. Therefore, the 3D search space is reduced
to two dimensions by using polar coordinates. It has to be mentioned
that, this method can miss some interesting configurations. An object
is placed in the middle on a sphere, while the moving object is placed
on the sphere. The size of the sphere placed around the fixed object
has to be at least as big as the fixed object plus the required distance.
The next step we move the object on a straight line through the center
of the sphere until we reach the required distance (Scenario I) or pen-
etration depth (Scenario II), respectively (see Figure 5.19) [TWZ07].
After performing this procedure, we got a huge amount of con-
figurations for predefined number of distances or penetration depth
for an object-object pair. This computation process is a preprocess-
ing step and has to be done only once, even if we change or add a
new collision detection algorithm or change the underlying platform
[TWZ07].
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Scenario I
Figure 5.20: The minimal distance between two objects.
In order to calculate the distance d between two objects we need
the two closest points from object A and object B (see Figure 5.20). So
as to be scale-invariant, the distance is given in percent of the whole
AABB of object A.
Object A has a fixed position and object B is placed on a sphere
around object A. This sphere must be bigger than the AABB of ob-
ject A plus the given distance d between both objects. In the next
step, we move object B on a straight line to the center of object A
until we reach the required distance or intersection volume. This con-
figuration is then stored.
Our search space has 6 dimensions. To get as many configurations
as possible consequently the configuration space must be sampled
densely. For Scenario I we chose a step size of 15◦ for the spherical
coordinates and a step size of 15◦ per axis for the rotations of object B.
With these values, we generated a set of 1 991 808 sample configura-
tions for each distance.
We computed sample configurations for distances from 0 up to 30%
of the object’s BV size in 1% steps, because in all example cases, there
was no significant time spent on collision detection for larger dis-
tances. To compute the configuration of two objects with the correct
distance we used Proximity Query Package (PQP) [GLM96; Lar+99].
Scenario II
In this scenario we use IST [WZ09] data structure to compute the con-
figurations. A tetrahedron-based approach could not be used because
of the probability relatively large computation times. Although ISTs
compute intersection volumes very quickly, we still had to reduce the
sampling of the configuration space. Therefore, we changed the step
size per axis to 30◦. We computed sample configurations for intersec-
tion volumes from 0 up to 10% of the total fixed object volume in 1%
steps. With these values, we generated a set of 268 128 sample config-
urations for every intersection volume. Because most applications of
collision detection try to avoid collision/intersection, an intersection
volume of 10% seems more than enough, as shown in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: The intersection volume between two Happy Buddha statues.
5.7.3 Force and Torque Quality Benchmark
Our novel quality benchmark evaluates the deviation of the magni-
tude and direction of the virtual forces and torques ideal prediction
models. Ideal forces and torques will be denoted by Fi and Ti, re-
spectively, while the ones computed by one of the collision detection
algorithms—measured forces—will be denoted by Fm and Tm.
Consequently, the scenarios in this benchmark, including objects
and paths, should be meet two requirements:
a) They should be simple enough so that we can provide a model;
b) They should be a suitable abstraction of the most common con-
tact configurations in force feedback or physically-based simu-
lations;
In the following sections we introduce the implemented scenarios
and methodology in order to evaluate force and torque quality.
Benchmarking Scenarios
Figure 5.22 shows all scenarios with their parameters; they are ex-
plained in the following.
scenario i (a ,b): A cone is translated while colliding with a
block, maintaining a constant penetration. The penetration we chose
is δ = 13H =
2
3r and the length of the trajectory is L+ 2a. Two sit-
uations have been differentiated in this scenario: (a) h > δ and (b)
h→ 0, i. e., the block is a thin rectangle.
Ideally, only forces should appear and they should have only a
component in the positive y direction. Moreover, these forces should
be constant while the cone slides on the block. This scenario evaluates
the behavior of algorithms with objects that have flat surfaces or sharp
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Figure 5.22: Scenarios in the Force and Torque Quality Benchmark, ex-
plained in Section 5.7.3. Upper row shows 3D snapshots,
whereas the lower displays parametrized schematics. Trajecto-
ries are represented with red dashed curves. Expected relevant
forces and/or torques are shown with blue vectors. Coordinate
systems are placed in points where forces and torques are mea-
sured – for the cone and the sphere this point is in their AABB
center, whereas the position in z axis for the pins object is in the
middle of the pin.
corners. In addition, Scenario Ib evaluates how algorithms handle the
so-called tunneling effect, which occurs when thin or non-watertight
objects yield too small forces and torques that allow interpenetration.
scenario ii : A sphere is revolved around a cylinder maintaining
a constant penetration. The radius of the orbit is ρ = 53R =
5
3r. Ide-
ally, only forces should appear (no torques) and they should have
uniquely sinusoid components in x and y directions. In addition
to that, the measured force magnitude should be constant while the
sphere revolves around the cylinder. This is a suitable benchmark for
environments with objects that have smooth, rounded surfaces.
scenario iii : A so-called pins object with a rectangular and a
circular pin and a matching holes object compose this scenario. The
rectangular pin is introduced in the rectangular hole and is turned
around its axis. The size of the objects is b = 2a, the side of the
rectangular pin is c = 2r and it has a length of a in z direction. The
maximum rotation angle is φmax = 30◦. Ideally, only torques should
appear and they should have only a component in positive z direc-
tion. Moreover, the measured torque magnitude should increase as
φ increases. This scenario evaluates the behavior of algorithms with
large contact areas.
scenario iv : This scenario uses the same objects as in Scenario
III. The start configuration is shown in Figure 5.22. Then, the pins
object is revolved around the central axis of the second one. The orbit
radius is ρ = 110c =
1
20r. The expected forces and torques are those
that bring the pins object towards the central axis, i. e., sinusoidal
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forces on the xy plane and torques with only z component. This sce-
nario evaluates the behavior of algorithms with large and superfluous
contact areas that should not generate collision reactions, such as the
contact between objects in the xy plane. Besides that, this scenario
contains small displacements around a configuration in which two
objects are in surface contact. These small displacements should gen-
erate the corresponding small forces that push the pins object back to
the only-surface-contact configuration.
Evaluation Method
For each scenario, we measured and recorded the following values
for each time stamp k.
1. Forces Fmk ,
2. Torques Tmk ,
3. Penalty values qmk and
4. Computation time tk.
In order to assess these measured values, we have developed ideal
models of the expected forces and torques (i). The directions of these
force and torque vector models are displayed in Figure 5.22, whereas
magnitudes are considered to be proportional to analytically deriv-
able collision properties, such as
1. ‖Fi‖ or ‖Ti‖ ∼ p, translational penetration depth,
2. ‖Fi‖ or ‖Ti‖ ∼ V , intersection volume.
In each scenario, we have determined p and V , respectively, as fol-
lows:
• Scenario Ia: p ∼ δ and V ∼ δ3
• Scenario Ib: p ∼ δ
• Scenario II: p = ρ = const and V = const
• Scenario III: p ∼ sin
(
φ
2
)
− 1 and V ∼
(
1
tan(φ) +
1
tan(pi2−φ)
)(√
2 ·
cos
(
pi
4 −φ
)
− 1
)2
• Scenario IV: p = ρ = const and
V = c2 − (c− ρ| cosφ|) (c− ρ| sinφ|) + pir2 −
4
∫r
ρ
2
(
r2 − τ2
)
dτ
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In order to evaluate the quality of the magnitude, the standard
deviation of measured (m) and ideal (i) curves is computed:
σF =
1
N
√√√√ N∑
k=1
(
‖Fˆik‖− ‖Fˆmk ‖
)2
, (5.6)
where Fˆ = F‖F‖max, and N being the total amount of time stamps.
Analogously, the indicator for direction deviation is the angle be-
tween ideal and measured values; the average value of this angle is:
γF =
1
N
N∑
k=1
arccos
Fik·Fmk
‖Fik‖·‖Fmk ‖
(5.7)
Deviation values for torques (σT ,γT ) are computed using Tmk and
Tik, instead of force values.
Additionally, we measure the amount of noise in the measured sig-
nals. A color coded time-frequency diagram using short time Fourier
transform can be used to visualize the noise in time domain. In order
to define a more manageable value for evaluations, we compute the
ratio
ν =
∫
Sm∫
Si
, (5.8)
where Sm is the energy spectral density of the measured variable (e.g.
‖Fm‖) and Si is the spectrum of the corresponding ideal signal. ν
can be evaluated for forces and torques directions and magnitudes
separately.
Equivalent Optimized Resolutions for Comparing Different Algorithms
Usually, when the quality of resolution is improved, whereas com-
putation time increases. Therefore, an appropriate trade-off between
quality and time performance must be found.
When properly evaluating or comparing collision detection algo-
rithms, such a resolution must be found that makes possible to com-
pare algorithms’ quality for a given average performance, or to com-
pare their performance for a given desired quality. In this context,
we name “equivalent” optimized resolutions such resolutions with
which algorithms exhibit a same desired time performance, being
possible to fairly compare their qualities.
Considering two objects in a scenario (A is dynamic, B is static),
we define the resolution pair (eAopt, eBopt) to be the optimum equivalent
resolution pair:(
eAopt, e
B
opt
)
= min
{
η
(
eA, eB
)
| t¯
(
eA, eB
)
= τ
}
, (5.9)
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where τ is the maximum admissible average computation time, t¯ and
η = ωσσ +ωγγ, the equally weighted sum of the standard devia-
tions.
In practice, since time and quality functions of Eq. (5.9) are un-
known, performed evaluations were carried out numerically after
running several tests. For each scenario and algorithm, we defined
three different resolutions within a reasonable5 domain for each ob-
ject A and B, building sets of 3 × 3 = 9 pairs (eA, eB). Then, the
sets of 9 corresponding tests were performed, recording all necessary
average computation times (t¯) and global deviations (η) in each one.
Next, we applied a linear regression to values of t¯, obtaining the plane
which predicts the average computation time for a resolution pair in
each scenario. Each of these planes was intersected with τ = 0.9ms6,
obtaining the lines formed by all (eA, eB) expected to have t¯ = 0.9ms
for each scenario.
Being aware of the fact that further refinements would yet be possi-
ble, it is considered that the reached compromise is accurate enough
in order to make a fair comparison. The average absolute difference
between predicted and measured η values with equivalent resolutions
was 1.2% for the Voxmap-Pointshell (VPS) algorithm and 2.1% for
the IST algorithm.
5.7.4 Results
Benchmarking is not as time consuming as configuration computa-
tion. To perform the benchmark, we load the set of configurations
for one object. For each object-object distance and intersection vol-
ume respectively, we start timing, set the transformation matrix of
the moving object to all the configurations associated with that dis-
tance, and perform a collision test for each of them. After that, we get
a maximum and an average collision detection time for the given dis-
tance or intersection volume, respectively. Overall, we did 65 million
different collision detection tests with each collision detection library.
Configuration computation
To compute all these configurations we used a PC cluster with 25 clus-
ter nodes, each with 4 Intel Xeon CPUs and 16GB of RAM. The time
needed to calculate configurations for a complete set of distances or
intersection volumes varies from object to object between 10h and
200h. Overall, we computed configurations for 86 objects, which
lasted 5 600 CPU days.
5 Between coarse but acceptable and too fine resolutions.
6 Collision detection and force computation must lie under 1ms; hence, we chose a
resonable value under this barrier.
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Figure 5.23: On the left: A layered voxmap (bottom) is colliding with red
pointshell points (top), yielding red bold collision forces. On
the right: The computation of a single collision force related to a
colliding point is graphically shown. Single collision forces are
computed scaling the normal vector (ni) of the colliding point
(Pi) with the sum of the local (nii) and global (v·s) penetration
of the point in the object.
Algorithms
In order to test our Benchmarking Suite, we used two collision detec-
tion algorithms, VPS and IST. Both algorithms use a penalty-based
haptic rendering method, which allows colliding objects to penetrate
each other to some degree. Each algorithm uses different penalty val-
ues: the one from VPS is the penetration depth, while the one from IST
is the intersection volume.
First, we explain the algorithms and how they compute force and
torque values they return to our benchmark. After this, we discuss
the output of the Performance Benchmark and the Force and Torque
Quality Benchmark.
the voxmap-pointshell algorithm : The Voxmap-Pointshell
(VPS) algorithm was initially presented by McNeely, Puterbaugh, and
Troy [MPT99]. The algorithm computes collision forces and torques
of potentially big and complex geometries with 1kHz update rates.
To achieve this goal, two types of data structures are generated of-
fline for each colliding object-pair: a voxmap and a pointshell (see
Figure 5.23). In this work, we used the fast and accurate voxmap
generator presented by [Sag+08].
Voxmaps are 3D grids in which each voxel stores a discrete dis-
tance value v ∈ Z to the surface. Pointshells are sets of points uni-
formly distributed on the surface of the object; each point has addi-
tionally an inwards pointing normal vector.
During collision detection, the normal vectors ni of colliding
points Pi—those which are in voxels with v ≥ 0—are summed,
after being weighted by their penetration in the voxmap, yielding
the collision force F. Torques Ti generated by colliding points are
the cross product between forces Fi and point coordinates Pi, all
magnitudes expressed in the pointshell frame, with its origin in with
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being the center of mass. At the end, these torques Ti are summed
to compute the total torque T.
the inner sphere tree algorithm : Inner Sphere Tree (IST)
[WZ09] is a novel geometric data structure, that provides hierarchical
BVs from the inside of an object. The main idea is to fill the interior
of the model with a set of non-overlapping spheres that approximate
the object’s volume closely. Therefore ISTs and, consequently, the
collision detection algorithm are independent of the geometry com-
plexity; they only depend on the approximation error.
The penetration volume corresponds to the water displacement of
the overlapping parts of the objects and, thus, leads to a physically
motivated and continuous repulsion force. The algorithm determines
all pairs of overlapping spheres and computes a force for each of
them. Summing all these pairwise forces gives the total penalty force
F. Similarly, the torque is computed separately for each pair of inter-
secting spheres and accumulated to obtain the total torque T.
Discussion of the Benchmark Results
In this section we present the results returned from our benchmarks.
The algorithms presented in Section 5.7.4 were used for this propose.
It is very hard to tell which algorithm is better because this is very
dependent on the requirements. Our benchmarking provides a wide
range of test cases to evaluate the given algorithm and return the
computation time and the computed values. In the next sections we
explain the results returned by the tested algorithm.
Figure 5.24: Some of the objects we used in our Performance Benchmark:
A model of a Happy Buddha (1 087 716 polygons), a Chinese
Dragon (1 311 956 polygons), a Circular Box (1 402 640 polygons)
and a Gargoyle (1 726 420 polygons).
results of the performance benchmark
Appart from the distance or the penetration depth between ob-
jects, the performance of the most collision detection libraries mainly
depends on the complexity and the shape of the objects. Figure 5.24
shows some of the objects we used. All objects that are in the public
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domain can be accessed on our website7. Within our benchmarks, we
tested a model against a copy of itself. Of course, our benchmark
also supports the use of two different objects, but the first method is
sufficient to draw conclusions about the performance of the libraries.
We tested the libraries on an Intel Core2 CPU 6700 @ 2.66GHz and
2GB of RAM running Linux. All source codes were compiled with
gcc 4.3.
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Figure 5.25: Performance Benchmark: Example result for Happy Buddha.
The top plot shows the measured average collision response
time for Scenario I (no collision) and the bottom one for Sce-
nario II (collision) (see Section 5.7.2). Distance 0.0 means that
the objects are touching. Volume 1% means that the intersection
volume is equal to 1% of the total object volume. The number
in parentheses after IST denotes the number of spheres (see Sec-
tion 5.7.4). The two numbers after VPS denote the number of
voxels and points, respectively (see Section 5.7.4).
An example of a result of the Performance Benchmark is shown in
Figure 5.25, using Happy Buddha as object. Our Performance Bench-
mark facilitates a comparison of different algorithms as well as an
assessment of the behavior of one algorithm, with respect to the ob-
jects complexity.
With the results from the Performance Benchmark it is now pos-
sible to compare collision libraries regarding their collision response
time. These tests can also be used to determine objects or a placement
of two objects which are not ideal for the tested algorithm. It is also
possible to determin the influence of the object complexity or a lower
approximation error on the collision response time.
7 http://cgvr.cs.uni-bremen.de/research/colldet_benchmark/index.shtml
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Figure 5.26: Force and Torque Quality Benchmark: On the top, an example
for the normalized collision force vector computed by the tested
algorithms (Scenario I) and on the bottom the orientation of the
vectors (Scenario II).
However, the computation time is not enough to fully assess a colli-
sion detection algorithm. Often, the quality of the collision responses
is another important factor. This is discussed in the next section.
results of the force and torque quality benchmark
As in the case of the Performance Benchmark, all objects and paths
used in the Force and Torque Quality Benchmark (see Figure 5.22)
are available on our website8. We tested them on an Intel Core2Quad
CPU Q9450 @ 2.66GHz and 3.4GB of RAM running Linux SLED 11.
The libraries were compiled with gcc 4.3.
For the voxel size s we have chosen a fixed lenght unit u in the
voxelized objects such that H = 60u,h = 30u (Scenario I), R = 30u (a
penetration of 20u is maintained) (Scenario II), c = 20u (Scenario III),
and ρ = 20u (Scenario IV). The number of voxels was chosen to be
728× 24× 303 voxels for the block in Senario I while the cone has
15 669 pointshell points. In Scenario II, we used 491× 816× 491 vox-
els for the cylinder and 12 640 pointshell points for the sphere. In
Scenario III, the number of voxels was chosen to be 1 204× 604× 603
for the holes and 12 474 pointshell points for the pins object. For the
last Scenario, the number of voxels was chosen to be 243× 123× 123
for the holes and 13 295 pointshell points for the pins object.
Figures 5.26 and 5.27 show example plots of the magnitude analy-
sis. The top of Figure 5.26 contains the expected model curves for
ideal force magnitudes in Scenario I. Measured curves are super-
posed to expected curves to give an idea of how reliable they are
derived with respect to these proposed collision response models.
The standard deviation between measured and ideal curves yields
the magnitude deviation σF = 0.043 for VPS and σF = 0.176 for ISTs.
8 http://cgvr.cs.uni-bremen.de/research/colldet_benchmark/index.shtml
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In Scenario III, the standard deviation between measured and ideal
curves yields the magnitude deviation σT = 0.169 and σT = 0.112
for the torques, respectively. The bottom of Figure 5.26 shows the
curve ‖T‖‖F‖ , which should be 0 for Scenario II, since ideally no torques
should appear. This quotient gives information about the magnitude
of forces or torques that actually should not occur.
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Figure 5.27: Force and Torque Quality Benchmark: On the top, an exam-
ple for an average angle between model and measured forces
(Scenario II) and on the bottom the normalized collision torque
vector computed by the tested algorithms (Scenario III).
In Figures 5.28 and 5.29, force and torque components are dis-
played, giving a visual idea of force and torque direction deviations.
The top plot of Figure 5.27 shows this direction deviation for Sce-
nario II, the associated γ values are γF = 2.40 for VPS and γF = 7.64
for ISTs.
Finally, Figure 5.30 shows the results of our noise measurement
of the force in the x-direction in Scenario III. The color coded
time-frequency diagrams visualize the amount, the time, and the
frequency of the signal’s noise. The corresponding ν values are
νF = 0.620 for VPS and νF = 1.12 for ISTs, where values closer to one
denote a minor amount of noise.
All these results show that VPS and IST are very close to their
underlying models and that different haptic rendering algorithms can
be evaluated. From these results we can say that our models for
penetration are suitable. Furthermore, they prove empirically that
our benchmark is vaild. In particular, the benchmark also reveals
significant differences between the algorithms: Whereas ISTs seem to
have a higher standard deviation from the ideal model, VPS tends
to deliver noisier signal quality. The decision between accuracy and
noise could be essential for some applications.
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Figure 5.28: Force and Torque Quality Benchmark: An example for the col-
lision torque (Scenario III) computed by the tested algorithms.
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Figure 5.29: Force and Torque Quality Benchmark: An example for the col-
lision force computed by the tested algorithms (Scenario IV).
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Figure 5.30: Force and Torque Quality Benchmark: On the top, the noise in
the force signal of the VPS algorithm and on the bottom noise
in force signal of IST algorithm. The colored picture shows the
time frequency domain: The colors decode the intensity of the
frequency, where dark blue represents an intensity of zero.
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5.7.5 Conclusions and Future Work
The results maintain the validity of our analytically derived force and
torque models. In addition, they show that quite different collision
detection algorithms can be easily benchmarked with our proposed
methods.
This Benchmarking Suite is published as open source, so it is a
great asset to users who want to figure out the best suited colli-
sion handling scheme to meet their specific requirements, as well
as to researchers who want to compare their algorithms with other
approaches using a standardized benchmark that delivers verifiable
results. Moreover, it helps to identify geometric cases in which the
collision response scheme diverges from the correct results.
In the future, it would be nice to generate a ranking of the differ-
ent measurements, like continuity of forces and torques in magnitude
and direction or the noise of the signals, with respect to psychophysi-
cal cognition. To achieve that, elaborate user studies need to be done,
including testbeds with different haptic devices and investigations
about the perception of the different parameters. Another promising
future project would be to extend our Benchmarking Suite for multi-
body-simulations.
Finally, a standardized Benchmarking Suite for deformable objects
is still missing and would be very helpful for users and researchers.
So far there does not exist a Benchmarking Suite for deformable mod-
els to compare the computed force and torques. Therefore, it is not
possible to compare different approaches with respect to their quality.
Currently all dynamic scenes are stored frame per frame in a separate
file e. g., ply, obj, wrl, and so on. Thus, a user can load a scene file per
file and perform a collision check. However, most commonly used
benchmarks for deformable collision detections contain inaccuracies
like real intersections, although there are unwanted in that scenario
(see Figure 5.14). Therefore it will be essential to develop a robust and
correct collision detection benchmark for deformable collision detec-
tion algorithm, that covers all cases that can occur in a deformation
process. An interesting possibility is the usage of a skeleton repre-
sentation for the object, like in skeleton animation [KJP02; RLN06].
Now the skeleton can be used to deform the object and to determine
collision configurations. In this way self-collisions can be determined
if an object is greatly modified by the skeleton. This approach is only
possible if a skeleton representation can be determined. Furthermore,
some objects can not be deformed in a natural way by a skeleton, e. g.,
a sphere. Another possibility is to move the vertices of mesh individ-
ually. This approach is the most flexible but this will lead to a huge
amount of configurations.
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5.8 future work
Nevertheless, our novel collision detection approach for soft bodies
provides still room for improvements as regards the clustering pro-
cess. Right now we are using fuzzy c-means for the subdivision pro-
cess, but like we mentioned in Section 4.5 it is possible that this ap-
proach gets stuck in local optima. Therefore, we should use a robust
clustering approach for the first partitioning step, like BNG. In the
running time critical simulation process we use the very fast fuzzy c-
means algorithm to update the clustering result. This step will make
our approach more robust, so it will perform very fast in all situa-
tions.
Another improvement is to use a principle curve (see Section 5.2.2)
instead of the direction of the first component of the PCA. A principle
curve fits the shape of an object better than a straight line, which will
reduce the number of false-positives. There should be much room for
improvement because this step takes the most time in our collision
detection approach.
Right now we use the Thrust sorting algorithm which does not
make use of the temporal coherence that is inherent in most real
scenes. Every frame the algorithm sorts the whole array from the
beginning. This is, for example, the case if in the virtual scene from
one frame to the next one some objects are moving, but the total order
of the BVs along the sweep axis does not change that much. There-
fore, an adaptive sorting approach will improve the sorting step and
thus, reduce the collision detection time.
Distributing the computation process to more GPUs provides sev-
eral additional problems. If we subdivide the scene into 2 clusters
and we have two GPUs, each GPU can process one cluster. But in
the case of subdividing the scene into 3 clusters, we have to decide
which GPU has to process 2 clusters and which GPU has to process
only one cluster. Assume a computer system has two different GPUs
with widely varying computation performance, therefore, it could be
best to subdivide the scene into 3 clusters and the GPU with highest
computation power should process 2 clusters and the other GPU one
cluster. Consequently, our collision detection approach needs a good
distribution system to distribute the computation processes.
6
T E C H N I C A L D E TA I L S A N D A P P L I C AT I O N S
This chapter gives a more technical view of our novel collision detec-
tion algorithm. We provide the data throughput through each part of
our collision detection approach. Additionally, we show a sequence
diagram, which illustrates the most important object interactions ar-
ranged in time sequence. Furthermore, to proof the functionality of
our collision detection implementation we have implemented them
into a commonly used real-time physics simulation called Bullet.
6.1 data flow
Let us assume that our collision detection is integrated into a physics
simulation. In the first step the physics simulation calculates the new
position for each primitive used in the simulation by applying all
determined forces e. g., acceleration, velocity, gravity, and so on. The
new physics entity—in our case a triangle mesh representation of the
whole scene—is forwarded to our collision detection (see Figure 6.1).
If the simulation is not running or the data are not already on the
GPU, all mesh data points have to be transferred into GPU memory.
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Figure 6.1: Data flow through our novel collision detection algorithm. Note
that we show only the most important parts.
Our collision detection agreed upon additional information about
the virtual scene such as primitive representation points, clustering
information, BVs and more. Therefore, our approach performs sev-
eral steps, e. g., clustering process, Sweep-and-Prune, and exact inter-
section tests. All additional data values are stored temporarily on the
GPU. The result of a single collision detection step—all intersecting
primitives—is sent back to the simulation. In the following the simu-
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lation has to resolve the collisions between all reported primitives in
a physical correct or plausible way.
6.2 sequence diagram
The sequence diagram (see Figure 6.2) shows main parts of our colli-
sion detection approach and the way they interact. Furthermore, the
time flow of the entire process is specified by the sequence diagram.
The activation boxes (light blue vertical rectangles) denote that the
corresponding part of our collision detection is currently processing
a request.
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Figure 6.2: Sequence diagram illustrating the most important object interac-
tions arranged in time sequence.
The overall process starts by an update call of the object represen-
tation—in our case a 3D triangle mesh. After the 3D triangle mesh
is sent from the Simulation to the Collision Detection, the Simulation can
trigger the process to determine all intersecting primitives. Now our
collision detection will perform all steps to make all intersecting prim-
itives available to the Simulation. At the beginning our collision detec-
tion calls Mesh Representation to calculate the data points to represent
the 3D triangle mesh. These data points are used within the Clustering
process. Every cluster, from the Clustering process, can be performed
in parallel (see Figure 6.2 the rectangular box labeled with par). For
each cluster we call the PCA and SaP process to determine all overlap-
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ping BVs. All primitives, which BVs overlap, have to be investigated
in more detail. Therefore, we send these primitives to the Intersection
Test process. Every cluster send all intersecting primitives back to
the Collision Detection, which collects all primitives from all parallel
processes and feed these information back into the Simulation. All
frames from 2 onwards are using an update function in the Clustering
process (see Figure 6.2 update clustering function colored in red and
Section 5.1 for more details) to speedup the collision detection pro-
cess.
6.3 implementation
The collision detection approach, including all approaches presented
in this work, all applications, and the Graphical User Interface (GUI)
are implemented in the programming language C++/CUDA. The
main reasons are the high efficiency with respect to computation time
and all libraries are available for C++, especially CUDA. We used
CUDA because, at the time when we started developing, its function-
ality outdid by far OpenCL.
Libraries for collision detection process (required)
Boost lexical cast and tuple data type support
Thrust parallel sorting, prefix sum and reduction algorithm
CUDA programming language for the implementation of our
massive parallel algorithms
Libraries for visualization only (not required)
Qt GUI and platform independent file system access
OpenGL visualization and rendering of the 3D scene
Table 6.1: A full listing of all used libraries.
6.4 bullet physics 2 .78
Bullet is an open source real-time physics simulation (under zlib li-
cense) developed by Erwin Coumans. Bullet’s main features are the
support of discrete and continuous collision detection including ray
and convex sweep tests. Its supporting concave and convex meshes
and all basic primitives for the collision tests. Furthermore, it pro-
vides a fast and stable rigid body dynamics constraint solver, vehicle
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dynamica, character controller and slider, hinge, generic 6-Degree of
Freedom (DoF) and cone twist constraint for ragdolls.
The Bullet Library has been used in many games and movie pro-
ductions, e. g., the Toy Story 3 game developed for Sony PlayStation 3,
Microsoft XBox 360 and Nintendo Wii, use Bullet physics. The digital
visual effects company Weta Digital used Bullet’s rigid body simula-
tion in the A-Team movie.
6.4.1 Disadvantages
Bullet 2.78 supports soft body simulation, e. g., it provides dynam-
ics for cloth, rope and deformable volumes with two-way interaction
with rigid bodies. However, there is no support for collision detection
between two or more soft bodies. Collision detection between rigid
bodies and one soft body object is supported. But most real-world
simulations contains more than just one soft body object. Therefore,
collision detection between many soft bodies should be taken into
account.
In order to overcome this drawback, we integrated our collision de-
tection approach into the Bullet Software Development Kit (SDK). We
will describe this implementation in detail in the following section.
6.5 integration into bullet physics
To replace Bullet’s own collision detection we have to ensure that our
collision detection approach has to be called instead of their built-in.
Therefore, we have to replace all function calls of Bullet’s collision de-
tection inside btCollisionWorld::performDiscreteCollisionDetection() (see
Listing 6.1). Thus, Bullet passes all objects within the scene, stored in
the array m_collisionObj, to our collision detection approach.
/** Set our collision detection algorithm as default collision detection
* algorithm for all discrete collision checks
*/
void btCollisionWorld::performDiscreteCollisionDetection()
{
if( ! m_tucIsInit )
m_tucIsInit = m_tucCollDetHandler.initCollDet( m_collisionObj );
/* perform collision detection test for all objects */
m_tucCollDetHandler.doCollisionCheck( m_collisionObj );
} 
Listing 6.1: Register our collision detection in Bullet (btCollisionWorld.cpp)
After each simulation step Bullet perform a collision detection
test. Therefore, Bullet calls the algorithm registered in the function
btCollisionWorld::performDiscreteCollisionDetection(). In the first call
our collision detection approach perform an initialization step. In this
step we initialize the CUDA device and allocate memory for triangles,
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BVs and prefix computation results. Therefore, we use the helper
function void tucBtReplaceColl::initNumberFaces(...), which determines
the number of triangles per object and verifies the type of each ob-
ject. At the moment, only two Bullet object types are supported by
our implementation, a triangle mesh (TRIANGLE_MESH_SHAPE_PROXYTYPE)
for rigid body representation and soft bodies (SOFTBODY_SHAPE_PROXYTYPE
). To perform a collision detection test we have to execute void
tucBtReplaceColl::doCollisionCheck(...). Within this function we copy
the new vertices—after a simulation step some objects may move
or deform—from Bullet to the GPU and perform a collision test for
all objects at the same time. Once all of the intersecting primitives
of all objects have been determined, we pass these contact points to
Bullet. Now Bullet can perform a simulation step and resolve all
intersections.
/** Replace bullets collision detection
* supported bullet object types
* - triangle mesh -- TRIANGLE_MESH_SHAPE_PROXYTYPE
* - soft bodies -- SOFTBODY_SHAPE_PROXYTYPE
*/
class tucBtReplaceColl
{
typedef boost::tuple<uint, uint> collPair;
public:
...
/* initialize our coll det (init cuda, memory allocation, ...) */
bool initCollDet(
btAlignedObjectArray<btCollisionObject*> collisionObjects );
/* perform collision test and pass contact points to Bullet */
bool doCollisionCheck(
btAlignedObjectArray<btCollisionObject*> collisionObjects );
private:
/* get vertices from Bullet and copy to GPU */
void updateVertices(
btAlignedObjectArray<btCollisionObject*> collisionObjects );
/* check objects type and count the number of faces */
void initNumberFaces(
btAlignedObjectArray<btCollisionObject*> collisionObjects );
... 
Listing 6.2: Provide all functions to perform a collision detection check and
pass points of contact to Bullet.
6.5.1 Disadvantages
Since Bullet 2.78 is executed entirely on the CPU and our collision
detection is executed completely on the GPU, additional communi-
cation is necessary. So we have to copy all vertices from the host to
the device after each simulation step. Even if we use pinned memory
on the host side, memory transfer from host to device is very time
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consuming and slow down the whole simulation process. Due to the
fact, that Bullet does not run on the GPU we have to perform this
memory transfer.
6.6 our collision detection in action
Since we replaced Bullet’s built-in collision detection, it is now pos-
sible to detect collisions between two soft bodies and between soft
and rigid bodies. Figure 6.3 shows some simulations with many soft
bodies falling down into a netting. Like you can see all objects within
the scene are soft bodies and they generally deform. Therefore, we
(a) 5 bunnies (b) 10 bunnies
(c) 20 bunnies (d) 50 gloves
Figure 6.3: Bullet physics using our collision detection approach for soft
body collision detection. Different soft bodies are falling into
a netting. Thus the models are strongly deforming which results
in a huge amount of inter- and intra-collisions.
get the objects vertices from Bullet and move them on the GPU (see
Listing 6.2). As we mentioned in the Section 2.3 we have to deter-
mine all contact points and intersecting primitives, to handle resting
contact and deformations in a physically correct way, and pass these
primitives to Bullet. Bullet solves all the collisions and move the prim-
itives depending on their material properties, like stiffness, bending
constraints, and more.
7
P E R O R AT I O N
In this chapter we will recap the main contributions presented in
this dissertation and furthermore, we will show up where the devel-
opment in the field of collision detection can go. Since all chapters
have a summary section (see Sections 4.7, 5.1.2, 5.7.5 and 5.8) we will
general outline the main contributions and results of our new ap-
proach to provide an overall picture. We would like to mention that
the best collision detection approach and therefore, the focus and the
aim behind, is very much dependent upon the underlying problem.
It would be true to say that there will be no universal collision de-
tection approach for all requirements. The focus of this work is on
collision detection in a highly dynamic virtual environment between
deformable objects. Furthermore, we want to look ahead and spot
and discuss future trends and developments in the field of collision
detection and related fields.
7.1 summary
Interactions with objects and between objects within a virtual envi-
ronment are not possible without a collision detection system and
therefore, collision detection is one of the fundamental technology in
interactive virtual simulations. This dissertation introduced a new
approach for collision detection of dynamically deforming objects
with support for inter-object and intra-object collision detection. Most
rigid body collision detection approaches use static acceleration data
structures, like a Bounding Volume Hierarchy (BVH) or Inner Sphere
Tree (IST). Since static acceleration data structures can become invalid
after a deformation process, our approach avoid such static data struc-
tures. To ensure that a simulation can compute physically correct
forces, self-collisions and resting contact have to be taken into account
in the case of soft body simulation (see Section 2.3). To recognize all
intersecting primitives our approach works on the primitives directly.
In order to avoid unnecessary primitive intersection tests, e. g., prim-
itives which are far apart from each other, we decide to use a topo-
logical method, or more precisely a modified Sweep-and-Prune (SaP)
approach, to exclude non-colliding primitives as early as possible (see
Section 2.7). As sweep direction we decide to use the direction of the
first component of the Principal Component Analysis (PCA), because
the direction of the first principal component maximizes the variance
of primitives, after projection. Furthermore, the direction of the first
component of the PCA will change automatically when the object
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representation changes after a deformation or moving process. As a
consequence we will get a good sweep direction over the whole simu-
lation process. Using the first principal component as sweep direction
only, will nevertheless produce false-positives, because of the dimen-
sional reduction in the SaP step (see Section 5.2.1). To eliminate this
kind of false-positives we subdivide the scene into connected com-
ponents using fuzzy c-means algorithm. Our algorithm is especially
tailored to be executed massively parallel and therefore, we decide to
use the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) as computing device. Fur-
thermore, the GPUs were still growing exponentially in performance
due to massive parallelism, while Central Processing Units (CPUs)
hit the serial performance ceiling. Thus, parallelism seems to be a
forward-looking technology of increasing performance and therfore,
parallelism was one of the most important requirements while devel-
oping our new collision detection approach.
In this dissertation, we make several contributions to the area of
collision detection, in particular with regard to deformable collision
detection, the most important are using PCA to determine a good
sweep direction for SaP process and fuzzy c-means for the subdivi-
sion process in the context of a highly interactive and deformable vir-
tual environment. These features make it possible to run simulations
with deformable objects containing a huge amount of primitives at
interactive rates. Furthermore, there are no restrictions relating to the
kind of deformation or movement, or conditions, such as for exam-
ple, the objects have to be watertight. Thanks to the clustering process,
each cluster can be distributed to a different device and therefore, the-
oretical all clusters can be investigated in parallel. The results show
that our algorithm is as fast as other state-of-the-art approaches but
even more flexible to use more than one GPU only.
7.2 where the journey can go?
As stated already in the introduction, virtual environments are
getting more and more complex and objects become more detailed
and accurate. As a result of this, the number of primitives—in the
case of a polygonal object representation (see Chapter 2)—has in-
crease significantly in the last years. Furthermore, new virtual tech-
nologies will become part of our daily life, like the Oculus Rift or
Google Glass. The Oculus Rift, a virtual reality head-mounted dis-
play, opens up a wide range of people the possibility to plunge into
a virtual environment. To simulate a fully immersive and interactive
virtual environment, where the user cannot differentiate between the
real-world and the virtual one, objects have to interact in the virtual
world in the same way like they interact in the real-world. Therefore,
a physically correct behavior of the objects is necessary to guarantee
a high degree of immersion. Currently a major problem is that in
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the real-world nearly all objects can deform or will break up in its
individual components, if the forces applied to the objects are strong
enough. Thus, soft bodies containing a huge amount of primitives
are becoming increasingly important and new collision detection ap-
proaches should support this type of object.
7.2.1 Quality of Contact Information
Another important objective of the collision handling process is to
compute accurate contact information (penetration depth, penetra-
tion volume, or other) for a physically correct or plausible collision
response. To this day there is no approach for deformable objects
which can compute the penetration volume in real-time but accord-
ing to Fisher and Lin [FL01, Section 5.1], this penetration measure
is “the most complicated yet accurate method” to define the extent
of intersection. Thus, an approach which determines the penetration
volume for deformable objects in a very fast way will improve the
quality of the computed forces and therefore, the quality of the phys-
ical simulation.
7.2.2 Point Clouds
As aforementioned, point clouds become more and more impor-
tant because 3D scanners are seen in everyday life, e. g., Microsoft’s
Kinect, Google’s Project Tango or a simple webcam [Iza+11; PRD09;
RHL02]. Therefore, collision detection approaches for point clouds
will come into the focus in the future. Since most 3D scanners
provide point cloud data in real-time, static data structures are not
suitable in most cases because they need an update step in every
frame. This problem is closely related to soft body collision detection
and can profit from the insights gained. The first step is a surface
triangulation on point clouds with normals, to obtain a triangle mesh
based on projections of the local neighborhoods [MRB09]. This trian-
gle mesh can now be handle by a fast soft body collision detection or
a rigid body collision detection approach which provides an update
step for the underlaying acceleration data structure. But till today
the triangulation process cannot be performed in real-time for huge
point clouds.
7.2.3 Haptics
Besides rendering of visual and aural information of the virtual en-
vironment, force-feedback is another important technique to signifi-
cantly increase the degree of immersion and usability within a virtual
environment. Botden, Torab, Buzink, and Jakimowicz [Bot+08] and
Våpenstad, Hofstad, Langø, Mårvik, and Chmarra [Våp+13] showed
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that haptic sensations influence psychomotor performance in vir-
tual tasks like laparoscopy. Furthermore, the kind of force-feedback
device is important for virtual interactions. Weller and Zachmann
[WZ12] showed that 6-DoF force-feedback devices outperform 3-DoF
devices significantly, both in user perception and in user performance.
However, nowadays haptic devices are still unhandy, very expensive
and very hard to installation and handling.
Since human being is very sensitive to the haptic feedback—the
temporal resolution of the human tactile sense is very high—a con-
stant update rate of 1000Hz is needed for hard surfaces will feel
100% realistic [Mar+96]. Thus, the collision detection process has to
be very fast to reach this update rate. Until now, no exact collision de-
tection approach for deformable objects consists of tens of thousands
of primitives is fast enough to provide a collision response containing
forces and torques at this high frequency.
7.2.4 Natural Interaction
Most current simulations use much simplified models, e. g., to rep-
resent the human body or especially the human hand. Microsoft’s
Kinect is able to track the whole body with fairly well accuracy. The
next consequent step is the precise tracking. Mohr [Moh12] presented
techniques to detect and track the full-DoF human hand motion using
conventional cameras. Furthermore, they presented an artificial hand
model and an approach for a very compact hand motion description.
We are entirely certain that future developments will allow a precise
tracking of the whole human body, including hand, fingers, legs, and
eyes.
There is currently no physical correct or plausible simulation model
available, that allows complex interactions between the human model
and objects, e. g., pick up things from the floor with the index finger
and the thumb. In most current applications objects are pinned to
the virtual hand, if the objects are located in the immediate vicinity
of the virtual hand. In order to realize such precise interactions two
factors are important: a detailed physically-based deformable hand
model, and an accurate simulation of the fingers’ frictional forces.
To determine these forces an exact collision detection approach for
deformable models, which takes all kind of contacts into account,
e. g., collision, self-collision, resting or persistent contacts, is needed.
A P P E N D I X
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A
R E F E R E N C E S H E E T S
type cuda opencl
terminology terminology
Pr
og
ra
m
an
d
H
ar
dw
ar
e
GPU Device
Multiprocessor Compute Unit
Scalar Core Processing Element
Kernel Kernel
Host Program Host Program
Grid NDRange
Thread-Block Work-Group
Thread Work-Item
M
em
or
y
Global Memory Global Memory
Constant Memory Constant Memory
Texture Memory Texture Memory
Shared (per-block) Memory Local Memory
Local Memory Private Memory
Table A.1: Terminology overview used by NVIDIA CUDA and OpenCL de-
veloped by Khronos Group [KW10; KP12].
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